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INTRODUCTION

PURPOSE:

·1

Experts agree that students learn best when their learning experience is hands-on, immediate,
relevant, and what they are learning is directly tied to an experience with another human
being. Service-learning is a teaching strategy that connects a service experience in the
community to classroom curriculum. This book highlights ways teachers can engage students
in service-learning projects that will both satisfy the core content guidelines and make learning
more meaningful for students.
Keep in mind that this document only briefly touches on how to utilize service-learning to meet
required core content. While the ideas contained in this document just skim the surface of the
possibilities for blending core content concepts with service-learning, it is hopeful that the
information contained in this document will lead you to explore other avenues for integrating
service-learning with the core curriculum.

USING THIS
DOCUMENT:

PART O NE
As you begin to teach a core concept, use Part One of this guide to provide suggestions on ways
to involve students in real life experiences in the communities in which they live. While the
student has an opportunity to practice their role as a community citizen, the service-learning
projects also help to cement in hisfher mjnd the concepts you are teaching.

PART TWO
This section contains actual units of study written and implemented by classroom teachers.
The intent of these units of study is to demonstrate how service-learning projects have met
core content areas. Use these units to gain ideas for projects and to get a better understanding
of how to tie service-learning and core content together.
2.

.....
SERVIC E -LEARNING DEFINED
Service-learning is a method by which young people learn and
develop through acti ve participa tion in thoughtfully organized service experiences that. ...
• meet community needs;
• are coordinated in collaboration with the school and community;
• are integrated into each young person's academic curriculum;
• provide structured time for a young person to think, talk, and write
about what he/she did and saw during the actual service activity;
• provide young people with opportunities to use newly acquired
academic skills and knowledge in real life situations in their own
communities;
• enhance what is taught in the school by extending studentleaming
beyond the classroom; and
• help to foster the development of a sense of caring for others.
J..

.

....I

P

From the Alliance for Sel1'ice-Leaming in Education Reform
May, 1993
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ITHE FOUR KEY STEPS TO SERVICE-LEARNING -I
(1) PREPARATION
The preparation phase is an essential com(Xment of a successful service-learning project. It is important that students
are oriented to the service project and are prepared for what they will be doing. Students should know what is
expected of them and what to expect from the project. Simply "throwing them in" can result in confusion and
frustration, especially if they are going to be working with people that are unfamiliar to them.
A few ideas for preparation activities include:

•

Inviting a guest speaker from the community to talk""with tbe students
This is beneficial in many ways. It provides the background information about the issue the students will be
addressing which will help them understand why they are doing the service. Students will be given the
opportunity to ask questions of the speaker~ often these are questions the teacher does not have the background
to answer. A guest speaker also provides a sense of familiarity. When the students enter a facility to do a project
there is often uneasiness at first. The familiar face of the speaker will be a welcome sight for students, and they
will feel more at ease about beginning their project.

• St udent research
Providing a topic for the students to research will give them the time and attention necessary to learn about the
issue your service project is trying to address. For example, if the project is a food drive for a local soup kitchen,
students could study and read about homelessness issues in this country and write a report before beginning their
project. T hey could then share their report with other students.

• Open discussions
Simply gathering the students in a 'circle and discussing the issue at hand can provide a wonderfulleaming
experience. This forum, if conducted in an open and honest way by the facilitator, can help students freely
discuss their stereotypes about people different from themselves. Although these ideas may not be pleasant
to hear, it is important that the students have the freedom to express their opinions. This would al so give the
teacher a chance to teach about counter stereotypes. It is equally important to do this after the project to find out
if their opinions have changed.
4

(2) ACTION
The action phase takes three fonns: direct (putting students face to face with the service recipients), indirect (benefits
~he co~uni ty as a whole rather than a particular person or group), and advocacy (students voice ~ei r opinions on
Issues of Importance to their community). The direct service should always focus on a real commuruty need. The
work should be both meaningful and challenging to the students involved. T hink about the following points when
considering a project:
• Are the students and the community agency involved in the planning?
• Are both the students and the community agencies committed to the project goal s?
• Are students taking ownership?

(3) RE FLECTION
Refl ection is the real difference between service-learning and community service. Reflection involves the use of
critical thinking skills in order to help students prepare for, succeed in. and learn from the service experience. T he
many ways to reflect are limited only by the imagination of the teacher and students. When planning for reflection
activities, remember that not everyone learns in the same way. Offer a variety of methods and let students choose
which one they would like to use to help them best analyze their experience. The following are some reflective
activities:
• one-on-one or large group discussions -- consider asking questions such as "What was the best trung that
happened during the project?","W hat could have been done better?", "What do you thi nk about the people
you served?", "What else can be done to address this issue?", and "Did anyone say anything to you
that surprised you?"
• joumaJs -- this is most effective when done both before and after a project to help students visuaJize if and
how their attitudes changed
• art projects such as painting. sketching, sculpting, or making a collage depicting their feelings about the project
• teaching what they learned to others -- this is often the ultimate fonn of reflection because students not only
process their experience, but learn how to share their thoughts with others
• developing a multi-media presentation on their project -- not only do students process their learning, they gain
skills in the use of technology 
• creating and perfonning a skit about their experience

(4) CELEBRATION
This step simply recognizes students for their efforts and helps them understand that they did make a difference.
Celebration often goes hand in hand with reflection.
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ST ANDARDS OF QUALITY
FOR
SCHOOL-BASED SERVICE-LEARNING

Members of the Alliance for Service-Learning in Education Reform (ASLER) developed these standards to promote
quality school-based and community-based service-learning programs.

I.

Effective service-learning efforts strengthen service and academic learning.

n.

Mcxlel service-learning provides concrete opportunities for youth to learn new skills, to think critically, and to
test new roles in an environment that encourages risk-taking and rewards competence.

m.

Preparation and reflection are essential elements in service-learning.

IV.

Youths' efforts are recognized by those served, including their peers, the school, and the community.

V.

Youth are involved in the planning.

VI.

The service students perfoon makes a meaningful contribution to the community.

YD.

Effective service-learning integrates systematic formative and summative evaluation.

vm.

Service-learning connects the school or sponsoring organization and its community in new and positive ways.
I

IX.

Service-learning is understood and supported as an integral element in the life of a school or sponsoring
organization and its community.

X.

Skilled adult guidance and supervision are essential to the success of service-learning.

XI.

Preservice training, orientation, and staff development that include the philosophy and methodology of
service-learning best ensure that program quality and continuity are maintained.

..
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READING
Reading Skills
(assessed across all reading types)

Academic Expectation 1.2
CORE CONTENT

Middle School

Reading Skills enab le students to comprehend all types of reading materia ls .
RD-M-x.O.l
Iden ti fy an author's pu rpose in literary, informational, persuasive, and
practical/workplace materi als .

SERVICE-LEARNING IDEAS

•

Coll ec t books and donate them to needy children with informati on abou t
the importa nce of reading .

RD-M-x.O.2
Use kn ow ledge of synonyms, antonyms and homony ms to comprehend a passage.

•

Schedu le regular times when students can read to elementary or
preschool child ren . Foll ow thi s with a discussion of the story read.

RD-M-x.O.3
Identify words that have mU ltiple meanings and sel ect the appropri ate meaning
for the context.

•

Read children's books on lape for visually impaired children in your
school/distric t.

•

Make ch ildren's books with stu dents deve lopi ng their own charac ters
and stories.

•

Tutor peers or x-age students in reading.

RD-M-x.O.4
Know the meanings of common prefi xes and suffi xes to compre hend un fami liar
words .
RD-M-x.O.S
Formulate quest ion s to guide reading.
RD-M-x.O.6
Scan to fi nd key information.
RD-M-x.O.7
Skim to get the general mean ing of a passage.
RD-M-x.O.S
Make predictions, draw conclusi ons, and make generalizations about what is
read.
RD-M-x.O.9
Reflect on and eval uate what is read.

..
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READING
Literature
Subdomain 1
Academic Expectation 1.2
CORE CONTENT

Middle School

Literary Readi ng inc ludes whole text s and excerpts from materials such as short
stories, novel s, essays , poetry, plays, and sc ri pts. The read ing materia ls represent
various historical and cultura l oersoectives.
RD-M-1.0.1l
Explain the meaning of a passage taken from tex ts appropriate for middle-level
students .

RD- M-1.0.1 2
Identify characteristics of sho rt stori es, novels, poctry , and plays.

There are many books ava ilable for young adults that can be read to en hance
a service-learning project you are planni ng. T he follo wing is a brief li sti ng:
•
•

RD-M-1.0.13
Desc ribe literary elements (e.g., characteri zat ion, setting, plot, theme, point of
view) in a passage,

•
•

RD -M-1.0.14
Anal yze the relationship between events in a story and a cha racter' s behavior.
RD-M-1.0.1S
Explain how a confl ict in a passage is resolved .

•
•
•

RD-M -l.O.16
Identify literary devices such as fores hadow ing. imagery, and fi gurat ive language
(e.g., similes, meta phors, personification , hyperbole).

SERVICE-LEARNING IDEAS

•
•

The Hund red Dresses by Eleanor Estes
Is sues cove red : poverty , peer press ure
Come the Morning by Mark Jonathon Harri s
Issue covered: homelessness
Sam and the Moon Queen by Allison Herzig
Issues covered: home lessness, single-parent households
The Return by Sonia Levitin
Issues covered : Eth iopi an cu lture, fam ine, caring for others
Tails from the Bronx by Jill Pin kwater
Issue covered: home lessness
Waterman's Boy by Susan Harpe
Issue covered: water poll ution
The Golde n Days by Gail Radley
Issues co vered : elderly. caring for others
A Begonia for Mrs. Applebau m by Pa ul Zi ndel
Issues covered: elderly. terminal illness, caring for ot hers
All Joseph Wanted by Ruth Yaffe Rad in
Issue covered: literacy
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READING
Information
Subdomain 2
Academic Expectation 1.2
CORE CONTENT

Middle School

Informational Reading incl udes whole texts and excerpts from material s suCh
as journals, magazi nes, newspaper arti cles , letters , broch ures, reference
materia ls, essays, nonfic tion books, and electronic texts.
RD-M-2.0.1 1
Use text feat ures (e.g. , lists, charts, graphs. ta bl es of conte nts, indexes, glossaries,
captions, di agrams, headi ngs) to understand a passage.
RD-M-2.0.12
Apply knowledge of organizationa l patterns (e.g., cause an d effect, com parison.
contrast, sequence) to un de rstand a passage.

•

Read magazi nes, newsletters, or other information about envi ron men tal
.issues facin g your community. Organize a project based on the current
needs or problems.

•

Read the newspaper about current events in you r hometown. Plan
projects based on needs of community agencies that you read abo ut, or to
help an agency or fam ily who is in need of services (i.e. victims of fire,
raci all y moti vated cri me, etc.)

•

Read articles about you th doing service. Organize and conduct a project
based on what you have read.

•

Read abo ut local heroes in your community. Devel op a book about them
and distribu te to the Chambe r of Commerce or Welcome Wagon.

RD-M-2.0.13
Identify supporting details and exp lain the ir importance in a passage.
RD-M-2.0.14
Summarize information from a passage.

SERVICE-LEARNING IDEAS

10

READING
Persuasion
Subdomain 3
Academic Expectation 1.2
CORE CONTENT

Middle School

SERVICE-LEARNING IDEAS

Persuasive Reading includes whole texts and excerpts from materia ls such as
magazine and newspaper articles. brochures, letters, proposals, speeches,
editorials, electroni c te xts, essays, opinion columns, and advertisements.
RD-E-3.0.6
Identify an author's op inion ubout a subject.

•

RD-E-3.0.7
Identify fact and/or opinio n.

Teach yo unger students how to distingui sh betwee n fact and opinion,
particula rly in advertisements aimed at ch ildren .

•

RD-E-3.0.8
Identify information th at is supported by fact.

Make a collage of propaganda tec hn iq ues from printed ads found in
news papers, magaz ines. etc.

•

Gat her fac ts and opi nions from various sources to determine which
comm unit y issues can best be addressed throug h a service-learning
proj ect.
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READING
Practical/W orkplace
Subdomain 4
Academic Expectation 1.2

CORE CONTENT

Middle School

Practical/Workplacc Reading includes whole texts and excerpts from materials
such as artic les, le tters, memos, brochu res, electronic texts, warran ti es, rec ipes .
forms, consumer texts. man uals. schedules. and direc tio ns .
RD-M·4.0.11
Locate and appl y infor mation for a spec ific purpose (e.g. , foll ow ing direc tions .
completing a task) .
RD·M·4.0.12
Identify the sequence of act ivities needed to carry out a proced ure.
RD·M·4.0.13
Explain how organi zati onal patterns and/or text features (e.g., pictures . charts .
graphs. form at ) relate to the content of a practical/work place passage.

SERVICE-LEARNING IDEAS

•

Help senior citizens understand manual s for household items.

•

I

•

Make an d ill ustrate a how-to-book on a success full y completed service
learni ng project.

•

Deve lop a spec iali zed vocabulary list for a project during the preparat ion
phase of a project.

)se rec ipes to make nutritious snacks for reading bud dies .

RD·M·4.0.14
Interpret the meaning of special ized vocabulary.

12
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WRITING
Criteria
(assessed in all types of writing)

Academic Expectation 1.11
CORE CONTENT

Middle School

SERVICE-LEARNING IDEAS

WR-E-I
WRITING CRITERIA
Purpose!Audience
The write r esta bli shes and ma inta ins a focused purpose to comm un icate with an
audie nce by:
narrowing the topic to establis h a focus;
an al yzi ng and addressing the needs of the intended audience;
adheri ng to the charac ter is ti cs (e.g., form al. organi za ti on) of the form;
e mployi ng a suitab le tone; and
allowing voice to emerge when app ropriate.

Idea Development
T he writer deve lops and supports main ideas and deepens the aud ien c e'~
unde rs tand ing by using:
logical, j ustified, and sui tab le explanati on;
releva nt el aboration;
related connections an d reflect ions; <lnd
idea develop ment strategies (c.g., bulleted li sts, defi nit ions) appropriate for
the form.

•

Se rvice-learning broadens students' writing experiences. It foc uses on
writing in a variety of real world forms. to communicate idea s. to
authentic audiences fo r realistic purposes.

• . Allhoug h all of the wri ting suggestion s wi ll not be suita ble for the
portfolio, they wi ll provide practical experience for the students as they
begi n to develop portfolio pieces.
•

Us ing writ ing to provide a reflection component to a service-learn ing
proj ect is perhaps the most frequent use of writing through service
learni ng.

Organization
The writer creates unity and coherence to accomplish the focused purpose by :
engag ing the audi ence and establ ishing a context for reading;
pl aci ng ideas and su pport in a me<l ningfu l order;
gu iding the reader through the piece with trans itions and transitional
elements; and provid ing effect ive closure.
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WRITING
Criteria
(assessed in all types of writing)

Academic Expectation 1.1 1
CORE CONTE NT

Middle School

SERVI CE-LEARNING IDEAS

Sentences
The writer create s effecti ve se ntenc es that are:
vari ed in structure and length. and
compl ete and correct.
Language
The writer de monstrates:
effective word choice;
• strong verbs and noun s,
• concrete and/or se nsory de lail s,
• lang uage appropri ate to the content, purpose, and audience.
concise use of langua ge, and
correct usage/g rammar.
Correctness
The writer demonstrates :
correct spelling;
correct punctuation ;
correct ca pi talizat ion, and ap propriate documentation (e.g., citing authors or
titl es within the tex t. li sting so urces) of ideas and informati on from outs ide
so urces.
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WRITING
Reflective
Academic Expectation 1.11
CORE CONTENT

Middle School

WR-E-1.1
REFLECTIVE WRITING
Reflective writing includes the writer' s examination of his/her wr it ing skill s,
abili ties, approaches, and produc ts. The reflective form in the portfoli o is the
Letter to the Reviewer, which contains discussion of the student' s personal
growth as a writer and re fl ect ion on pieces in the portfolio.

Characte ristics of reflecti ve wrilinglLetter to the Rev iewer may inc lude
discussion of:
• goals as a writer
• growt h as a wr iter through the years
• infl uences (who and/or what) on the writer's progress and growth
• techniques and/or strategies used by the student when composing
selection of port foli o pieces
• applicalion of writing process (pre writi ng. drafting, revis ion, editing,
publishing)

SERVICE.LEARNING IDEAS

•

Va rious writings, as a resu lt of participat ion in service-learning
acti vities. serve as piece s in the portfolio. which can be examined and
re fl ected upon.

•

Deve lop a class instructional portfoli o hand book made lip of Letters to
. the Reviewer, to showcase student's grow th as writers and to illustrate
examples of re flective writing to new students.
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WRITING
Personal
Academic Expectation 1.11
CORE CONTENT

Middle School

SERVICE-LEARNING IDEAS

WR· E·1.2
PERSONA L WR ITING
Personal writing focuses on th e life experiences of the writer. Personal form s

in th e portfolio may include a persona l narrat ive (focus in g on the significance
of a single event) or memo ir (focusing on the significance of th e rela tionship of
the writer with a particular person, place, animal, or thin g).
Characteristic s of personal writing may include:
• deve lopment of ideas based on personal expe ri ence
• sensory details
• writer's thou ghts and fee lings
• first person poi nt-of-view
• dia logue where appropriate

•

Write a reflection paper on their rol e du ring an en vironme ntal service
learning proj ec t, address all of the sensory det ai ls.

•

Deve lop a memoir relating to a person they met during an
intergenerat iona l project.

•

Establ is h a pen pal relatio nship with someone from a different culture
to promote understanding.

•

Write a personal narrati ve on pre-thoughts a nd fee li ngs concerning an
upco min g se rvice-learn ing project fo llowed by a first perso n point of
view based on personal ex perience as a res ult of the project.
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WRITING
Literary
Academic Expectation 1.1 1
CORE CONTENT

Middle School

SERVICE-LEARNING IDEAS

WR-E-1.3
LITERARY WRITING
Literary writing artfully comm unicates wit h the reader abou t the human
condition. Litera ry forms in the portfo lio inc lude poems, short storie s. and
scripts.

Charac teristics of litera ry wr iting may include:
• literary el ements of the selected form (e.g., short story - plol. poem imagery, script - stage direct ions )
• descript ive lang uage
• literary devices (e.g., simile, metaphor. flash back)
• effect ive ordering of events, impressi ons, and descrip tions
• creation of an effec t (e.g., comedy, irony, suspense, horror. parado x)
• foc us on engaging an audience

....

•

Write and illustrate books for homeless children or read fi nished
prod uct wi th nursing home residen t.

•

Write the script for a play or puppet show to deliver a health, safety, or
personal actions message to peers or yo unger chi Idre n.

•

Use poetry to reflect on a completed service-learn ing project.
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WRITING
Transactive
Academic Expectation 1.11
CORE CONTENT

Middle School

SERVICE-LEARNING IDEAS

WR-E-1.4
TRANSACTIVE WRITING
Transactive writing is informative/persuasive writing that presen ts ideas and
information for auth ent ic audi ences to accompli sh re alistic purposes li ke those
students will encou nte r in their li ves . In tran sactive writing, stude nts will write
in a variety of form s such as the fol lowin g:
letters,
speeches,
editorial s,
articl es in magazines, academic journals. ne wspapers,
proposals,
brochures, and
other kinds of practical workplace writing.

•

Deve lop informat io nal brochures rel ated to the curriculum and school
(1 sl day at sc hool. safety on the playground . healthy hab its, our
nei ghborhood, etc .)

• . Letters to leg islators about issues students are interes ted in .
•

School newspaper for community.

•

Letters to the editor on community iss ue s

•

Publis h a local history pamphlet based on oral history inter views.

Characteristic s of tran sactive writing may include:
• text and language feature s of the se lected form
• information to engage/ori ent the reader to clarify and justify purposes
• ideas which communicate the specific purpose for th e in tended
audience
• explanation and support to help the reader understand the author's
purpose
• well -o rganized idea developme nt and support (e.g., facts, exa mples,
reas ons, comparisons, anec dotes, de script ive detail , charts . d iagrams.
photos/pi ctu res) to accom plish a speci fic purpose
• effective conclusions
'
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MATHEMATICS
Number/Computation
Academic Expectation 1.5·1.9,2.8, 2.9,2.11,2.12

CORE CONTENT

Middle School

SERVICE·LEARNING IDEAS

Concepts - Students will describe properties of, define, give examples of,
and/or app!y_to both real-world and mathematical situations:
MA-M-1.l.1

Rational numbers (integers, fraction s, decimals, percents).

•

Tutor peers or younger children in math.

MA-M-1.1.2
Irrational numbers (square roots and

•

Create a math board game for younger children or donate it to the
school li brary for other children to use

IT

only).

MA-M-1.1.3
Meaning of proportion (equivalent ratios).
MA-M-1.1.4
Place value of whole numbers and decimal s.
M A-M-1.1.S
Positive whole number exponents.
MA-M-1.1.6
Representation of numbers and operat ions in a variety of equivalent forms
using models, diagrams, and symbols (e.g., number lines, [0 by [0 grids,
rectangular arrays, number sentences) .
Skills - Students wilJ perform the foll owing mathematical operations
and/or procedures accurately and efficiently, and explain how they work
in real-world and mathematica l situations:
MA-M-1.2.1
Add, subtract, multiply, and divide rational numbers (fractions , decimals,
percents, integers) to solve problems.
MA-M-1.2.2
Compute (e.g., estimate use pencil and paper, use calcu lator, round, use men tal
math) large and small qu anti ties and check for reasonable and appropri ate
computational results.

. ' Compute the cost of vandali sm to your school or district. Contact your
principal or su perintendent to determine how much money is spent on
vandali sm each year. Share thi s information with the school and show
how that money could be spent in a more positive way. Develop ways
to reduce va ndal ism in your schoo!.
•

Estimate the amount of food collected in a food drive and/or how many
peopl e it will feed .

•

Estimate the number of trees or amount of landfill space is/can be
saved by the school's rec ycling efforts.

•

After a food drive, calcu late the space needed at a food pantry to stock
the shelves wi th your collection.

•

Collect pe nnies/coins for charity
• Estimate space , weight, o r how long it wi ll take to collect a
set number of coins .
• Wi th the coins collected, graph the freq uency of different
years the coi ns were made.
• Conduct probab ili ty tests - toss coin s and predict the
probabi lit y of it landing heads or tails. Tabulate the re sults.
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MATHEMATICS
Number/Computation
Academic Expectation 1.5-1.9,2.8,2.9,2.11,2.12

CORE CONTENT

Middle School

SERVICE-LEARNING IDEAS

MA-M-1.2.3
Apply ratios, proporti ona l rea son in g, and percents (e.g., con stant rate of
change, unit pricing)
MA-M- 1.2.4
Identify and use number theory concepts, pri me nu mbers, prime fac torizat ion,
composite numbers, factors , mul tiples, divi sibility, greatest common facto r
(GCF), least com mon multiple (LeM) to sol ve pro blems
MA-M-1.2.S
Apply order of operati ons
Relationships - Students will show connections and how connections arc
made between concepts and skilJs, explain why procedures work, and
make generalizations about mathematics in meaningful ways for the
fo llowing relationships:
MA-M-l.3.1
How whole numbers, natu ral numbe rs. integers, fract ions , decimals. percents.
and irrationa l numbers (squa re roots and 1t only) relate to each other (e.g.,
convert between forms of rational numbers, compare, order)
MA-M-l.3.2
How properties such as commutat ive, associative, dist ributive. and identities
show re lat ionships amo ng operations and may be used to justi fy steps in
sol vi ng problems
MA-M-1.3.3
How operati ons (addition and subtrac tion; mu lt ip lication and division; squaring
and taking the square root of a number) are inversely related

2

MATHEMATICS
(;eODaetry~easurennent

Academic Expectation 1.5-1.9,2.8-2.12
CORE CONTENT

Middle School

SERVICE-LEARNING IDEAS

Concepts - Students will describe properties of, define, give exam ples of,

r and/or apply to both real-world and mathematical situati ons:

MA-M-2.1.1
Basic geometric e le ments that include points, segments, rays, lines, angles. and
planes
MA -M-2.1.2
Tow-dimensional shapes including circles, regular polygo ns, quadrilaterals
(square, rectangle, rhombus, parallelogram, trapezoid), and triangles (acute.
obtuse, right, equilateral, scalene, isosceles)

•

Make puzz les out of geo metric shapes and dona te to a child ren's center
or preschool.

•

Make boo ks on shapes for preschool children - relate this to safety
signs (i.e. octagon = stop sign . triangle = caution. etc.)

•

Using geometric shapes and/or measurement skills, make a quilt:
• donate it to a local homeless she lte r
• make smaller lap quilts for nurs ing home residents
• ram e it an d give the proceeds to a local charity

•

Teach yo unger st udents the difference between two-dimensional and
th ree-dimen sional shapes .

•

Create a garde n on school grounds - with scale drawings. have students
measure an area, plant seeds according to package directions, and keep
records of growt h patte rns. rain fall . and te mperature.

MA-M-2.1.3
Common three-dimensional shapes including spheres, cones, cyli nders. prisms
(with polygonal bases), and pyramids (with polygon al bases)
MA-M-2.1.4
Congruence, symmetry, and similarity
MA·M·2.1.5
U.S . Customary and metric units of measureme nt
Skills - Students will perform the fo llowing mathematical operations
and/or procedures accurately and efficiently and explain how they wurk in
real·world and mathematical situations:
MA-M -2.2.1
Identify characterist ics (e.g., sides, vertices, angles , faces, edges , congruent
parts) of two-dimensional and three-dimensional shapes
MA-M·2.2.2
Use appropriate too ls and strategies (e.g., combini ng and subd ividing shapes) to
fi nd measures of both regular and irregul ar shapes
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MATHEMATICS
(;eounetry~easurennent

Academic Expectation 1.5-1.9,2.8-2.12
CORE CONTENT

Middle School

SERVICE-LEARNING IDEAS

MA-M-2.2.3
Move shapes in a coordi nate pl a ne: tra nsla te (slide), rotate (tu rn). reflec t (flip ),
and d ilate magn ify , reduce)

MA-M-2.2.4
Estimate measurements in standard uni ts

MA-M-2.2.S
Use formulas to fi nd a rea a nd peri meter of triang les and qua drilaterals , area and
circ umference of c ircl es, a nd surface area and volu me o f recta ngular prisms

MA-M-2.2.6
Estimate and determine measu rement of ang les

MA-M-2.2.7
Use Py thagorean t h~ o rem to fi nd hypote nuse

Relationships - Students show connections and how connections are made
between concepts and skills, explain why procedures work, and make
generalizations about mathematics in meaningful ways for the following
relationships:
MA-M-2.3.1
How me asure me nts a nd meas urement form ul as are re lated or di fferent
(perimeter and a rea; rate, time , and distance; c irc umference and area of a circle)

MA-M-2.3.2
How two-d imens iona l and three-d ime ns ional figures are re lated as seen in
different orientati ons (e .g., top view, s ide view, three-dimensi onal shapes
drawn on isometric dot pa per)

MA-M-2.3.3
How proportiona l fig ures are re lated (sca le drawings, similar fi gures)

,..
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MATHEMATICS
Probabili ty/S ta tis tics
Academic Expectation 1.5-1.9,2.7,2.10,2.13
CORE CONTENT

Middle School

Concepts - Students will describe properties of, define, give examples of,
and/or apply to both real-world and mathematical situations:
MA-M-3.1.1
Mea nin g of ce ntral tendency (mean, medi an, mode)

•

M A-M-3.1.2
Meani ng of di spersion (range, c lu ster, gaps, outl iers)
MA-M-3.1.3
Charac teri sti cs and approp ri ateness of graphs (e.g. , bar, li nc, circle), and plots
(e .g., line, ste m-and- Ieaf, box-and-w hi skers, scatter)
Skills - Students will perform the follow ing mathematical operations
a nd/or p roced ures accurately and efficiently, and explain how they work
in real-wor ld and mathematical situations:
MA-M-3.2.1
Orga ni ze , represent. analy ze , and in terpret sets of data
MA-M-3.2.2
Constru ct and interpret di spl ays of data (e.g. , table. c irc le graph , li ne pl ot. stem
and -leaf pl ot, box-and -w hiske rs pl ot)
MA-M-3.2.3
Find mea n, media n, mode, and range; recog ni ze out liers, ga ps, and clus ters of
data
M A-M-3.2.4
Calculate theoretica l proba bilit ies and tabulate experi mental res ults from
simul ati ons
MA-M-3.2.S
Make predi ctions and draw conc lu sions from statis ti cal data and probability
experiments

SERVICE-LEARNING IDEAS

Vi sit senior citizen ce nter and gather stati sti ca l informati on such as
oldest, youngest, where peop le were born, etc. Make a di sp lay of thi s
information to give to the center.

• . Conduct a survey of the needs of your communit y or sc hool.
Publicize/di splay the informati on for your entire sc hoo l. Gra ph the
results and calculate mean , med ian, and mode. Make a li st of poss ibl e
projects to meet those needs . Organize the project with eac h grade/class
hel ping in some way.
•

Stu dy ho meless nes s, both nati onally and loca ll y. Graph th e stati stic s
and display at your school or in the community to inc rease ;lwa reness .
Include in your display how people can help thi s ca use in yo ur
communi ty .

•

Trac k the amount of paper or food sc rap was te in yo ur sc hool ove r
spec ific peri ods of time. Grap h the results and develop ways to recycle
this was te.

•

Disc uss wi th senior citi zens how the cost of living has changed ove r the
last two genera tions. Calculate and graph pri ce increases for specific
items .

•

Graph daily school attendance. Have students determi ne perce ntages of
studen ts absent each day and look for pattern s. Do a promotiona l
campa ign to enco urage inc reasing attend ance in your sc hoo l.
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MATHEMATICS
Probability/Statistics
Academic Expectation 1.5-1.9,2.7,2.10,2.13
CORE CONTENT

Middle School

SERVICE-LEARNING IDEAS

MA·M·3.2.6
Use coun ting techniques. tree J iagrams, area models, and tables to sol ve
probability problems
MA-M-3.2.7
Represent probabil ities in mUl tiple way s such as frac tio ns. dec ima ls. percen ts,
and area mode ls
Relationships - Students will show connections and how connections are
made between concepts and skills, explain why procedures work, and
make generalizations about mathematics in meaningful ways for the
following relationships:
MA-M-3.3.1
How diffe rent representations of data (e.g., tables, graphs, di agrams , plots) are
related
MA-M-3.3.2
How theoretical probability and experi me ntal probabili ty are re lated
MA·M·3.3.3
How data gathe ring, bias issues, faulty dat a ana lysi s, and misleadin g
represen tati ons affec t interpretatio ns an d concl us ions abou t data (e.g., chang ing
the scale on a graph . poll ing on ly a specific group of people. us ing limited or
extremely small samp le size)
MA-M-3.3.4
How pro babi lity and stati sti cs are used to make predictions and/or draw
concl us ions
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MATHEMATICS
Algebraic Ideas
Academic Expectation 1.5-1.9,2.8-2.12
CORE CONTENT

Middle School

Concepts - Students will describe properties of, define, give exam ples of,
and/or apply to both rea l-world and mathematical situations:
M A-M-4.1.1
Variables, eq uations, in eq ual ities, and algebraic express ion s
MA-M-4.1.2
Functions (e.g., the rel ati onship between time and cost of some long distance
phone calls, y = 2x + 1) throu gh tables, graphs, verbal rul es, and algebraic
notations
MA-M-4.1.3
Rec tan gu lar (Cartesian) coordinate system/grid and ordered pairs
Skills - Students will perform the following mathematical operations
and/or procedures accurately and efficiently, and explain how they work
in real-world and mathematical situations:
MA-M-4.2.1
Simplify numerical and algebraic expressions

SERVI CE-LEARNING IDEAS

•

Graph items collected for a food or clothing drive.

•

Make graphs for your sc hool' s recyclin g progra m.

•

Graph the dest ruction of rainforests. Compute the amount of areas that
is destroyed each day. week. month, or year. Compare this space with
the state of Kentuc ky. Promote sav ing ra inforests for future
ge nerations.

•

Conve rt rec ipes to single and/o r two pe rs on servings . Publish recipe
book for cou ples and those liv in g alone.

•

Stud y the demograp hics of your commun ity. Graph the results in
various fo rms. Publis h and share this informat ion.

MA-M-4.2.2
Solve simple eq uati ons and in equalities
MA-M-4.2.3
Model equations and in equalities concretely (e.g., algebra tiles or blocks) ,
pictorially (e .g., graphs. tables), and abstractly (e.g. , equati ons)
MA-M-4.2.4
Use variables to desc ribe numerical patterns
MA- M·4.2.5
Represent and use function s th rough tabl es, graphs , verbal rules, and equa tions
MA-M -4.2.6
Write and sol ve equati ons that rep resen t everyday sit uat ions
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MATHEMATICS
Algebraic Ideas
Academic Expectation 1.5-1.9, 2.8-2.12
CORE CONTENT

Middle School

SERVICE-LEARNING IDEAS

Relationships - Students will show connections and how connections are
made between concepts and skills, explain why procedures work, and
make generalizations about mathematics in meaningful ways for the
following relationships:
MA-M-4.3.1
How everyd ay situations, ta bl es, graph s, patterns, verbal rules , and equat ions
re late to each ot her

MA-M-4.3.2
How the change in one vari able affects the change in another va riable (e.g., if
rate re mai ns constant, an inc rease in time results in an increase in distance)
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SCIENCE
Physical Science
Academic Expectation 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5, 2.6
Middle School

CORE CONTENT

SERVICE-LEARNING IDEAS

Properties and Changes of Properties in Matter
SC-M·1.1.1
A su bstance has characteristic phy si ca l properties (e.g., dens ity, boiling point.
solu bililY) th al are indepe ndent of the amount of the samp le. A mix tu re of
substances often can be separated into the ori ginal substances by us in g one or
more of these charac teristic ph ysical properties.
SC· M·1.1.2
The chemical prope rt ies of a su bstance cause it to react in predictabl e ways
with other substances to fo rm compo unds with di fferent characterist ic
properties. Tn che mical reactions, the tota l mas s is conse rved . Substances are
ofte n classi fied into groups if they react in simil ar ways.

I

SC·M-1.1.3
Chemical clements do not break down du ring normal laboratory reac ti ons such
as hea ti ng, ex pos ure to electric currents, or reaction with acid s. Ele ments
combine in man y ways to produce compounds.
Motions and Forces
SC-M-1.2.J
The motion of an object can be described by its relative position, direc tion of
motion , and speed . That motion can be measured and represe nted on a graph.
SC-M-I.2.2
An object remains at rest or maintains a constant speed and direction of motion
unless an unba lanced ro rce acts on it.

•

Conduc t si mple experiments with you nger children to he lp them
understand these science concepts.

•

Discuss how acid rai n can damage metal or stone structu res . Hel p
repair suc h str uctures in yo ur community.

•

Paint playgrou nd equi pment to prevent rust or corrosion .

•

Publi ci ze a seat-bell campaign using motion and force pri nciples.

•

Broadcast energy-sa ving li ps over the PA each day at school.

•

Have students conduct an energy aud it of your sc hool and make
suggestions for improvi ng energy conser vation .

•

Ma ke an energy fact sheet for parents .

•

Conduct a campaign at school to tu m off lights when not in use .

•

Learn how to complete a circui t by making a matc hing board on the
topic of your choice (the board lights up when a corre ct match is made)
and don ate to a pres.ch ool or elementary school.

I

SC-M-1.2.3
When a n unbalanced force acts on an object, the change in speed and/o r
direc tion depends on the size and direction of the fo rce.
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SCIENCE
Physical Science
Academic Expectation 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5, 2.6
Middle School

CORE CONTENT

SERVICE·LEARNING IDEAS

Transfer of Energy
S C-M-1.3.1
Energy is a property of many substances and is associated with hea t. li gh t,
electricity, and so und. Energy is transferred in man y ways.
S C-M-1.3.2
Heat energy moves in predictable wa ys, fl owing from warmer objects to coole r
ones, until both objects reach the same temperature.
SC-M-1.3.3
Light energy interacts with matter by trans mission (including refraction ),
absorption, or scattering (inc lud in g reflection).
SC·M-1.3.4
The Sun is a major so urc e of energy for changes on Eart h's surface. The Sun
loses energy by emitti ng light. A tiny fraction of that light reaches Earth,
tran sferring energy from the Sun to Earth .
SC·M·1.3.5
E lectrical circuits provide a mean s of tran sfe rring elec trical energy when ileat ,
light, sound, and che mical changes are prod uced .
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SCIENCE
Earth and Space Sciences
Academic Expectation 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5, 2.6

CORE CONTENT

Middle School

Structure of the Earth S
here. Atmosohere
SC-M-2.1.1
The Earth is layered. The lit hosp here is the thin crust of the Ea rt h. Lithospheric
plates move sl owly in response to movement s in the mant le. T here is a den se
core at the center of the Earth.
SC-M-2.l.2
Landfor ms are a result o f a com bi nation of construct ive and des truct ive forces.
Constructi ve forces incl ude crusta l deformation. volcan ic eru ption, and
deposit ion of sedime nt, while destruc tive fo rces incl ude weat hering and
erosion.
SC-M-2.1.3
Materia ls fo und in the lithosphe re and mantle are changed in a contin llOllS
process called the roc k cycle.
SC-M-2.1.4
Soi l consists of weat hered rocks and dec omposed orga nic materia l fro m dead
plants, anima ls, fu ngi, proti sts. and bacteria. Soils are often fou nd in layers.
with each having a differe nt chemical compos ition and texture.
SC-M-2.1.S
Water. whic h covers the majori ty of the Eart h'S surface, ci rcul ates throug h the
crust, oceans, and at mosphere in wha t is known as the wa ter cycle. Water
dissolves minerals and gases and may ca rry them to the oceans.

SERVICE-LEARNING IDEAS

•

Disc uss solu tions for an erosion-prone area in your commun ity and
cond uct a project to fix the proble m.

•

Part icipate in disaster relief efforts.

•

Do basic soil tes ts on school grounds. Plan t trees or her baceo us plants
to help improve soil cond it ions .

•

Stan a compost pile at school and teach others how kitchen and yard
waste ca n be turn ed into nut ritious mu lch for plants .

•

Teach others about the impo rtance of conservi ng water and gi ve
suggestions of how to do it at home and at school .

•

Test rainwater fo r acidity. Pu blis h you r results in a local newspa pe r.

•

Teac h others about the ca uses of and solution s to ai r pollu tion.

•

Write leg islators about the need for clean air in your commun ity.

•

Teach children about the importance of us ing sunscreen and proble ms
that occur from ove~exp osu re to the sun.

SC-M-2.1.6
Earth is surrounded by a rel at ively thin bla nket of air called the atmos phere .
The atmosphere is a mix ture of nitrogen, oxygen . and trace gases that inc lude
water vapor. T he at mosp here ha s di fferen t properties at di ffere nt elevat ions.
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SCIENCE
Earth and Space Sciences
Academic Expectation 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5, 2.6
Middle School

CORE CONTENT

SC-M-2.1.7
Global patterns of atmospheric movement influence local weather. Oceans have
a major effect on climate, because water in the ocean holds a large amount of
heat.
Ea rth's History
SC-M-2.2.1
The Earth's processes we see today, including erosion, movement of
lithospheric plates, and changes in atmospheric composition, are simi lar to
those that occurred in the past. Earth's hi story is also infl uenced by occasional
catastrophes such as the impact of an asteroid or comet.

I

SC-M-2.2.2
Fossils provide important ev ide nce of how environmental conditions and life
have changed.
Earth in lhe Solar System
SC-M-2.3.1
Earth is the third planet from the Sun in a system that includes the moon, the
Sun, eight other planets and their moons, and smaller objects sllch as asteroid s
and comets. The Sun, an average star, is the central and larges t body in the solar
system.
SC-M-2.3.2
Most objects in the solar system are in regular and predictable motion . Those
motions exp lain such phenomena as the day, the year, phases of the moon. and
eclipses.
SC-M-2.3.3
Gra vity is the force that keeps that planets in orbit around the Sun and gove rns
the rest of the motion in the solar system. T he gravitational pul l of the Sun and
moon on Earth's oceans is the major cause of tid es.

SERVICE-L EARNING IDEAS

•

Make a fossil garden at your sc hool, which can be a learning tool for
other teachers and students.

•

Discuss how huma n act iv ity affects the Earth. Teach other people how
this happen s and how everyone can help reduce environmental
problems.

•

Cond uct a school-wi de recycling program. Let others know how the
program can he lp conserve energy and save natural resources.

•

Teach children about the nine planets and their characteristics.

•

Make a miniature planetarium in your sc hool using cut out
constellations and a fla shlight. Provide tours to help others understand
how to iden ti fy constellations.

SCIENCE
Life Science
Academic Expectation 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5, 2.6

CORE CONTENT

Middle School

SERVICE-LEARNING IDEAS

r

Structure and Function in Livinltfu'stems
SC-M-3.1.1
Li vi ng systems at all level s of organi zation demonst rate the comp lemen tary
nature of structure and fun ction. Important levels of organ ization for structure
and function include cells, tissues. organs , organ systems. organis ms (e.g.,
bacteria, protests. fung i. plants, an imals) , and ecosystems.
SC-M-3.l.2
All organisms are composed of cel ls . the fun damenta l unit of life. Most
organi sms are si ng le cells; other orga nis ms, inc ludi ng plan ts and an imals are
multicell ular.
SC-M-3.1.3
Cells carry on the ma ny functions needed to sustain li fe . They grow and divi de,
thereby produc ing more cells. Th is requ ires that they take in nut ri ents. which
they use to provi de energy for the work that cells do and to make the materials
th at a ce ll or an organism needs.
SC-M-3 _1.4
Speciali zed cells perform speciali zed functions in multicellular organisms.
Groups of speciali zed cells cooperate to for m tissues. Different tissues are. in
tum, grouped together to form larger functi ona l units called organs. Each type
of cell, tissue, and organ has a dist inc t structure and set of functions that serve
the organis m.
Regulation and Behavior
SC-M-3.2.1
All organisms must be able to obtai n and use resources, grow. reproduce. and
maintain stable interna l condi tions whi le living in a constantly changing
external env ironment.

•

Disc uss the importance of organ donat ion and make others aware of its
import ance and how to do it.

•

In conju nction with a creek clean~up, look for and identify both single
cellular and mu lti-cellular organisms in the water.

•

Pla nt trees in the commun ity.

•

Plant a school garden while studying botany . [nvi te soup kitc hen
personnel to utilize the fr ui ts and vegetables you gro w.

•

Assess what types of organisms are livi ng in an area of your school
grounds. Do a beautific ati on project or develop an outdoor classroom.
Reassess the area to determi ne if new or di ffere nt organisms are living
in the area.

•

Discuss adaptat ions of local endangered species and either write
leg is lators aboullhe importance of saving them or de velop ways to
improve the habitat of these animals in your community.
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SCIENCE
Life Science
Academic Expectation 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5, 2.6
CORE CONTENT

Middle School

SC-M-3.2.2
Regulati on of an organism ' s internal environment invo lves se nsing the internal
environment and changing phy siological activities to keep conditions wit hin the
range required to s urvive. Maintaining a stable internal en vironment is essential
for an orga nism's survival.
SC-M-3.2.3
Behavior is one kind of respo nse an organ ism may make to an internal or
environmental stimulus. A behavioral respon se requires coordination and
communication at many leve ls inclu ding cells, organ systems, and organisms .
Behavioral respo nse is a se t of actions determined in part by heredity and in
part from experience .

•

SC-M-3.3.2
Every organism requires a set of instructions for specifying it straits. T his
information is contai ne d in genes located in the chromosomes of each cell.
Heredity is the passage of these ins tructions from one generation to another.
Dive rsity and Adaptations of Organisms
SC-M-3.4.1
Biological change over time accou nts for the di ve rsit y 'o f species deve loped
throu gh gradual processes over many ge nera ti ons. Bio log ical adaptati ons
i ncl ude changes in structu res, beha viors, or ph ysiology that enh an ce su rvival
and reproductive success in a part icular envi ronment.

r

Disc uss the pet overpopulation problem:
• Conduct a campaign to help others understand the importance of
spay ing and neute ring their pets and what can happen when they
don't (unwanted animals are eut hanized).
• Do a collection project of needed items for the local humane
soc iety .

• . Produce a videota pe, book, pl ay. or pu ppet show for younger students
on th e proper care of pets and other ani mals.
•

Conduct research on the endangered species in your community or
state. He lp others understand the importance of protecting enda nge red
spec ies or do a project to help resto re habitat of th ese animals or plants.

•

Survey all pl an t/anima l species in an area near your sc hool while
conducting a clca n-up or habitat res toration projec t.

•

Teach youn ge r students about food webs and their importance to
ec osystems through plays or skits .

•

Adopt a loca l stream or pond. Do litter clean-ups, test water quality ,
and devel op so lutions to environmental pro ble ms. Report results to
Ke ntuc ky Wate r Watch.

Re production and Heredity
SC-M -3.3.1
Reproduction is a characteristic of all living systems and is esse ntial to the
continuation of every species. Some organisms reproduce asexually, others
reproduce sex ually . In species that reproduce se xually, including humans and
plants, male and female sex cel ls carrying genetic informati on unite to begin the
devel opment of a new indivit.l ual.

SERVICE-LEARNING IDEAS

SCIENCE
Life Science
Academic Expectation 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5, 2.6
CORE CONTENT

Middle School

SERVICE-LEARNING IDEAS

SC-M-3.4.2
Exti ncti o n of a species occurs whe n the en viron ment changes and the adapt ive
characteristics of a species are ins uffi cient to allow its surviva l. Extincti on of
spec ies is common~ most of the species that have lived on Eart h no longe r exist.

Populations and Ecosystems
SC-M-3.S.1
A populati on consi sts of all in dividu als of a species tha t occ ur together at a
given pl ace an d ti me. A ll pop ulations liv ing together and the ph ysica l fac tors
with wh ich they interac t compose an ecosyste m.

SC-M-3.S.2
Pop ulations o f o rgan isms can be categori zed by the fun ctio n they se rve in an
ec osystem. Plants and some microorgani sms are prod ucers bec ause they make
thei r o wn food. All anima ls, inc ludi ng hu ma ns, are consumers, and obtain the ir
food by e ating other organisms. Decomposers, pr imaril y bacte ria and fung i, are
consu me rs that use waste mate ri a ls and dead organisms for food. Food webs
ident ify the re la tionships amo ng prod ucers , consume rs , a nd dec o mposers in an
ec osyste m.

SC-M-3.S.3
For most ecos yste ms, the major source of e nergy is sun light. Energy en te ring
ecosystems as sun li ght is trans fer red by producers in to c hem ical energy through
photosynthesis. T hat e nergy then pas ses from organi sm to organ ism in food
webs.

SC-M-3.S.4
The number of organi sms an ecosys tem can support de pe nds on the resources
availab le ancl abiot ic fac tors (e.g., quant it y of li ght a nd water, ran ge of
temperatures, soil co mposit ion). Given ad equate bi ot ic and abi otic resources
and no diseases or predato rs . pop Ulations (includi ng humans ) inc rease at ra pid
rates. L ack of resources and other fa ctors, such as predation a nd c limate. li mit
the growt h of populations in spec ific niches in the ecosystem .
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SCIENCE
Scientific Inquiry
Academic Expectation 2.1
CORE CONTENT

Middle School

SERVICE- LEARNING IDEAS

Students will

•

refine and refocus questions that can be answered through sci entific
investigation combined with sc ientific information .

•

•

•

Use sci en tific inq uiry to determine real problems in their community
(erosion, polluti on. etc.) that lend themsel ves to service-learning
projects

use appropriate equipment, too ls. tec hniq ues, technology, and
mathemat ics to gather, analyze, and interpret scienti f ic data.

•

Communicate through brochures, newspaper articles, presentati ons or
fairs the resu lts of sci entific investi gation s conducted in above idea .

use evidence (e.g .. computer models). logic, and scientific knowledge
to develop scient i fi c exp la na tions.

•

Teach peers or youn ger students how to conduct a scicnti fic
inves ti ga tion.

•

design and conduct scientifi c i nvestigations.

•

communicate (e.g .. write. graph) designs, proc edure s, observations, and
results of scientific in ves ti gat ion s.

•

re view and anal yze sc ienti fic in ves tigati on s and ex pla nat ion s of other
students.
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SCIENCE
Applications/Connections
Academic Expectation 2.2-2.6
CORE CONTENT

Middle School

SERVICE-LEARNING IDEAS

Students will
Science and Technology

•

Determine commun ity needs or challenges resulting from tec hnology
(noise, air. water pollu tion. etc. ) and apply scient ific theories in
developing a service-learn ing project (community awareness. strea m
clea n-up, air and water monitoringireporti ng, tree planti ng. etc.) th at
ad dresses the proble m.

•

Design and cond uct a sci entific investigation on the use or mi suse of
the nat ural resources in their area and deve lop a presentat ion to show
how scienc e and technology pl aya role in their use and preservation.

describe how science helps dri ve tec hnology and tec hnology hel ps
drive science. Because perfectly designed soluti ons do not ex ist,
tec hnological sol uti ons have intended benefit s and unintended
conseq uences.

Science in Personal and Social Perspectives

•

•

describe the individ ual's roles and responsibilities in the fol lowi ng
areas: changes in popu la ti ons, resou rces and env iron me nts includi ng
ecological crises and env ironmen tal issues. natu ra l hazard s, sc ience and
tec hno logy in society, and pe rsonal and soci eta l issues about ris"s and
benefi ts.

History and Nature of Science

•

Demonstrate the rol e sc ience pla ys in everyday life: past, present , and
fut ure. Science is a human endeavor. Men and women of various socia l
and ethnic backgrounds engage in activities of science (to incl ude
careers in sc ience). Sc ient ists formulate and test their exp lanations of
natu re using observations, experimen ts, and theoretical and
mathemat ical models . It is parl of scient ifi c inquiry to eva luate the
results of sc ie ntific investigations, expe rime n~ s, observation s,
theoretical mode ls , and the expl anations proposed by other sci en ti sts .
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SOCIAL STUDIES
Government and Civics
Academic Expectation 2.14, 2.15
CORE CONTENT

Middle School

People form governments to establish order, provide security, and
accomplish common goals.
8S-M-I.1.1
Gove rnments may take d ifferent fo rms (e.g. , constitutional. totalitarian .
de mocratic. re public) .

SERVICE-LEARNING IDEAS

I

I

•

Teach children about the U.S. Constitution, using simple terms they can
unuerstand.

SS-M-I.1.2
Democratic go vernments func tion to preserve and protect the rig hts (e.g ..
voting), liberty. and pro perty of the ir citizens by ma ki ng, enactin g, and
enforcing appropri ate rules and laws (e.g., constitutio ns, laws. statutes) .

•

Create an exhibit which addresses import ant iss ues in a democracy.

•

Survey youth about thei r needs/opinions and convey this informati on to
local policy makers.

SS-M-I.1.3
The Constitutio n of the U.S. is a nex ible doc ument that changes (amenuments)
and is inle'E"eted (judi cia l rev iew ) ove r ti me to meet the needs of its citizens.
The Constitution of the United States establishes a government of limited
powe rs, which are shared among different levels and branches.
SS-M-1.2.1
The U.S . Consti tut ion separates power among the legislati ve, executive, and
j udicial branches to prevent the concentration of po li tical power and to
establish a system of chec ks and balances.

•

Teac h ch ildren about the importance of the fla g.

•

Work wi th local government offic ials in your commu nity to help solve
problems suc h as graffi ti. shoplift ing. and drugs .

•

Organize a teen court to help reduce disc ipline problems at school.

•

Resea rc h important social issues the Supreme Court has made dec is ion s
on and show how this impacts peop le's li ves. Make this information
ava ilable to others.

SS-M-l.2.2
Federal (national) and state gove rn ments have bOI~ separate and shared
powers .
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SOCIAL STUDIES
Government and Civics
Academic Expectation 2.14, 2.15
CORE CONTENT

Middle School

All citizens of the United States have certain rights and responsibilities as
members of a democratic societv.
SS-M-1.3.1
The United States Declaration of Indepe ndent, the Consti tut ion, the Bi ll of
Rights, and state constitutions guaran tee certain rights (e.g., freedom of
movement and residence, freedom of religion, freedom of exp ression and
association, personal pri vacy) for all citizens.
SS-M-l.3.2
In order for the U.S. government to function as a democracy , cit izens must
assume responsibilities (t:.g., perfo rming community service, voting in
elections) and duties (paying taxes, serving in the armed forces) for its
functioning.

•

SERVI CE-LEARNING IDEAS

Act out skits for ch ildren which convey the bill of rights.

•. Cond uct interviews with senior citi zens abo ut the type and function of
social organiza ti on s in the past and how they are different today.
•

Cond uc t mock elec tions to help students understand the importance of
voting OR make a video on how/why to vote and show on local cable
access or wi thin the school.

•

Ident ify co rnmunit y action groups (Red Cross, Big Brothers/Sisters,
Habitat fo r Humanity, SADD, MA DD. Friends of the Earth) and
deter mine how the class can become involved.

SOCIAL STUDIES
Culture and Society
Academic Expectation 2.16,2.17
CORE CONTENT

Middle School

Culture is a system of beliefs, knowledge, t raditions, and skills shared by a
group.
SS-M-2.l.l
Cu lture is influenced by la ngua ge, li terature, arts, beliefs, and beha viors and
may resul t in unique pe rspecti ve s.
Different cultures address human needs in similar and different ways.
SS-M-2.2.1
All cultures deve lop institutions. customs, beliefs , and ho lida ys reflecti ng their
uniq ue histories, situati ons, and perspec tives.
Social institutions (government, economy, religion , family ) respond to
huma n needs, structure society, and innuence behavior.
SS-M-2.3.1
Va rious human needs are met through interaction in and among social
institutions an d groups (e.g., family, sc hools , teams, cl ubs . relig iolls groups,
and governments .
Social interactions among individuals and groups assume various forms.
SS-M-2.4.1
Confl ict and competition (e.g., political, economic. re ligious, ethnic) may occ ur
as cultures emerge and develop.
SS-M-2.4.2
Comprom ise and cooperation are possi ble choices fo r positive soc ial interaction
and resolu ti on of conflict.

SERVICE-LEARNING IDEAS

•

Ho ld a multi-c ult ural forum for you r comm unity, highli ght ing di ffe rent
cul tural bac kgrou nds in your area.

•

Investigate inequit ies in the trea tme nt of minorities in community
devel opmen t and present your fin dings to the commu nity .

• '. Organize a club at your school whi ch works to promote c ultural
un derstanding.
•

Re search other cultures, and then deve lo p pe n pal re lat ionsh ips through
the Illlernet with yout h from other co untries to he lp break down
stereotypes.

•

Produce a video about how to avoid problems caused by cliques in your
school.

•

Do a vide o or poster on the negati ve effects of peer pressu reo

•

Cond uc t a workshop at you r school abou t how to res olve confli cts in
nonviolent ways.

•

Ass ist someone in the community who has been a victi m of viol ence or
prejudice.

•

Teach confli ct resolution skills to others OR make a vi deo on confli ct
resolut ion for teens and show on a local cable channel.

•

Do oral histories wit h sen ior citizens about how violence , stereotypes,
prejudi ce or discrimination have cha nged over the years.
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SOCIAL STUDIES
Economics
Academic Expectation 2.18

CORE CONTENT

Middle School

The basic economic problem confronting indi vidua ls and societies is the
scarcity, or imbalance between unlimited wants and limi ted resources
available for satisfying those wants.
SS-M-3.1.t
Productive resources (land, I;.lbor, capital) are limited and do not satisfy all the
wants of individuals , societies, and governments (scarcity).
SS-M-3. 1.2
To make informed choices, consumers must ana lyze ad ve rtisements. consider
personal finances, and examine the opp_ortun itr cost.
To deal with the problem of scarcity, people and societies create economic
systems and institutions.
SS-M-3.2.1
Economic systems include traditional, com mand, or market. Modem economi es
use a "mixed system" that has feature s of all three .
SS-M-3.22
The hope of earning profit motivates businesses to take the risks invol ved in
2foducing goods and services .
Markets are institutional arrangements that enable buyers and sellers to
exchange goods and services.
SS-M-3.3.1
Prices of goods and services arc determined by supp ly .and demand . The market
price is reached when quantity su pplied eq uals quant ity demanded .

SERVICE-LEARNING IDEAS

•

Des ign a displ ay that shows how limited natu ral resources should be
protected for use by future generat ions.

•

Study advcrtisements and help child re n or senior citizens unde rstand
how they may be deceptive . Explain how to recogn ize false advertising.

•

Do simple economic lessons with elementary students .

•

Discuss the di ffe re nce between for-profit and non-profit organizations.
Do a needed project for a non -profit in your community.

•

Start a school -based busincss and gi ve the profits to charity.

•

Exp lain to elementary children how supply and demand influence the
cost of items in a grocery store.

•

Work with chi ld ren to help them understand the concept of money and
maki ng change.

•

Sta rt a schoo l-based business with stude nts dec iding what products sell
based on the ir market aud ience. Don ate the profits to charity.

SS-M-3.3.2
Money (un it of account) can be used to express the market value of goods and
services. Money makes it easier to trade, borrow, invest. save.
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SOCIAL STUDIES
Economics
Academic Expectation 2.18
CORE CONTENT

Middle School

SERVICE-LEARNING IDEAS

SS-M-3.3.3
Competi ti on amon g buyers and sellers impacts the price of goods and service s.

All societies must deal witb questions about production, distribution, and
consumption.
SS-M-3.4.1
The basi c econo mi c issues add ressed by prod ucers a re product ion, d istri but ion ,
and consumpti o n of goods and services .

SM-M-3.4.2
Product ivity can be improved by speciali zat ion, new knowledge, a nd
technol ogy/tool s.

SM-M-3.4.3
Personal , nationa l, and intern at ion a l economic act ivi ties are interdepende nt.
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SOCIAL STUDIES
Geography
Academic Expectation 2.19
CORE CONTENT

Middle School

Patterns on the Earth's surfa ce can be identified by examining where
things are, how they are ar ranged, and why th ey are in particular
locations.
SS-M-4.1.1
Maps (e.g., map projec tions - Me rcator and Robinson ), globes, photographs,
model s, and satellite images are representations of Earth with different
characteristics and uses.

SS-M-4.1.2
Different factors (e.g., rivers , da rns, de velopments) affect where human
activities are located and how land is used in urban , rural, and suburban areas.
Earth is vastly complex with each place on its surface ha ving human and
physical characteristics; to dea l with this complexi ty people create regions.
SS-M-4.2.1
Places can be made dis tinctive by human activities (e.g., building houses,
stores, roads, railroad s, irrigation) that alter physical features.
SS-M-4.2.2
Places and regions change over time as new technologies, resources, and
knowledge become available.
SS-M-4.2.3
Regions can be differe nt in si ze and define d in differe,n t ways .

SERVICE-LEARNING IDEAS

•

Draw a map of the U. S. on the playground to use as a lea rning tool. In
the futu re, state lines, capitals, and other landmarks could be added.

•

Produce maps and guides for local parks, libraries, etc.

•

Prepa re a video show ing the relevant geographical features of your area
wh ich can be shown on a loca l cable access channel. Hold roundtable
discussions a rte rward to consider the impac t of geography on the
community.

•

Ma ke a brochure, including maps, which explains geographical features
of your community for newcomers.

•

Make a map of recreat ional act ivi ties for kids 5-15 and di stribute in the
community.

•

Conduct oral his tories wit h senior citizens focu sing on what your
commun ity looked like whe n they were young. Ma ke maps which show
the past and prese nt.

•

Assis t peop le who have been affected by a natural disaster.

•

Do ora l histories with senior ci tizens about tec hno logical changes that
have occurred during thei r lifetime.

SOCIAL STUDIES
Geography
Academic Expectation 2.19
Middle School

CORE CONTENT

Patterns emerge as humans move, settle, and interact on Earth's surface.
SS-M-4.3.1
Hu man settlement deve lops in different ways based on the cul ture and needs of
settlers.
SS-M-4.3.2
Hu man popu lati ons ma y change and/or migrate because of factors such as war,
famine, di sease, economic opportun ity, and technology.
Human actions modify the physical environment and, in turn, the physical
en vironment limits or promotes human activities.
SS-M-4.4.1
Technology assists human modification of the physical environment (e.g.,
damm ing a river, irrigating a desert, cooling or heati ng a living area).
SS-M-4.4.2
The phys ical envi ron me nt both promotes and li mits human activ ities (e .g.,
exploration, migration, trade ).
SS-M-4.4.3
The nalu ral resources of a place or region impact its political, soci al , and
economic development.
SS-M-4.4.4
Ind ividual perspectives impact the use of natural resources (e.g., wate ring
lawns. planting gardens, rec ycling paper).
I

•

SERVICE-LEARNING IDEAS

Research other communities in thc state via the Internet. E-mail wi th
students elsewhere to learn about their commun ity and to share your
communi ty' s unique characteristics with them.

• .' Interview senior citizens about these changes and their opi nions about
those changes.
•

Interview recent immigrants to your community and learn about their
cult ure. Organize a "Welcome to our community" party for them.

•

Hclp eleme ntary sc hool s set up recycling programs in their sc hoo l.

•

Bui ld a solar oven and teach others how to use it.

•

Do presen tati ons for the community on the importance of fre sh
drink ing wa ter.

•

Des ign a community display whic h shows how humans c all red uce thei r
impac t on the environment.

•

On a world map, locate areas where reserves of fossil fuels are located.
Teach others about the importance of conserving these natural
resources.

SOCIAL STUDIES
History
Academic Expectation 2.20
CORE CONTENT

Middle School

SERVICE-LEARNING IDEAS

I History is an account of human acti vities which is in terpre tive in na ture.
SS-M-S. 1.I
Differen t perspec tives (e.g., gender, race, region, ethnic group, nationality, age,
economic status, religion. politics ) res ult in different in terpretation s of
historical events.
SS-M-S.1.2
Primary so urces, secondary sources , artifacts, and time li nes are essent ial tools
in the study and interpretation of hi story.
SS-M-S.I.3
History is a series of connected eve nts shaped by multiple cause-and-effect
relationships, tying the past to the prese nt.
The history of the United States is a chronicle of a diverse people and the
nation they formed.
SS-M-S.2.1
America's diverse soc iety began with the "great convergence" of Europ t!a n.
African, and Native American people begin ni ng in the late 15 th cen tury .

•

Interview se nor cit ize ns about eve nts in their lives and how it affected
them. Compare to see if peopl e view the sa me eve nt differently. Write
up the hi story and give back to the senior citize n to share with their
fam ily and friends.

•

Contact the local hi storical socie ty and find out if they need help with
any projects.

•

Investigate the arch itecture of buildings in yo ur community. Conduct a
photo survey of the structures to compare history, style, age, and
original purpose. Comp ile yo ur findings for the local library or
hi storical soc ie ty.

r

SS-M-S.2.2
The ideals of equality and persona l liberty (rise of ind ividual righ ts, economic
freedom, colonial govern ments, religious diversity, Declarati on or
Indepe ndence, Constitution of the United States), as deve loped during th e
colonial peri od, were motivations for the American Revol ution and pro ved
.
instrumental in forging a new na ti on.
SS-M-S.2.3
The growth of de mocracy and geographic expa nsion were signi fic ant in
A merican history (e.g .. Louisiana Purchase, Man ife st Des tiny, impact on
Native Americans , ea rl y industria lization, ea rl y women ' s rights move rnent).
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SOCIAL STUDIES
History
Academic Expectation 2.20
CORE CONTENT

Middle School

SS-M-S.2.4
Political, social, econo mic. an d cu lt ural differences (e.g ., sl avery, tariffs,
ind ustriali sm vs. agrarianism, federal vs . states' ri ghts) among sec ti ons of the
U.S. resulted in the American Civi l War.
The history of the world is a chronicle of human activities and human
societies.
SS-M-S.3.1
As early hunters and gathe rers developed new technologies . they settled into
organized civ ili zations .

SERVICE-LEARNING IDEAS

•

Design a history day focusing on an important era in history . Invite the
comm unity to attend.

•

Using any of the historical events you study, design a present ation
about it for elementary students .

SS-M-S.3.2
The ri se of clas sic al ci vilizations and empires, and the develop men t of major
religions have lasting impac ts on the world in government, ph il osoph y.
arc hitectu re , art, dra ma, and literature .
SS-M-S.3.3
The ri se of non-Western c ult ures con tinues to in fl uence the modern world in
governme nt, philosophy, art , drama, and literature.
SS-M-S.3.4
Deve lopments during the M idd le Ages (feudali sm, nation states, monarch ies.
rel igi ous institutions, limited gove rn ment, trade, trade assoc iations, capitalis m)
influenced modern soc ieties .
SS-M-S.3.5
The Age of Explorati on produced extensive contact amo ng is olated cu lt ures
and brought about massive political. economic, and social changes.
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ARTS AND HUMANITIES
Music
Academic Expectation 1.14,2.22,2.23,2.24,2.25,2.26
CORE CONTENT

Middle School

SERVICE-LEARNING IDEAS

Elements of Music
Creating

AH-M- 1.1.11

•

Presen t c hora l or m usic presentat ions at nurs ing ho mes .

Create a nd notate in s imilar st y le answe rs to mu sical phrase s. [PE l (1.14,2.22,
2. 23)

•

Prese nt concerts for the community and donate ad mission c harges to a
local charity.

•

Ra ise funds to purc hase musi ca l ins trument s OR to pay for mu sic
lessons for children who ca nnot afford Lhe m.

•

St udy music from eac h decade of the 20 century. In teract with the
el derl y by playing a game where they guess from w hi ch decad e a
mu s ica l sel ection ca me .

•

C reate songs/ rap about any g iven unit (re fl ection)

•

Rhyth ms used to recognize patte rns (peer educatio n)

AH-M-l .1.12
Imp rovise variations on gi ven mel odies . [EPE ] ( 1. 14, 2.22)

AH-M-l.1.13
Compose and notate sh ort pieces of m us ic de monstra ting unily/vari ety,
tensionlrel ease, a nd balanc e. [EPE] (1.14, 2.22 , 2.23 )

Performing

th

AH-M-l.1 .21
Use e lectron ic/synthes ized sounds, elect ronic instrumen ts, and/or comp ute rs to
perfo rm music. lPE l (1. 14.2.22,2.23)

AH-M-l.lo22
Si ng or pl ay alo ne, and sustai n ow n part in an e nsemble, a gi ven piece of mu sic
with inc reas ing ly complex me lod ies and rhythm ic patterns in tre bl e and bass
clef (with p ractice). [EPE ] (1.14, 2.22)

•

Rhythms used for count ing (peer education)

•

Com pare and contrast mu sic ac ross eras (senior c itizens)

AR-M-l.1.23

•

How popula r music reflects social and polit ic al views o f any gi ven e ra
(senior citizens )

•

Recognizing poetic devices in musi c lyrics (presentations)

Sing fami lia r songs accu rately and expressively . lEPE J( 1. 14, 2.22)

AH-M-l.1.24
Anal yze. in terpret. and ev al ua te the q uali ty of own compositi on and
pe rforma nce using speci fi c musical ter ms and e lemen ts to describe tec hnica l
and expressive q ual ities [PE] (1 . 14 ,2 .22 ,2 .23,2. 24, 2.25, 2.26)
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ARTS AND HUMANITIES
Music
Academic Expectation 1.14, 2.22, 2.23,2.24
CORE CONTENT

Middle School

SERVICE-LEARNING IDEAS

Responding
Identify and define elements of music and their symbols: (2 .22,2.23 . 2.24)

AH-M-1.1.31
Rhythm: syncopation, time signature (6/8), asymmetrical meter (5/4, rhythmic
1h
durations (16 notes and rests , dotted notes)
AH- M-1. I.32
Tempo: Allegro, Moderato, Largo
AH-M-1.1.33
Melody: phrase, cadence. bass clef sign; pitch notation (notes): letter names of
bass clef, lines and spaces, sharps (#), flats (b); key signatu re s: up to 2 fl ats and
2 sharps
AH- M-1.1.34
Harmony: harmonic progression, triads (chords) based on major/minor scale
patterns of whole and half steps
AH- M- 1.1.35
Form: rondo, theme and variations, l Si and 2 nd endings, D. C. (dacapo), D.S. (dal
segno), al fine, coda, coda sign
AH-M-1.1.36
Timbre: acoustic instru ments, synt hesi zed sounds, electronic instruments.
voices (soprano, alto, ten or, bass) , keyboards

•

How music reflects different cultures (presentation s)

•

Efrects of music on the body, mind, and attitudes (presentations)

•

"W ar songs" ac ross history - similarities and contrasts (senior
ci t ize ns/presentat ions)

•

Teach songs to younger children

•

Organi ze a co mmunity choir - perform at fund-rai sers for local non
profit organ izati ons.

•

Work with commu nit y agencies to wri te jingles or theme songs.

•

Sing wi th a group of senior citizens.

•

Create and perform a rap for elementary st udents which focuses on
drug refusal skills.

•

Teach these conce pts to peers or younger children.

•

Ho ld a multi cultu ral fair highlighting the different cultureslregions you
are studying.

AH-M- 1.1.37
Dynamics: crescendo, decrescendo, very loud (fortissimo), very soft
(pianissimo), dy namic markin gs : pp, mp, mf, f, ff, <,>
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ARTS AND HUMANITIES
Music
Academic Expectation 1.14,2.22,2.23,2.24
CORE CONTENT

Middle School

SERVICE-LEARNING IDEAS

AH·M·1.1.38
Describe the use of elements in musical examples . (2.22. 2.23,2.24, 2.25,2.26 )

AH·M·1.1.39
Anal yze musical fo rms (see list under e lements). (l.l4, 2.23)

AH·M·1.1.310
Identify and classify fo lk and orchestral instrumen ts accord ing to fam ily (2.23)

AH·M·1.1.311
Distingui sh betwee n voice parts (sopra no. alto. tenor. and bass) . (2.23)

Historical and Cultural Context Responding
Responding
AH·M·1.2.31
Ident ify and co mpare various sty les and functions (recreati onal, ce re mon iaL
and artistic express ion) of musi c from Europea n and As ian cultures using
appropri ate vocabul ary. (2.25, 2.26)

AH·M·1.2.32
Identify a nd compa re various st y les of musi c (j azz, spirituals/gospel , Broadway
musicals. opera, ba llads). (2 .24, 2.25,2.26) A na lyze . interpret, and e val uate
how factors suc h as time , pl ace . and ideas are reflected in the music of the
th
Renaissance, Baroque , C lassical, Romantic. and 20 C;=entury . (2.22, 2.23. 2.24,
2.25,2.26)
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ARTS AND HUMANITIES
Dance
Academic Expectation 1.14, 1.15,2.22,2.23,2.24

CORE CONTENT

r

Middle School

SERVICE-LEARNING IDEAS

Creating

AH-M-2.1.11
Create movement ideas that could be used to compose a dance based upon a
theme, using dance elements and principl es of choreography which include
contrast and transition. [PEl (1.15,2.22)

•

Teach younger students these dance move ments.

•

Go to a Senior Citizen Center and ask if they can teach these dances to
the students.

AH-M-2.1.12
Compose a dance using locomotor (step-hop, grapevine, polka, waltz, two-step)
and non-locomotor movements (push, pull, rise, fall, dodge, sway) to express an
idea and/or emotions. [PEl (1.15,2.22)

•

Go to a Seni or Citi zen Center once a month to interact and dance with
sen iors as part of a recreational activity for them.

•

Compose a dance to refl ect upon a serv ice-learning project

•

Combine dance movement with a rap to deli ve r a health or safety
message to younger children .

A H- M-2.1.13
Create a group dance with 2-3 other people using danc e elements and principles
of contrast and transition using one of the following compositional forms: AB,
ABA, call and response, or narrative. [EPE] (1.15,2.22,2.23)
AH-M-2.1.14
Compose a short dance (at least 32 counts) based on a theme. [EPE] (1.15,
2.22)
Performing
AH-M-2.1.21
Accurately recall and reproduce a dance sequence at least 32 counts in length.
[EPE] (1.15,2.22,2.23)
AH-M-2.1.22
,
Reproduce a rhyt hmic pattern by clapping, pl ay ing a rh yt hmic instrument, or
moving. [EPE] ( J.lS , 2.22)
AH -M-2.1.23
Demonstrate and describe skills of body alignment, balance, isolation of body
Parts, elevation, and land ing whil e mov ing. lEPE] (1.15,2 .22)
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ARTS AND HUMANITIES
Dance
Academic Expectation 1.14, 1.15,2.22,2.23,2.24
CORE CONTENT

Middle School

SERVICE-LEARNING IDEAS

AH-M-2.I.24
Describe the move ment, da nce e lemen ts, and steps in a li ve or vi deo taped
performanc e usi ng app ro priate dance vocabu la!)': [PE] (1.15. 2. 23)

Responding
AH-M-2.1.31
Descr ibe the movement, dance ele ments . and steps in a live or vi deotaped
performance usi ng appropri ate da nce vocabu lary . [PEl ( I . J 5,2.23)
AH-M-2.1 .32
Di scuss how dances are composed of a variety o f locomotor (step, hop,
grapevine, po lka, wal tz, two-step) and non -locomotor (push. pull. rise, dodge.
sway) mo veme nts. (l .IS . 2.23)
AH-M-2.1.33
Explain da nc e movemcn6ts and how they d iffe r fro m o ther mo ve men ts
(athl etic , pedestrian). ( 1.15,2.23, 2.2S)
AH-M-2.1.34
Design a warm-up exerc ise and ex pla in how it prepares the body ex press ion.
(1.15,2.22, 2.23)
AH-M-2.1.35
Anal yze, interpret, and e valuate th e use of composit iona l forms (ABA , call and
response. narrati ve ) in da nce. ( 1.15, 2.23,2.24)
AH-M-2.1.36
A na lyze, interpret, and evalua te the skill s of body ali gnme nt, ba lance isol ati on
of body parts, elevatio n. a nd land ing. (1.15,2.23)
Historical and Cultural Cont,ext
Responding
AH· M -2.2.31
Discuss contribut ions of dan ce to society as an ac ti vily. ( I. 15, 2.23, 2.2S)
AH-M-2.2.32
Ident ify a nd desc ribe dances from di fferent cult ures (Latin Ame rican.
C arib bea n), purposes (ceremonial - ini tiation; recreati ona l - square dance,
social; a rtistic - ballet. jazz) and/or styles. (1.15, 2.2S, 2.26)

•

Video dance used in reflection and describe Llsing a ppro priate dance
vocabulary

•

Desig n and cond uct dance warm-up exe rcises fo r younger ch ild ren or
senior ci tize ns be fore g recreationa l o r in struc tio nal dance sessi on.

•

Perform and teach tradi tiona l fol k, squa re, e th nic dan ces at commu ni ty
festiv al s, nursi ng homes and schoo l functions.
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ARTS AND HUMANITIES
DramaITheatre
Academic Expectation 1.5, 2.22, 2.23, 2.24, 2.5, 2.6
CORE CONTENT

Middle School

Creating/Performing
AH-M·3.1.41
Create a script that can be used in a dramatic performance. [PEl (2.22)

SERVICE-LEARNING IDEAS

•

Pe rform for a senior cil izen center or nursing home.

AH· M-3.1.42
Use the elements of production to create a dramatic work . [PE l (2.22, 2.23)

•

Create short skits or plays w ith positive messages and present them to
your school.

AH· M-3.1.43
Improvise short dialogues and monologues to descri be ideas and eve nts. [PEl
(2.23,2.24,2.25,2.26)

• '. Perform plays on current issues and then facilitate discussion around
these top ics.

AH·M-3.1.44
Create a design to communicate setting and mood using music and a varie ty of
sound SOurces. [PEl (2.23,2.24,2.25,2.26)
AH-M-3.1.4S
Assume roles that comm un icate aspects of a character and contribute Lo the
action based on experi ence , imagination , or characters in literature, history, or
script. [EPE] (I. IS, 2.22, 2.23, 2.24, 2.25, 2.26)
AH-M-3.1.46
Create characters using the ele ments of performance. [PEl (2.22)

•

Research and wr ite plays around current events or community issues to
increa se aware ness.

•

Prod uce a play fo r the community with a positi ve message about
touay's youth.

•

He lp with a co mmunity pl ay production.

•

Teach youn ger stude nts or community me mbers about these works
th rough a dramatic presentation.

AH-M-3.1.47
Create and describe ch aracters based upon the observation of interactions,
ethical choices, and emotional responses of people. IPE l (2.22, 2.23)
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ARTS AND HUMANITIES
Drama/Theatre
Academic Expectation 1.5, 2.22, 2.23, 2.24, 2.5, 2.6
CORE CONTENT

Middle School

SERVICE-LEARNING IDEAS

Responding

Identify and define the com ponents of drama/t heat re:
AH-M-3.1.31
Eleme nts of drama: plot de ve lopment, rising ac tion, turnin g point, fall ing
action, suspense theme, language, empat hy . moti vation, di scovery
AH-M-3.1.32
Elements of production: staging, scenery, props, lighti ng, sou nd, costumes,
make-up
AH-M-3.1.33
El ements of perfor mance : breath control, di ction . body alignment, contr-ol of
isol ated parts of the body
AH-M-3.1.34
Compare an d cont rast the use of the elements of drama in a vari ety of works
us ing app ropriate vocabulary (2.23, 2.24, 2.25)
AH-M-3.1.35
Identify eleme nts of product ion for a sc ripted scene. us ing appropriate
vocabulary (2.23, 2. 24)
AH-M-3.1.36
Describe, using appropriate vocabulary, how the elements of prod uc tion

communicate setting and mood (2.23, 2.24)
AH-M-3.1.37
Describe characters' use of elements of pe rformance, using appropr iate
vocabula ry (2.23)
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ARTS AND HUMANITIES
Drama/Theatre
Academic Expectation 1.5, 2.22, 2.23, 2.24, 2.5, 2.6
CORE CONTENT

Middle School

SERVICE-LEARNING IDEAS

AH-M-3.1.38
Identify and describe the types of stages (arena, thrust, proscenium) (2.23,2.24)

AH-M-3.1.39
Identify the skills necessary for jobs associated with theatre (playwright,
director, actor, actress, designers - scenery, props, lighting, sounds, costume,
make-up)

AH-M-3. 1.31 0
Discuss the collaborati ve art istic p rocesses of pl anning, playing,
responding, and evaluating a perform a nce.

AH-M-3.1.311
Compare and contrast th e forms of theatre, musical theatre, TV , film , and dance
using appropriate vocabulary (2.22, 2.23)

AH-M-3.1.312
Relate the theme of a theatrical work to Dersonal eXDeriences. (2.23)

Histo rical and Cultu ral Context
Responding
AH-M-3.2.3 1
Identify the characteristic s of theatrical works from differe nt cultures, periods,
and styles (Greek, Elizabethan , Modern ). (2.23,2.24,2 .26)

AH-M-3.2.32
Discuss how di verse c ultu re s, periods , and styl e s affect d rama (2.23,2.25,2.26)
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ARTS AND HUMANITIES
Visual Arts
Academic Expectation 2.22, 2.23, 2.24
CORE CONTENT

Middle School

Creating/Performing
AH-M.4.1.4 1
Create art fo r specifi c purposes us ing the elements of art and principles of
design to com munic ate ideas. [PE] (l.13, 2. 22)
AH-M-4.1.42
Effec ti vely use a variety of art medi a, processes , and subjec t matte r to
commun icate ideas, feel inEs. and eXDeriences. [PEl ( 1.13, 2.22)

Responding
AH-M-4.1.3J
Describe , analyze. and/or interpre t works of art using vi sual art term inology.
(1 .13,2.22, 2.23, 2.24)
AH-M-4.1.32
Art El e ments: li ne, shape, col or (tints and shades ) and color groups
(monochromatic). fo rm , texture. space (posi tive/ negat ive and perspectivc), and
va lue (light a nd shadow )

AH-M -4.1.33
Princi ples of Design: repetit ion. pattc rn. bala nce (symmetry/asymmet ry),
emphasis (focal poi nt ), co ntra st (light and dark). rhy thm. proportion, and
mo vement

AH-M-4.1.34
Iden tify and describe a variety of art med ia, art processes, and subjec t maller to
communicate ideas, feelings. exper iences, and stories . (1 .1 3. 2.22 ,2.23)

SERVICE-LEARNING IDEAS

•

Conduct a service project for a local art gallery

•

Design and pain t a mural around a community theme

•

Paint ove r graffi ti in the community

•

Make a pe rsonali zed artwork for senior c itizens

•

Teach art lessons to ch ildren or senior citi zens

•

Create a photo essay depicting the cultu ral diversity in yo ur communi ty

•

Teac h presc hool chi ldren a bout primary colors and how to mix them to
produce new colors

•

Use an art form to reflect upon a service-l earning project

•

Photograp h uni que areas in your commun ity and display this at a local
library, art gallery, or other community agency

•

Make paintings for community agencies such as ho meless shelters or
soup kitchens OR make paintings, sel l them, and donate the money to a
local charity

ARTS AND HUMANITIES
Visual Arts
Academic Expectation 2.22, 2.23, 2.24
CORE CONTENT

Middle School

AH-M-4.1.35
Media: two dimensional - crayon , pencil, fabric, yarn, pa int (tempera ,
watercolor), ink, and pastels.

SERVICE-LEARNING IDEAS

•

Teach younger stud ents the bas ic s of painting

•

Do a pai nt ing activity with se nior citizens

AH- M-4.1.36
Media : three-dimensiona l - clay, papier-mache', found objects (used to produce
artwork) , wood, gla ss, metal, and stone (Properties of media need to be kn own
in orde'r to respond to art works)

•

AH-M-4.1.37
Art Processes: two-dimensi on al- pJinting, fa bric design, printmaking, and
mosaics

Involve stude nts in an Empty Bowls project where they make ceramic
bow ls and make the m ava ilable to the community, asking for donations
for the purchase of each bowl, with all proceeds going to local agencies
that address hunger issues.

•

Make port rait s of senio r citizens to give to them and their fa milies

•

Teac h others about the un ique q ualities of art fo rm these cultures or
time periods

AH-M -4.1.38
Art Processes: Art Processes: three-dimensi ona l - ceramics, scul ptu re, and
architecture
AH-M-4.1.39
Subj ec t Malter: landscape, portrait , still life. abstract, and non-objective
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ARTS AND HUMANITIES
Literature
Academic Expectation 1.2, 2.23, 2.24, 2.25
CORE CONTENT

Middle School

SERVICE-LEARNING IDEAS

Elements of Literature
AH·M-S.1.31
Analyze the characters' acti ons, considering their situation s and basic
motivat ions 0·2, 2. 24, 2.25)
AH-M-S.l .32
Explain how an aut hor uses the c lements of literature (pl ot and structure,
characters, sett ing, point of view , language and style, and the me ) to create
literary work (1 .2, 2. 23)
AH-M-S.1.33
Identi fy characteristics of fiction and nonfiction and lite rary genres (rolk
literat ure, poetry. essays, plays, short stories. no ve ls) 0.2, 2.23)

•

Read and ex plain variou s forms of literature to peers, younger students,
and/or se nior c itizens

•

Create and publis h a literary piece of work emp loying the attached
codes and present ho me less children or stud ents wit h limited readi ng
materi als in the ir homes

•

Use literatu re (folk lite rature, poetry, essay s, plays, short stories . and
novels ) to set the stage for a service-learni ng project

•

Use the above as a mean s to enrich refleclion sessio ns
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PRACTICAL LIVINGIVOCATIONAL STUDIES
Health Subdomain
Academic Expectation 2.29
CORE CONTENT

Middle School

SERVICE-LEARNING IDEAS

Positive interactions in groups contribute to mental and emotional wcll

rbeim~

PL-M-l.1.1
Individua ls hav e pe rs onal right s and respons ibi lities (e.g., cooperati on,
co mmun icati on, patience) whe n deal ing wi th others (e .g., fami lies, classmates,
teams)
PL-M-1.1.12
Conflict-resolution st rategies (e .g., probl em identificat ion. effect ive
commun ication . media ti on , wal king away ) provide effect ive means for dealing
with con flict.
PL-M-1.1.13
Commu nication , coopera tion, rule s. and respect are import ant to the effective
funct ioning of groups
Reproduction and sexuality are issues of concern for individual well-being
I and healthy relationships
PL-M-1.2.1
Know ledge of the basic struc tures and function of the reprodu ctive sys tem is
important to understanding the human life cycle

I

PL-M-l.2.2
Physi cal, soc ial. an d emot ional cha nges occur dur in g adolescence

•

Any community service-l earn ing projec t you involve your st udents in
will help them develop a better un derstanding of thei r responsibili ties
as citizens in their community.

•

Do a project based on the needs of local agenc ies that hel p families and
chi ld ren . Develop a booklet that lists those agencies. wi th add resses
and phone numbers. and distribute to families at school.

•

Help wit h projects at a Youth Service Center or Fa mily Reso urce
Center.

•

Organ iLe multi-c ult ural games and sporting events wit h everyone
sharing how to pl ay differen t ga mes.

•

Teach conflic t resolution tech niques
stories. or presentations .

•

Deve lop ski ts on the concept of respect and present them to elementary
studen ts.

LO

younger students th rough ski ts,

PL-M-1.2.3
Abstinence is the on ly sure means of preventing pregnancy
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PRACTICAL LIVINGNOCATIONAL STUDIES
Health Subdomain
Academic Expectation 2.31
CORE CONTENT

Middle School

B ehavioral choiceslhabits cont ri bute to the promotion of a n ind ividual' s
physical health, the prevention or illnesses/diseases, and the a bility to
remain mentally and emotionally healthy.
PL-M-1.3.1
Diet, exercise, rest , and other choices (e.g., tobacco, alcohol, and other drug
use) affect body systems (e. g., circulatory , respiratory, digestive )
PL-M-1.3.2
Knowledge of the tran smission and pre vention of communicable dis eases and
personal illnesses (e.g., hepatitis . co lds, infl ue nza, mononuc leosis, TB.
AlDS/HIV/STDs) contributes to the health of the community
PL-M-1.3.3
Identification , prevention, and treatmen t of noncomm unicable diseases (e.g.,
cancer, asthma ) among adolescents contribute to commu nit y healt h

r

PL-M-1.3.4
There are ri sks associated with unheal thy habits and be haviors (e .g., substance
use/abuse, dietary habits, irre gular exercise habits , sexual activity) that arrect
the physical health of adolescents
Nutritious foods are necessary fo r growth, development, and maintenance
of healthy bod ies
PL-M-1.4.1
Six basic nutrients) mineral s, vitamins , fat, carbohydrates, water, protein ) are
'
needed for proper growth and deve lopment
P L-M-1.4.2
Using dietary guidelines. food guide pyram id, and ot he r nutriti onal resources
(e.g., food tables ) helps ma ke da ily food choices

•

SERVICE-LEARNING IDEAS

Analyze an env ironmental health problem in your community. Work to
sol ve or raise awareness of thi s problem in your community.

.' Invi te senior ci tize ns to come into sc hoo l for shuffl eboard. ping-pong,
croq uet, or other sports activities .
•

Teach senior citizens about the importance of diet and exercise. Visit
the loca l senior citi zen center or nursing home and do exercises.

•

Do an educational campaign for peers on H IV/AIDS/STD's OR
de ve lop an AIDS fair for the community.

•

Write to chil dren in the hospital with diabetes, cancer, or asthma.

•

Wr ite daily PA annou ncement with heal th tips.

•

Organize a blood drive for parents.

•

Design and construct an exe rcise trail for the community.

•

Write and perform anti-drug skits for peers or younger students.

•

Teac h nutrition lessons to senior ci ti zens or e lementary students. Show
the m how to prepare healthy snacks.
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PRACTICAL LIVINGNOCATIONAL STUDIES
Health Subdomain
Academic Expectation 2.31
CORE CONTENT

Middle School

SERVICE-LEARNING IDEAS

PL-M- 1.4.3
Exerci se and di etary habi ts (e.g., cu lt ural food choices, vegetarian di ets,
o verind ulgence in fa tty foods, exce ssive sa lt consumption ) can affect the way
ad olescents look, feel. and perform

•

Desi gn hea lth and nut rition posters for seni or c iti zen centers, c hi ldcare
centers, nursing homes, and school cafeterias.

The health benefits of exercise and fitness to health go beyond weigh t
control.
PL-M-1.5.1

•

Do regul ar exe rcises with e lementary stude nts or senior citizens.

•

Organize an exerci se c lass before or after school for peers.

•

St udy househo ld hazard waste and teach others less ha rmful subst itutes
thro ugh demonst ratio ns.

Exercise be ne fi ts physi cal deve lop ment (e .g., body shape, post ure,
coord in ation, musc le deve lopmen t)

•

Do safety inspect io ns at school and report your fi ndi ngs to the
pri nc ipa l.

PL-M-l.S.3

•

Teac h ch ildren how to preve nt common househo ld accidents th rough
presentations, a vi deotape, or a book.

•

Teac h e lemen tary or preschoo l students the importa nce of wearing a
seat belt.

Self-assessmen t of hea lth status (e. g., strength , fl ex ibi lity. ca rdi ovascular
e ndurance, body compos iti on) contributes to health ma intenance

•

Accidents are a major cause of injury and death to ch ildren and
adolescents
PL-M- l .6.1

Display posters for home safety awareness and displ ay in the
commu nity.

•

Teac h seni or citizens safety tips to reduce occ urrence o f thefts.

Health and safety hazards (e .g. , firearms, traffic, transportation. ho rsep la y)
encountered by adolesce nts can be life threateni ng

•

Cond uct a campa ign abo ut how the 9 1l emergency systems work to
he lp the communi ty. T each peers or e lementary students how and when
to use it.

Body changes (e.g., body composition , dec reased heart rate, reduced
cholestero l level) occur fo ll owing a regular exerc ise program

PL-M-I .S.2

Applyi ng the princip les of fitness training and cond it ion ing (frequency ,
inte nsity, time/durat ion ) are necessary to get the most fro m exercise.

PL-M-1.S.4

PL-M- 1.6.2
Traffi c an d transportat io n re lated safety practices (e.g., wear seat bel ts, use life
vests) on the ground and in the water contribute to reduction in inj uries and
death
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PRACTICAL LIVINGNOCATIONAL STUDIES
Health Subdomain
Academic Expectation 2.31,2.32

CORE CONTENT

Middle School

PL-M-l.6.3
Using sa fet y strategies (e.g., wa lking in opposite direction of violence. staying
calm in dangerous sit uations ) and wearing protective gea r (e.g., helmets, knee
pads, elbow pads) reduce the incidence of injury or death

SERVICE-LEARNING IDEAS

•

Assemble first aid kits and di stribute to homeless shelters , housi ng
project s, or other co mmun ity agencies . Teac h other students what items
should be in first aid kits.

PL-M-l.6.4
Followi ng basic first-aid procedures when responding to a variety of life
threatening emergenci es (e.g., choking, shock, poisons, burns, temperature
related emergencies , animal and insect bites) helps reduce the severity of
injuries
Behavioral choicesfhabits contribute to mental and emotional health and
the promotion of physical well-being
PL-M-1.7.1
Symptoms and causes of mental illnesses (e.g. , depress ion , anxiety) va ry with
the indi vid ual

•

Study simpl e first aid tec hniques and demonstrate to youn ge r children.

PL-M-1.7.2
There are consequences and risk s of behavioral choices (e.g. , tobacco, al co hol,
and other dru g use; sex ual involvement; violent behaviors) and alternat ives to
situations faced by adol escent s

• . Graph smoking and non-smok ing trend s ove r the las t 50 yea rs . Share
results with your sc hool while conducting an anti-smoking campaign
•

Gather and distribute information to peers on community age ncies that
provide treat ment of eating disorders

•

Survey, by grade level , areas in whi ch students feel the mos t press ure to
conform. Record the data and graph the res ults.

•

Research ways to redu ce violence an d teac h these conc epts to others.

PL-M-1.7.3
Resources (e.g., guidan ce counselors, drug coun se lors. parents, teac hers) are
helpful for an individual seeking treatment of dru g ad? iction
PL-M-1.7.4
Effects of eating disorders (e.g., hea rt fai lu re, weight chan ges . kid ney fa ilure,
hair loss, nervousness) indicate a need for counseling
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PRACTICAL LIVINGNOCA TIONAL STUDIES
HeaIthIPhysical Education Subdomain
Academic Expectation 2.32,2.3,2.34

CORE CONTENT

SERVICE-LEARNING IDEAS

Middle School

People often need established strategies for remaining mentally and
emotionally healthy. Application of these strategies also affects physical
well ness
PL-M-1.8.1
The use of appropriate strategies (e.g .. assertiveness. refusal ski lls, decis ion
maki ng tech ni ques) are posit ive way s to cope with peer pressure

•

PL-M-I.8.2

• " Des ig n a peer pressure survey o f altitu des students have toward
d iffe rent areas . Compare across grade leve ls . Publish fi ndin gs in a
school newsletter.

Strategies (e.g., studyi ng in ad vance; ta lking with cou nse lors , pare nts, and/or
friends ; planni ng ; gelli ng amp le rest; eati ng properly) for managing stress ful
situations (e.g. , tes t taking. dead lin es. c hange. grief. rejectio n) reduce anxiety

W rite, perform. and crit ique skits w hic h co mmunicate effec tive refu sal
skill s and presen t to peers.

•

Help with Spec ial Olympi cs.

•

Organi ze sporting activ ities for elementary st ude nts.

PL-M-1.8.3
Strategies (e.g., wal king aw ay, communication skills, confl ict resolution) for
preventing violence vary w ith th e situat ion

PL-M-1.8.4
Using approp riate cop ing strategies (e.g., realist ic goal -setting, effec tive time
management, deci sion-making processes) promotes me ntal an d emot iona l
health

Development of psychomotor skills contributes to the development of
social and cognitive skills
PL-M-2.1.1
Princi ples of mot or sk ills refinement (e.g., accuracy, techn ique, movement)
requi re a logical and seq uen tial approac h.
I

PL-M-2.1 .2
Knowledge of the co mbi nations of locomotor (mo ving fro m one place to
another) (e. g., running. skipping. hopp ing) and non locomotor (statio nary) (eg..
bending, stretching, twist ing) movements is necessary fo r the improvement of
transitional motor sk ills (e .g., punti ng , serving, va ulti ng)
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PRACTICAL LIVINGNOCATIONAL STUDIES

-

HealthlPhysical Education Subdomain
Academic Expectation 2.35
CORE CONTENT

P hysical, mental, emotional, and social health is strengthened by regular
involvement in physical activities
P L-M-2.2.1
Physical, emotional/mental, and social ben efi ts can be gained from reg ula r
participation in lei surclrecreational and/or competitive physical activities
Phys ical benefi ts:
* increased energy
* improved strength
* fitness
* improved control of
body movement s

Social ben efits:
* self-esteem
* friendship
* self-expression

SERVICE-LEA RNING IDEAS

Middle School

Emotional/ men tal benefits:
* improved confi de nc e
* increased self-esteem
* stress reduction
* self-e xp ression

•

Orga nize an ex ercise group before or after sc hool.

•

Teac h e le me ntary stude nts how to play these sports.

•

Organize sporting ac ti vities for ch ildren in home less shelters.

•

Design and construct an exerci se trail in your community and promote
its use .

•

PL-M-2.2.2
Techniques (e.g., practice, self-evaluation) used to deve lop skills are related to
performance in games and/or sports

T each el eme ntary students the importa nce o f being a good spec tator.
S how them how to reac t or not react and appropriatelinappropriate
actions in various situations.

PL-M-2.2.1
Frequenc y, intensity, and time/durati on are the principles of fitness Lra ining and
conditioning

Rules of behavior, fair play, and cooperation enhance the quality of
participation in games and activities and mental, emotional, and social
health
PL-M-2.3.1
Knowledge of offensive and defens ive strategies in games and/or sports makes
them interesting and enjoyable

PL-M-2.3.2
Rules of be havior and fa ir pl ay (e.g. , accepting authoritat ive dec isi on s,
asses sing one ' s o wn performance leve l. accepting ski lls a nd abilities of ot hers
through verbal and no nve rbal actions for spectators and/or participa nts) d uring
games are necessary
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PRACTICAL LIVINGIVOCATIONAL STUDIES
Consumerism Subdomain
Academic Expectation 2.30

CORE CONTENT

Middle School

SERVICE-LEARNING IDEAS

Accessing and assessing consumer infonnation; comparing and evaluating
products and services; and critiquing advertisements are necessary for
maki ng effective consumer decisions
PL-M-3.1.1
A compari son of needs vs . wa nts will innuence cons umer decisi ons

•

PL-M-3.1.2
Products and services are co mpared and evaluated based on a range of
considerations (e.g .• pric e vs. qu ality, generic vs. name-brand, compar ison
shopping vs. impul se shopping, immediate avai labili ty vs . ad vance orderin g)

•

Teach youn ger students aboutlhe infl uence of advertis ing

•

Resea rch characteristics of fal se advertis ing or those ad s with
adverti si ng gimmicks (i.e., con tests where you send them money) and
teach senior citi ze ns ho w to be wa ry of these types of ads .

•

Make a display in the school or commun ity wh ich shows how
consumer decisions can impac t the environme nt.

•

With a set budge t, adopt a local fam ily and purc hase needed items for
them. wi th the studen ts determin ing how to get the most for their
money.

PL-M-3.1.4
There are positi ve and negat i ve aspects of ad vert ising strateg ies (e. g.. providi ng
accurate or misleading informati on . gimmic ks)
PL-M-3.1.5
Environmental issues (e.g., pollution) should be considered when making
consumer dec isions (e.g., recyc ling, reduc ing, reus ing)

Investigate buyi ng trends of young people . Visit local stores and
develop comparison charts of prices and qual ity of selected ite ms that
adolescen ts purchase. Make this in formation ava ilable to other
. students.
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PRACTICAL LIVINGIVOCATIONAL STUDIES
Consumerism Subdomain
Academic Expectation 2.33
CORE CONTENT

Middle School

People rely on serviccs and resources provided through priva te, public,
and voluntarv al!cncies
PL-M-3.3.1
A range of resources and services are provided by community agencies:
• pub I ic health department
• fire department
• police department
• family resource centers
• hospitals
• nonprofit organizations (e.g., American Health Association , American
Red Cross, American Cancer Society)

PL-M-3.3.2
Improving environmental conditions (e.g., air and water quality) and preserving
natural resources impact personal and community health

SERVICE-LEARNING IDEAS

•

Make pocket-sized cards with safety information, important phone
numbers, etc . and distribute them to students at school.

•

Conduct an inspection in the community to determine unhealthy
environmental conditions. Develop a service-learning project to correct
these conditions (e.g., adopt a stream, air quality in school or public
building) .

•

Develop en vi ronmental service-learning projects that preserve natural
resources (e.g., so il erosion, bird houses, wildlife food planting,
reforestation ).

PRACTICAL LIVINGIVOCATIONAL STUDIES
Vocational Studies Subdomain
Academic Expectation 2.36

CORE CONTENT

Middle School

Jobs/Careers reflect both individual and societal needs
PL-M-4.1.1
People work to provi de for their wants (e.g., entertainment, hobbies, brand 
name clothing/s hoes ) and needs (e.g., food, cl othing, shel ter) and often for
persona l sat is faction (e.g., se lf-worth)
PL-M-4.1.2
Work (e.g., manufact uring, construction, health care, food servi ces) is
important to society because it provides nec essary goods and se rvices for
individuals and groups
PL-M-4.1.3
Jobs and career opportunities (e.g. , manufacturing, bus iness-i nd ustry, food
services, natural resources, enterta inmen t) va ry within and among comm unit ies
and g loba l reg ion s based . in part, on av ailable resources
PL-M-4.1.4
New jobs and careers eme rge and others are dele ted due to the needs of society
(e.g., in creased need for nursing home ca re due to people li ving longer, day
care due to more people working)
Many factors need to be considered when selecting and preparing for a
career path
PL-M-4.2.1
Interests and abilit ies can be identi fied th rough a vari~ty o f mea ns (e.g., formal
assessment, try ing new cxpe rien ces. job fair)

•

SERVICE-LEARNING IDEAS

G ive st uden ts salaries and monthly expenses and ha ve them set up a
budget for the month . Discuss what happen s when peop le do not have
e nough money to cover expenses. T his project can lead into a food or
clothing drive fo r a local charity or soci al service organi zation.

• : W hi le cond uc ting a communi ty service project. d iscuss careers re lated
to the organization with whi ch you are working. For exa mple, di scuss
career oppo rtunit ies al homeless she lters, retirement homes , sc hools,
and soc ial service agencies.
•

Teac h ele mentary chi Idren about caree rs.

•

Se t up opportu nities for students to sh adow people who work in local
communi ty age ncies . Have st udents do presentations for others about
the career the y shadowed.

•

Organize a caree r fa ir at your school. in vite e lemen tary chi ldren to
attend .

PL-M-4.2.2
Jobs an d caree rs d iffe r in ways that matc h a person's interests, aptitudes. and
career goals (e.g., salary, benefi ts, dema nds of job, work e nv iron me nt)
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PRACTICAL LIVINGIVOCATIONAL STUDIES
Vocational Studies Subdomain
Academic Expectation 2.36, 237

CORE CONTENT

Middle School

PL-M-4.2.3
There are reso urces (e.g., Internet, government publication s, nl:ws papers,
magazines, counselors) and experiences (e.g., shadowing, mentoring) available
for locatin g job and career informatiol1
PL-M-4.2.4
There are various postsecondary options available (e.g., technical or vocational
school s, 2-year college, 4-year college . appren ticeship, military se rvic e)
Positive and negative
PL-M-4.3.1
Opportunities for ind ividual succ ess are enha nc ed by iden tifyin g weak or
nega tive work habits and making changes for improvemen t

SERVICE-LEARNING IDEAS

•

Ope rate a sc hool-based business and donate the profits to community
agencies . Have the students evaluate each other. D iscuss th e positive
and negati ve work habits observed.

•

Write and perform skits on positive and negative work habits.

• . Teac h se nior citizens or child ren how to use computers or the Inte rnet.
•

Design a serv ice-learni ng project to provide se rvices to the community
(e.g., raking leaves, environme nta l clean-up). Establish acc eptable work
ethics and th en I.!v al uate individual stud ents or each team's performance
after the task is completed .

PL- M·4.3.2
The work habits and work ethics (e .g.. cooperation, respect, ti me , manage men t,
team/individual re sponsibilities) of an individual can impact the success of a
group
S pecial skills are needed for success in ruture schooling, and in the work
place
PL-M-4.4.1
Certain academic sk ill s (c.g., communication, research, math, science) arc
important to specific jobs or careers
PL-M-4.4.2
,
The use of various types of tec hnology (e.g., word process in g. fnternct access)
has increased, conti nues to change . and has an impact on the workplace
PL-M-4.4.3
Both indivi dua l and team skill s (e .g .. identify goals, use li stening skills, foll ow
directions, commu nicate orall y, ask ques ti ons about tasks, use proble m-sol ving
skill s) contribute to the successful completion of a task
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PRACTICAL LIVINGIVOCATIONAL STUDIES
Vocational Studies Subdomain
Academic Expectation 2.38
CORE CONTENT

Middle School

Special skills are needed as post-secondary opportunities are sought
PL-M-4.S.1
A resu me ' (a sum mary of a person ' s educati onal bac kgrou nd, job ex periences,
and qual ification s) is an important component in a portfoli o

PL-M-4.S.2
The foll owi ng comm un ication ski lis are important when see ki ng a job/c areer:
• business letter writing
• nonverbal communication ski ll s (e.g., body language, facial
ex pressions, posture, dress)
• verbal ski lls
• intervie w sk ills (e.g., Friend ly greeting, maintai n eye contact , show
e nthusi asm about the job, respo nd positive ly and honest ly. plan
ques tio ns to ask, li sten carefu ll y, thank interv iewer)

SERVICE-LEARNING IDEAS

•

Use a resume ' format to reflect upon a job position observed during a
serv ice-l ea m ing projec t.

•

Write business le tters to community agencies asking them about their
. current needs. Conduct projects based on those need s.

•

Write business letters to local businesses to request donati ons for
commun ity agenc ies.

•

Se t up a program to help elementary students transit ion to middle
schoo! :
a) Allow an elemen tary student to shadow a midd le school st udent fo r
one day .
b) Conduct i.l panel discussion abou t being in middle school for
incomin g ele me ntary chil dren.

•

Cond uct in terviews of sen ior citizen s as part of an oral his tory se rvice
learni ng proj ect.

•

Teach youn ger chi ldren commu ni cati on skills .
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LEARNING HISTORY THROUGH
THE EYES OF SENIOR CITIZENS
Contributed by
Margaret Williams
Bondurant Middle School

I

6TH
GRADE
OVERVIEW

While studying a unit
on World War II,
students conducted
an oral history
with senior citizens
to help them get a
first-hand account of
that time in history.

GOALS

•

•

•

To provide a con
nection for the stu
dents between his
torical events and
present day
To provide an
opportunity for the
students to interact
with the senior
citizens
To help the stu
dents understand
that they can learn
valuable historical
information from
senior citizens

CORE CONTENT AREAS
• ReadinglWriting:
Students read information in their history textbook about
Vv'W2. After completing interviews with the senior citizens,
students wrote a narrative of the information they had gathered
to give back to the senior citizen they had interviewed. This
was also a portfolio piece for some students.

• Science: 2.2
Students learned about the chemical reactions created by an
atom bomb.

• Social Studies: 2.16, 2.17, 2.20
Students learned how the senior citizen center provides a
means for older persons in the community to interact with each
other. Students studied the complete history ofWW2 and what
led up to the war. Students took the information they learned to
detennine what questions they would ask senior citizens about
their experiences in the war.

• Arts and Humanities: 2.22
Once the students had completed their oral history, they designed
decorative covers for their narrative which were given back
to the senior citizen they had interviewed.

• Practical Living: 2.31
As a preparation to their visit to the senior citizen center,
students learned about common ailments faced by seniors such as
cataracts, arthritis, and hearing loss. They did simulation
exercises to help them better understand the seniors with which
they would be working.

In/ormation for this lesson plan was compiled by
Jennifer Cofer, Franklin County Schools. KY
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STEP BY STEP GUIDE
STEP 1: PREPARA TION
1) Students studied aU aspects of VlW2, as weU as the incidents \\ :lich led up to the war and how
the U.S. became involved. They studied battles, weapons used, and the effects nuclear
weapons had on both the people and the land.
2) As a way to help the students develop a more personal understanding of the war and its
effects. the local senior citizen center was contacted about an oral history project. The
Director of the center asked several seniors who frequented the facility if they would be
interested in talking about their experiences in the war. Several showed interest in the project.
3) Using what they had learned about the war, students developed a list of questions they would like
to ask the seniors. These questions were based on events they had studied, as weU as how the war
affected the lives of the seniors and their families.
4) To help them prepare for directly interacting with the seniors, students were engaged in an
open discussion about their concerns or fears about the project. They were then taken through
three simulation exercises which were intended to help students understand some of the health
problems they may encounter:
a) Cotton was placed in ears to represent hearing loss
b) Students wore goggles with Vaseline on the lenses to represent cataracts
c) PopsickJe sticks were taped to fingers to represent arthritis
Each student was given an "ailment" and then asked to sit through a regular lesson. listening.
looking at visuals. and taking notes as they normaUy would do. Afterward. they discussed how
they felt. Many were frustrated that they could not function as they usuaUy could. The teacher
explained that some of the seniors may get equaUy as frustrated if they have any of these
problems. This helped the students to better understand life from a senior citizen's point of view.

STEP 2: ACTION
1) Students visited the senior citizen center to record the oral histories. Students conducted their
interviews in pairs or groups of threes. This is recommended because it to helps the students feel
more comfortable.
2) Upon return to school, students transfonned their interview into a narrative which explained what
they had learned. They used a word processing program to provide a final, clean copy to the
person they had interviewed.
3) Decorative covers were made for each of the narratives which were bound in a book form .
4) Some students opted to include this piece in their writing portfolio .

STEP 3: REFLECTION & CELEBRA TION
1) The students presented their narratives to the seniors they had interviewed . This served as a gift of
thanks from the students. It was hoped that the seniors would share this with their family and
friends as a historical memoir.
2) Prompt (suggested) :

Explain why conducting this oral history helped you to better understand the events of World ~rar II.
What did you learn that you could not from a textbook?
Has this project changed your opinion about senior citizens?

~
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SHARING HOLIDAY TRADITIONS
FROM OTHER CULTURES
Contributed by
Julie Dicken
Bondurant Middle School

7TH
GRADE

CORE CONTENT AREAS
• ReadinglWriting:

OVERVIEW
Student studied other
culture's holiday
traditions and taught
elementary students
about them.

GOALS
•

•

•

To provide a way
for the middle
school students to
interact with
younger students
To help the
students develop
public speaking
skills
To help students
develop a respect
for another
culture's holiday
traditions

1.2, 1.11

Students spent considerable time researching the holiday
traditions of the country they chose to highlight. They wrote
skits as part of their presentations to the elementary students.

•

Social Studies:

2.16,2.17

Students studied holiday traditions from another culture,
helping them to understand and develop respect for others.
They learned geography skills by identifying where the country
was located. They learned history as they researched how these
cultures had developed their holiday traditions.

• Arts and Humanities: 2.22, 2.23, 2.24
As part of their presentations, students developed skits to help
teach their holiday traditions to younger students. They created
visual displays, designed costumes, and made crafts related to
the culture they were studying.

• Practical Living: 2.33
Students sought the help of local businesses to gather supplies for
their projects.

Information for this lesson plan was compiled by
lennifer Cofer, Franklin Count)' Schools. KY
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STEP BY STEP GUIDE
STEP 1: PREPARATION
1) Students were given a choice as to which countries they would like study and develop a
presentation about their holiday traditions.
2) Once the students made their decision., they worked in groups of 3-5 to research the
culture and begin thinking about how they wanted to convey this infonnation to younger
students.
3) They wrote and developed skits to help the elementary students better understand the
cuhure.
4) They decided which props, costumes, and other supplies were needed for their project.
Students were responsible for developing these on their own.
5) Each group was also responsible for develop an interactive activity to do with the
elementary children to get them actively involved in the learning process.
6) In some instances, guest speakers from the country the students were studying came to the
classroom to provide first-hand knowledge of their traditions.
7) Local elementary schools were contacted and given a list of the countries the students had
chosen to highlight. Elementary teachers chose which country they would like presented to
their students based on what they were currently studying.

S TEP 2: A CTION
1) On one day, students visited two elementary schools to gjve their presentations and do an
activity with the children.

STEP 3: REFLECTION & CELEBRATION
1) After the presentations, students discussed how they felt the elementary students had
reacted to the infonnation.
2) Open response prompt (suggested)

You are aforeign dignitary who is responsible for spreading the word
about your countries traditions. List several unique aspects ofyour country's
holiday traditions and discuss how these traditions developed.
Compare your traditions with traditions in the United States.

UNIT OF STUDY

co
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IS IT JUNK FOOD OR NOT?
YOU TOLD ME ONCE BUT I FORGOT
GRADE LEVEL: 7-8

CONTRIBUTED BY: Melissa Jennings
ConkwTight Middle School, Clark County Schools

UNIT OVERVIEW
This unit will provide students with information on the new
food pyramid and the right foods to eat. Students will choose II
recipes and create booklets for elementary school students,
sharing the importance of good food choices. They will also
create healthy snacks for the students to eat and share recipe
alternatives to junk food.

UNIT GOALS
To help students understand:
=> the importance of choosing good foods that are high in
nutritional value

=> the importance of good nutrition to elementary students
=> how they can become role models to elementary
students by promoting good nutrition and health

=> how to practice healthy eating habits

SERVICE-LEARNING PROJECT
Students design a snack cookbook
and nutritional snacks for elementary students.

PORTFOLIO OPPORTUNITIES
Writing : (I) snack cookbook for elementary students,
pt for snack presentations, (3) humorous wTiting
Math: (I) calcul'ate how many ingredients are needed for
recipes

ACADEMIC EXPECTATION S ADDRESSED
CommunicationlMath Skills:
1.1. 1.2. 1.3, l.11. l.12, 1.13
Students conduct research on healthy snack recipes for their
cookbook. They WTite information for their cookbook, as
well as reflective narratives about the project. Students
make oral presentations to elementary students.

Math: 2.8
Students calculate costs associated with preparing nutritious
snacks for elementary children.

Science: 2.3
Students learn about fat calories and caloric values of foods.

Arts and Humanities: 2.22
Students make decorative covers for their cookbooks and
posters conveying information about junk food vs. healthy
snacks.

Practical Living: 2.29, 2.30, 2.31, 2.33
Through working on their cookbooks and presentations,
students learn to work cooperatively in groups. They learn
budgeting procedures as they calculate costs to make healthy
snacks. They learn about the food pyramid and the
importance of good nutrition for youth. Through the guest
speakers, students learn about services provided to the
community which relate to health and nutrition.

Vocational 'Studies: 2.36
Students learn about careers in nutrition and health related
fields through guest speakers invited into the classroom.

Self-Sufficiency: 3.1, 3.2
This project provides students with information to promote
healthy lifestyles and positive self-concepts through helping
others.

Responsible Group Membership: 4.1. 4.2
Students work in cooperative learning groups to develop their
cookbooks and presentations. They also learn interpersonal
skills in working with peers and younger students.

Thinking and Problem-Solving: 5. L 5.2. 5.3
This project provides students with opportunities to think
creatively and critically.

Integration of Knowledge: 6.1, 6.2, 6.3
Students use their existing knowledge throughout the project
and continually develop new knowledge about the subject
matter they are studying.

O'l
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PREPARATION
KNOWS
I) Statistics for nutritional value ofjunk food
vs. healthy foods
2) Effects of unhealthy food on the diet
3) Why we eat junk food rather than healthy food
4) Types of healthy snacks

DOS
I) Identify
2) Discuss
3) Explain
4) List

STEP ONE:
1) Discuss the reasons 'why we often choose junk foods over healthy foods. Have students cut out pictures from magazines
and make a collage identifYing junk food or healthy food.
2) Using the pictures, have students create a small poster for the elementary students that identifies healthy foods and junk
foods .

STEP TWO:
1) Invite guest speakers from the hospital, health department, extension office, etc. to the classroom . The guest speakers
will convey the importance of the food pyramid, what junk food is and how it affects the body, and what snacks would be
appropriate for younger and middle school students. The guest speakers, especially nutritionists, will be able to explain
fat grams to the students and caloric intake needed for growing elementary and middle school students. Give students
opportunities to ask questions about specific foods such as potato chips vs. pretzels and ice cream vs. frozen yogurt. The
nutritionist will also be able to bring the students examples and recipes of healthy snacks which could be included in their
cookbooks.

STEP T HREE:
I) Set up library time for students to research recipes for healthy snacks suitable for children . While in the library, place
students in 3-5 cooperative learning groups. Each group will be responsible for :
a) making a cover for the recipe booklet
b) finding at least 10 recipes that are considered healthy
c) finding at least one drink recipe that does not contain a soda product and that is healthy
2) Discuss the importance of including easy-to-find ingredients for their cookbooks.
3) Have each group compile grocery lists for their reci pes, complete with prices, for all ingredients needed. Ask the
students to find items that are duplicated to cut costs. Have them calculate the cost of purchasing the ingredients. This
information will be used for their presentations.
4) Have each cooperative learning group contact the teacher of the elementary class they plan to visit and set a date for their
presentation.
5) Prior to their visit, the groups will need to set completion and reproduction deadlines for their cookbooks.
6) Have students answer the following prompt:

You are a parent trying to convince your child to eat more healthy foods. Give two statistics
you have learned about junk food. Explain why people tend to eat junk food rather than healthy
food. List several types of healthy snaclcs that can be eaten instead ofjunk food.
RUBRIC
Good Work
I) Two statistics given, accurate
2) Explanation clear, accurate
3) Three or more snacks listed

ill Again
I) Less than two, inaccurate
2) Unclear, inaccurate
3) Less than three

STEP FOUR: (Knows and Dos will be assessed through group activities/projects rather than a prompt)
KNOWS
I) Junk food vs. healthy food
2) How to fix healthy snacks
3) The food p)'Tamid
I)
2)

DOS
I) III ustrations (posters)
2) Explain (cookbook)
3) Illustration (handout)

Have students create a checklist for their presentations.
Give students opportunities to practice their presentations. If needed, have them write scripts. with each student in the
group playing a role.

STEP FJVE:
I)

Give students ample time to complete their cookbooks. Stress that humor should be an integral part of the cookbook.
Have students turn in their completed cookbooks. Use the rubric below as a grading scale:
QUALITY
1) easy to read format, humorous
2) grocery list
3) food pyramid hand-out
4) good food snacks
5) easy to find ingredients
6) cover design in color/eye-appealing

TRY AGAfN
I) hard to read and understand/not humorous
2) no grocery liist
3) no food pyramid
4) inappropriate recipes
5) ingredients hard to find
6) no cover design/not in color

ACTION
I)

2)

Have each cooperative group present their information to elementary students. Make sure they (I) discuss junk food vs.
healthy food, using the poster they have created. (2) explain the effects junk food has on the body. (3) explain the food
pyram id. using their handout. and (4) prepare healthy snacks for the elementary students.
At the conclusion of the presentation. have students give a copy of their cookbook to each of the elementary students.

REFLECTION
1)

I

As a reflection activity, have students ~Tite statements about how they worked in their groups. Questions may include:

Did everyone contribute equally to the project?
Do you believe that the children might change their eating habits because ofyour cookbook and presentation:)
2)

Give students opportunities to discuss what they learned from the project and how they would changelimprove the project for
the future.

o
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!~ it junk food or is it not ~
You told me once but I forgot.
Does my drink contain too much sugar for me:)
Or should it have vitamin B or C?

Is popcorn known as a healthy snack.?
Or should I ear candy until I lose track.?
Will apples really keep the doctor away.?
Or should I just chew gum everyday?
Can I eat bread and rice and rolls with each meal:'
Or can all the vitamins I need befound in a liffle pill ?
Are all the vegetables on~v green ?
Can nutrients infood real(v be seen:)
Should I eat meat with my dinner?
And does that include chicken liver.?
Will milk. eggs and cheese really make me grow)
Hurry up, please. I have to know.
Is it junk food or is it no('
YOII told me once, bllt Iforgof.

N
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HELPING THE LOCAL
HUMANE SOCIETY
Contributed by
Margery Rigsby
Elkhorn Middle School

CORE CONTENT AREAS

7TH
GRADE

•

Students wrote to pizza companies in the community to request
donations for the classroom which collected the most food for
the Humane Society. The students made pop-up books
explaining their project. They also wrote thank you letters to
the Humane Society for the tour they received.

OVERVIEW
Students collected
items needed by the
local humane society
while learning about
responsible pet
ownership.
They visited the shelter
to deliver the items
and learn more about
their facility.

•

•

•
•

To make the
students aware of
the Humane
Society and their
needs
To make students
aware of the pet
overpopulation
problem
To teach responsi
ble pet ownership
To motivate
students to do
graphing in math

Math: 2.8, 2.11
Students classified. compared, cOWlted and graphed the results
of their collection drive. They learned to do different graphs
(i.e., line, bar, pie) to convey this information. They made a
large graph which was displayed for the entire school to see the
results of their collection efforts.

I

•

Social Studies: 2.16
Students learned how certain human behaviors caused animals
to be placed in shelters and characteristics of responsible pet
ownership. They learned about euthanasia and how spaying and
neutering pets can reduce this problem. They learned about
the geography of their community as they mapped a route to the
Humane Society.

GOALS
•

ReadioglWriting: 1.11

•

Arts and Huma nities: 2.22
Students made pop-up books a'bout the project. They designed
posters which were used as a way to publicize the collection
drive. They made graphs to display in the hallways.

•

Practical Living: 2.33
Students were made aware of the services provided by the
Hwnane Society and how they, as citizens in their community,
can contribute to this organization.

•

Vocational Studies: 2.36, 2.37
Students studied careers related to animals.

Information for tlris lesson was compiled by
Jennifer Cofer, Franklin County Sclrools. KY
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KNOWS (suggested)

DOS (suggested)

1) Needs of animals
2) Role of the animal shelter in the
community
3) Steps of collection campaign

1) Describe
2) Define
3) Organize

STEP BY STEP GUIDE
STEP 1: PREPARATION
1) Students discussed the needs of animals and the role domestic animals play in our lives.
2) They discussed the characteristics of responsible pet Omlers.
3) The local Humane Society was contacted. They informed the students about their current
supply needs.
4) I guest speaker from the Humane Society was invited to speak about their facility
and the collection project.
S) A discussion was held on careers related to animals.

STEP 2: ACTION
1) A school-wide collection campaign was organized. Students publicized with posters and
PA announcements. This helped the entire school understand the needs of the local
Humane Society. The collection period lasted approximately 3 weeks.
2) Students wrote to local pizza companies requesting donations of pizza for the classrooms
which collected the most items for the Humane Society.
3) Students graphed and categorized items as they were collected for the Hwnane Society
and displayed the results in a large graph for the entire school to see.
4) All students visited the Humane Society to deliver collected items and to receive a tour of
their facility . (NOTE: Each animal shelter is operated differently. Discuss on-site
projects that may be done v.ith your animal shelter such as cleaning cages or walking
dogs, which can add another dimension to your service-learning project.)

STEP 3: REFLECTION & CELEBRA TION
1) The classrooms which collected the most items were rewarded v.ith a pizza party.
2) Students wrote about how they felt toward the project. They wrote thank you letters to
the pizza companies who donated as well as the Hwnane Society for their tour.
2) They made pop-up books about how they felt about the project and what they had
learned.
3) A speaker from the Louisville Humane Society was invited to speak about the topic of
euthanasia. They watched a movie called "The Dog Nobody Warned."
4) The students answered the following prompt:
How would you feel if you were the dog in the movie? What
would you do to survive? As this dog, explain to humans why it is important to be a
responsible pet owner and what may happen ~ryou are not responsible.
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PATRIOTISM:
LEARNING BY DOING
Contributed by
Sandra Bush and Kay Scott
Elkhorn Middle School

CORE CONTENT AREAS

8TH
GRADE

• ReadingIWriting: 1.11
Students researched and 'Mote a oook on the importance of
respecting the flag for elementary students. They read the
oooks to the children before giving the oook to them.

OVERVIEW
While studying a unit
on patriotism, students
became involved in a
three service projects:
( 1) flag oooks for ele
mentary students,
(2) planting a nag
garden. and
(3) cleaning up
gravesites
of veterans.

•

• Science: 2.2, 2.3
Students learned aoout plants and gardening through the nag
garden project. They determined which flowers to plant, how
deep to plant the bulbs, and how much space was needed for
proper growth. They also studied soil properties, erosion. and
weathering.

• Social Studies: 2.14,2.15, 2.20
Students studied democratic principles and applied them directly
through their service projects. They studied the U.S. nag and
designed oooks on its importance for children. They discussed
veterans and their importance to this country.

GOALS

•

•

To teach the con
cept of patriotism
by directly involv
ing the students in
hands-on projects.
To help students
develop pride and
respect for their
country and
community.

Math: 2.11
Students designed a floral garden in the shape and color of a
flag. They used math skills to design the garden and to
determine the number of bulbs needed.

•

Arts and Humanities: 2.22
Students designed flag oooks for elementary students, made
chalk rubbings of veteran gravesites, and constructed a
"Hallway ofUnkno\\<'Tl Heroes" using the chalk drawings.

•

Vocational Studies:
Students learned teamwork skills as they conducted their three
service projects.

Information for this lesson plan was compiled by
Jennifer Cofer, Franklin County Schools, KY
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K NO WS (suggested)
I) Importance of Patriotism
2) Importance of the American Flag
3) Services veterans provide
4) Gardening procedures

DOS (suggested)
I) IdentifY
2) Illustrate
3) Explain
4) Summarize

[ STEP BY STEP GUIDE J
STEP J: PREPARATION
I)
2)

Students studied patriotism as part of their social studies curriculum.
All 8th grade students were involved in one of three projects aimed at developing awareness of what it
means to be patriotic:
a) Floral Ga rden - Students designed a floral garden to show their patriotism. They brainstormed
ideas and decided to plant a garden in the shape and color of the U.S . flag. They studied gardening
techniques, chose flowers (tulips) appropriate for the floral garden, placed the order for the bulbs, and
designed the garden based on the needs of the tulips.
b) Flag Books - Students studied the history of the U.S . flag and designed an age-appropriate book
about it for elementary students. They brainstormed what information the book should contain, then
the students broke into groups with each working on a different section of the book . Using teamwork
the students collated and bound each book which contained activities such as word searches and
coloring pages.
c) CemeteryIVeteran Project - Students obtained a list from the local VFW which showed local
veterans that were buried in the Frankfort Cemetery. Each student drew a name of a veteran from a
hat and researched the major historical events that occured during the life of their veteran.

STEP 2: ACTION
Floral Garden - Students spent one day planting the garden using the design they had prepared and
the planting techniques they had studied.
2) Flag Books - Students attended two elementary schools where each 8th grader was assigned one child
to read the flag book and to discuss respect for the American flag. Each child was allowed to
keep the flag book, as well as an American flag penciL bookmark, and eraser.
3) CemeteryIVeteran Project - Students went to the cemetery and located their veteran's gravesite.
They cleaned the gravestone using a mild cleaning solution, removed debris from the area, and placed an
American flag on each the gravesite. They also made a chalk rubbing of their veteran's gravestone.
Upon returning to school. they displayed th ese rubbings as a "Hallway ofUnkno\\'T1 Heroes."
I)

STEP 3: REFLECTION & CELEBRATION
I)
2)
3)

All students spent time talking and writing about how they felt toward their projects, what they learned.
and what they would do differently next time.
The local newspaper and cable access channel covered this project, recognizing the important
contributions the students had made to their community.
Many students who were involved in the project took their families to visit the veteran's grave on
Veteran's Day.

UNIT OF STUDY

~

co

FIRING UP INTEREST
IN HISTORY
GRADE LEVEL: 7-8

CONTRIBUTED BY: Debby Jones & Jamie Carroll
Estill County Middle School. Estill County Schools

UNIT OVERVIEW

UNIT GOALS
To help students understand:

Students will be exposed to historical perspectives on the
subject of pot1ery. They will make their own pot1ery pieces,
which will be displayed around the community and given to
senior citizens in a nursing home.

~
~
~
I

~

~

basic pot1ery techniques of coil. slab, and throw
basic history of pOt1ery in their community
how to operate a home-based business
an appreciation for the fine arts
how to raise money from the sale of the pot1ery in order
to continue the project in the future

SERVICE-LEARNING PROJECT

PORTFOLIO OPPORTUNITIES

Students make pot1ery. display their pieces. sellr them
to raise money to continue the project, and share their
pot1ery with senior citizens in the community.

Writing: (I) Promotional ....Titing. (2) Product information
sheets
Math: (I) Cost and profit margins

ACADEMIC EXPECT A TIONS ADDRESSED
Communication/Math Skills: 1.1, 1.11. 1.13

Practical Living: 2.30. 2.33

Student research the history ofpot1ery in different cultures.
They ....Tite about their experiences with the project. They
learn to communicate through visual arts.

Students learn about product quality and how to price their
pot1ery for sale. They learn about various services in their
community related to the arts.

Math: 2.8.2.9
Students learn how to calculate profit and loss based on the
sale of their pottery items.

Vocational Studies: 2.36
Students learn about careers in the arts. as well as how to start
their own home-based business.

Self-Sufficiency: 3.1, 3.3, 3.4, 3.5, 3.7
Science: 2.2
Students learn about the properties of clay.

Social Studies: 2.17,2.18,2.20
This project provides many opportunities for the students to
learn about different cultures and their history. They learn
about the economics of operating a home-based business.

This project helps students learn independently. As they
produce and sell their pot1ery. they develop bet1er
self-concepts. They exhibit resourcefulness and creativity
through this project.

Responsible Group Membership: 4.2,4.3.4.4.4.6
Students work cooperatively to set up booths to sell their
products. They learn about responsibility as they work on the
project.

Arts and Humanities: 2.22,2.23,2.24,2.25,2.26

Thinking and Problem-Solving: 5.4

This project provides many ways for the students to develop
an appreciation for art from other cultures and time periods.
They learn the art of working with clay to create sellable
products.

Students learn to solve problems related to their project.

Integration of Knowledge: 6.2.6.3
Students use their existing knowledge throughout the project
and continually develop new knowledge about the subject
mat1er they are studying.

"

OJ

PREPARATION
KNOWS

OOS

I) Basic pottery techniques of coil, slab, and throw
2) Basics of operating a home-based business
3) Pottery styles of different cultures

I) Describe
2) Explain
3) Illustrate, describe

STEP ONE:
I)
2)
3)
4)

Set meetings between the social studies and art departments to collaborate on this unit.
In art class, have students learn basic pottery skills such as coil, slab, and throwing techniques.
Have each student produce pottery pieces throughou t th e unit as they study different cultures.
For each piece of pottery, have students write a product information sheet that will be included with the sale of each item .

STEP TWO:
I)
2)
3)

Invite a person in the community knowledgeable about home-based businesses to speak to the classes. Provide
opportunities for the students to ask questions about how to establish home-based businesses.
On field trips, expose students to in-home studios and art careers of people within the county.
Take a field trip to a craft fair or a college with an arts program .

STEP THREE:
I)

2)
3)

Study ancient Mesopotamia in social studies class. Have each student make and bake a clay tablet with cuneiform
wTiting on it. Insert leather thongs through holes the tablets in order to make a hanging ornament to sell at various
functions.
Construct a ziggurat (a tall Mesopotamian religious structure shaped like a pyramid) from clay bricks and bake in the
kiln.
In vite a guest speaker to talk about colors and mosaics.

STEP FOUR:
I)
2)
3)
4)

Study and research colonial American pottery.
Have students make samples and display them at the local library around Thanksgiving. From the display, people can
order pottery pieces from the students.
Make Christmas gifts, ornaments, and trinkets for personal use and to sell.
Display and sell products at a student-run Christmas bazaar.

STEP FIVE:
I)
2)
3)
4)

In social studies, spend time learning about Ancient Greece and Greek pottery styles.
Teach glazing techniques.
Have students make Greek vases.
Invite a guest speaker to talk about advertising and self-promotion of products to the public.

STEP SIX:
I)
2)

Prepare products to be sold at local festivals.
Have students set up a booth to sell and exhibit their products. These products will be signed and include a product
information sheet.

CD
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ACTION
STEP ONE:
Arrange a visit to a local nursing home. During their visit, students will present pieces of pottery to the senior citizens as gifts.

STEP TWO:
Develop a campaign against drugs using the students' pottery. Use the slogan "Make a Po\. Don't Smoke It."

IREFLECTI()NI
I)
2)

3)
4)

Have students write about what they learned about history through the project.
Have students write about the reactions of the senior citizens to their pottery gifts.
Have students elaborate on whether they would like to begin a home-based business based on making and selling pottery.
Have students answer the following prompt:

You own a small pottery business in your community. Describe the basic pottery techniques
ofcoiling, throwing, and slabbing Explain the basics ofoperating your home-based
business. Illustrate and describe one pottery style from a different
culture that you make and sell as part ofyour bu~iness.

RUBRIC

Good Work
I) All three techniques listed , described
2) Basics of home-based businesses explained
3) At least one pottery style illustrated and described

fu

Again
I) All three techniques not described.
incorrect information
2) Explanation unclear, vague
3) No illustration, no description

0\
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STUDE NTS TEACHING STUDENTS
ABOUT THE DANGERS OF DRUGS
Contributed by
Alary Ann Overturf
Elkhorn Middle School

CORE CONTENT AREAS

6TH
GRADE

• ReadingIWriting: 1.2, 1.11

OVERVIEW
After studying about
drugs and their dangers
through the DARE I .
program, students
wrote and presented
puppet shows and skits I •
about what they
learned and presented
them to their peers as I •
\vel1 as younger
students.
GO ALS

•

•

•

To integrate what
was learned
through DARE into
the reading
program
To help students
use the information
they learned in a
positive way
To teach other stu
dents in the district
about drug use/
abuse

Students read short plays and skits in their required reading
books to get ideas of how to write a play with character
development and stage directions. Students took the
information they learned in DARE and wrote plays or skits to
convey this information to others. Students wrote handouts
which they distributed to the elementary children who watched
their skits and puppet sh~ws.

Science: 2.3
Through the DARE program students learned how drugs affect
the body in negative ways.

Social Studies: 2.16
Through DARE students le~ed about services provided by the
community which help people with drug problems.

Arts and Humanities: 2.22
Students designed and made the puppets for each of their skits.
They also designed and constructed the sets and costumes
needed for their production. They studied theatrical
techniques such as voice projection, and speaking clearly and
slowly.

• Practical Living: 2.31, 2.32
Students learned how peer pressure can lead some people to
turn to drugs. They learned how drugs can affect their
emotional and physical health.

• Vocational Studies: 2.36
Within some ofthe skits and puppet shows, students developed
characters with careers, such as teachers and police officers, and
incorporated information as to how that person would react to
drug use by students.

Information for this lesson plan was compiled by
Jennifer Cofer, Franklin County Schools, KY
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ISTEP BY STEP GUIDE
STEP 1: PREPARATION
1) Students spent 17 weeks in the DARE program which provided the knowledge base on
which they developed their anti-drug skits and puppet shows. They learned about the
different drugs available to youth, their effects both physically and emotionaUy, and how
to avoid using drugs.
2) Once students graduated from the DARE program, they were prepared to begin thinking
about how to convey the infonnation they learned to their peers and younger students.
3) Students read skits and puppet shows from their required reading text. They discussed
the components of each and how to go about writing one of their own.
4) Students broke into groups of five. Each group decided whether they wanted to write
and perfonn a puppet show or skit. Within each group, students decided which aspect of
their production they would like to assist based on their interests and abilities. The
students interested in writing took the lead in developing the scripts. Those who were
more artistic. created the costumes, puppets, or scenery.
5) Students studied theatrical techniques such as voice projection and speaking clearly and
slowly which helped make their production more understandable to the audience. Groups
critiqued each other to ensure clarity.
5) For several weeks the students perfected their skits and puppet shows. The classes voted
on the best puppet show and the best skit to present to peers and younger students. A
total of five skits and five puppet shows were chosen.
6) Final preparations were made for each production. Three elementary schools were
contacted and a perfonnance was scheduled at each of the three schools.
7) Handouts were made with the message "Don't Do Drugs" which would be distributed to
the audience as a foUow-up activity to their presentation.

STEP 2: ACTION
1) The students perfonned the skits and puppet shows for their peers.
2) The performances were taken to three local elementary schools to help spread the
message of "Don't Do Drugs." Each perfonnance, which included aU puppet shows
and skits, lasted approximately 45-50 minutes.
3) Infonnational handouts were distributed to the audience.
4) Initial perfonnances were videotaped. Upon return to schoo~ students reviewed and
critiqued the tape to make appropriate changes to improve their presentation.

STEP 3: REFLECTION & CELEBRA TION
1) The local newspaper and community access channel were contacted. They each did a
story on the project, recognizing the students for their hard work .
2) A cast party was held at a local restaurant after the final perfonnance.
3) Culminating prompt (suggested):
You have a friend who is interested in doing drugs. Give examples of at least three
drugs that are currently available to students your age. For each of these drugs, list two
negative effects they have on the body (one physical and one emotional). Express hOl-i'You
would convince your friend not to become involved in drugs.

........
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HISTORICAL
QUILT

Education

MIDDLE
SCHOOL

OVERVIEW
Students created a
quilt of their
city's historical
buildings and
donated it to the
local library.

First District School
Covington Independent School District

ACADEMIC EXPECTATIONS ADDRESSED
•

Comm unication and Math Skills: 1.2, 1.13
Students read about historical buildings in their community. They expressed what
they learned through their quilt project.

• Math: 2.8, 2.11
Using mathematical reasoning and patterning skills, students designed their quilt
within certain size specifications. Using photographs of the buildings, they scaled
the pictures to the appropriate size for the quilt square.

• Social Studies: 2.19, 2.20
Students took a tour of the historical buildings in their community and learned
about the significance of each. Students learned about the history of quilting. This
project helped students develop a better understanding of the history of their
community.

GOALS

• To help students
learn about the
history of their
community
• To help students
learn quilting
techniques
• To educate
others about the
history of their
community

• Arts and Hu manities: 2.22, 2.23
A local artist spoke to the students about the quilting process and the art of
stitchery. Students used the techniques shown to them to develop their historical
quilt. They also used design techniques when they transferred the pictures of the
buildings onto the quilt pieces.

•

Practical Living: 2.33
Through thi s project, students understood why certain buildings are of historical
significance and the importance of preserving them for the local community.

•

Vocational Studies: 2.36
Students learned about careers related to the arts and history.

• Self-Sufficiency: 3.1, 3.3, 3.4, 3.7
Students expressed their creativity through development of the quilt pieces.
Helping teach others about history helped to improve each students' self-concept.

•

Responsible Group Membership: 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4
Students learned to work cooperatively in groups and accept individual
responsibility as they worked on their quilt pieces.

•

Thinking and Problem-Solving: 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, 5.5
This project provided an excel1ent way for students to use criticaL creative and
conceptual thinking skills. It also allowed them to make decisions and solve
problems relevant to the project .

•

Integration of Knowledge: 6. 1, 6.2, 6.3
Students used their existing knowledge to plan the project and developed new
knowledge as the project progressed.

N
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STEP BY STEP GUIDE
STEP ONE: PREPARATION
1)

2)

3)

4)

Students spent time learning about local history through their regular
social studies curriculum.
As a way to help the community, and to convey what they were
learning, students decided they wanted to construct a quilt of local
historical buildings and donate it to the library to help educate others
about their community.
Students went on a field trip where they toured several historical
buildings in their community. This provided them with a wealth of
information about the significance of these buildings and why they were
preserved. From this information, students decided which buildings
they wanted to include on their quilt.
A local artist spoke to the students about the art of quilt-making.
Students learned techniques that they would use in the making of their
quilt and they were provided an opportunity to practice this skill.

STEP TWO: ACTION
1)

2)
3)

Pictures were obtained of each of the buildings the students had chosen.
Using the pictures, students designed their quilt pieces to be
representative of the picture. Students worked in small groups, with
each group designing their own quilt piece.
Students learned the technique of stitchery to complete the project.
The completed quilt was donated to the local library to beautify their
facility and to help others better understand the significance of these
historic buildings.

STEP THREE: REFLECTION/CELEBRATION
1)

2)
3)

The students had a group discussion about how they felt about their
project and how it made them feel. They brainstormed other ways that
they could help educate the people of Covington about its history.
The students received a formal thank you from the library for their
donation.
Students placed a series of photographs about their project in a well
viewed area of the school so that others could recognize their
achievements.
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PARTNERS IN ACTIVE
LEARNING SKILLS (PALS)

Safety

MIDDLE &

Volunteer Talent Center
Jefferson County School District

HIGH
SCHOOL

ACADEMIC EXPECTATIONS ADDRESSED
OVERVIEW
Using puppetry,
students taught
elementary children
about the dangers
of drug use.

• Communication and Math Skills: 1.1, 1.2, 1.11, 1.12, 1.13
Through the Drug and Alcohol Curriculum , students read about various drugs and
their dangers. including prescription and over-the-counter medications. Using this
information, they wrote skits and puppet shows for elementary children to teach
them what they had learned in a fun and active way.

• Science: 2.1
Students learned about the dangers of drugs (both legal an d illegal) and their effects
on the body.

• Social Studies: 2.16,2.17
Through the Drug and Alcohol Curriculum, students learned about services
provided by the community which help people with drug problems.

GOALS
To teach stu
dents about the
dangers of drugs
• To teach
students about
alternatives to
drug use
• To help students
discourage drug
use among
younger students

• Arts and Huma nities: 2.22, 2.23
Students designed props for their puppet shows. They also sang songs as part of
their presentations. They studied theatrical techniques such as voice projection and
speaking clearly and slowly. Students analyzed each others ' performance to ensure
continual improvement.

•

• Practical Living: 2.29, 2.31, 2.32, 2.33
Students learned to work cooperatively in groups, with each person responsible for
a different aspect of the puppet production . Students learned how drugs can affect
the body and the overall health of individuals. They learned about the
consequences of drug use and how to seek positive alternatives to drugs. Students
learned about agencies in their community who assist people with drug problem s
and how to seek help if needed .

•

Self-Sufficiency: 3.1,3.2,3.3,3.4,3.5,3.6,3.7
This project helped students understand how to maintain a healthy lifestyle, how to

be creative and adaptable, and how to make ethical decisions as they relate to drug
use. Each student learned independently while working in groups on thi s project.
They also developed more positive self-concepts through their participation .

• Responsible Group Membe rship: 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4,4.6
Students learned to work in groups as they developed their presentations. They
learned to work with and be responsible toward younger students.

• Thinking and Problem-Solving: 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, 5.5
This project provided an excellent way for students to use critical, creative and
conceptual thinking skills. It also allowed them to make decisions and solve
problems relevant to the project.

• Integration of Knowledge: 6.1, 6.2, 6.3
Students used their existing knowledge to plan the project and developed new
knowledge as the project progressed .

~

STEP BY STEP GUIDE
STEP ONE: PREPARATION
I)

2)
3)

4)
5)

6)
7)
8)

Students participated in the school district's Drug and Alcohol Curriculum for Middle and
High Schools, which infused drug and alcohol education through all the content areas. Special
focus was placed on "gateway" drugs such as nicotine, alcohol, and marijuana.
Through their language arts classes, students used the information they had learned to develop
educational drug prevention skits to be presented to younger audiences.
The students learned about techniques for puppet presentations such as voice projection and
speaking clearly and slowly to the audience. In addition, they learned how to ask open-ended
questions which would enable them to conduct meaningful discussions after each of their
performances.
They discussed the developmental level of primary students and how to gear their
presentations and discussions for this age group.
Students were organized into four-person teams: two students to operate the puppets, one to
manage props, and one to manage music. The puppets G. 'Whiz and G. Willikers from the
Dramatic ACTION Against Drugs Program were used. Students developed their own props
and music for their presentations.
Students practiced their puppet shows and critiqued each others' performances.
A logo contest was held for the project. The winning logo was printed on t-shirts that the
students wore during their performances.
Elementary schools were contacted and performances were scheduled.

STEP TWO: ACTION
1)

2)
3)

Divided into their teams, the students visited individual primary classrooms. Each
presentation lasted approximately 45 minutes. and the sh: 4-member teams were able to visit
all primary classrooms during one visit to each school.
After each performance. students conducted a reflective question and answer period with the
audience.
Follow-up activities were given to each of the elementary teachers whose class received a
presentation.

STEP THREE: REFLECTION/CELEBRA TION
1)

2)
3)
4)
5)

Project students met briefly after each school visitation to discuss their performance. They
reviewed and critiqued videotapes of their performances. They also reviewed the eIlementary
teachers' comments about their performances and revised the puppet presentations when
necessary.
Students kept journals of their experiences and completed written evaluations indicating their
opinions on the effectiveness of the program and what they had learned from it.
Individual schools that participated held assemblies where the students were given certificates.
A district -wide luncheon was held for all project students and teachers/sponsors. Various
community leaders spoke to the students about the project and its accomplishments.
An evaluation form was completed by the PALS teachers and sponsors. The form included
evaluations of student improvement in (1) behavior, (2) academics, and (3) attendance. These
evaluations revealed improvements in academic performance and in conduct of the students
involved in the program. The surveys also indicated an increase in confidence and self-esteem
of the student participants.
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Education

SHARING HOLIDAY
TRADITIONS

MIDDLE
SCHOOL

Todd County Middle School
Todd County School District

OVERVIEW
Students studied
holiday
traditions from
other cultures.
They visited with
senior citizens to
share this
infonnation.

GOALS

ACADEMIC EXPECTATIONS ADDRESSED
•

Students spent considerable time researching the holiday traditions of the country
they chose to highlight. Students interviewed seniors about their holiday traditions.
They ~Tote stories about their own holiday traditions and presented this information
to other students. They wrote reflective papers about what they had learned and how
they felt about working with senior citizens.

•

Social Studies:

2.16,2.17,2.19

Students studied hoi iday traditions rrom another culture. helping them to understand
and develop respect for others. They learned geography skills by identifYing where
the country was located. They learned history as they researched how these cultures
had developed their holiday traditions . Students learned how to interact effectively
with senior citizens in their community.

•

Arts and Humanities.: 2.22
Students chose to create ornaments to symbolize their own Christmas traditions.

•
To provide a
way for the
middle school
students to
interact with
senior citizens
• To help students
develop a
respect for
another culture's
holiday
traditions

Communication and Math Skills: 1.1, 1.2, 1.11, 1.12, 1. 13

•

Practical Living: 2.33
Students learned about the services the local nursing home provides to the
community.

•

Self-Sufficiency: 3.1, 3.3, 3.4, 3.7
This project provided a way for students to learn independently. express their
creativity, and exhibit flexibility as the project unfolded.

•

Responsible Group Membe rship: 4.1, 4.3, 4.4, 4.5, 4.6
This project provided a meaningful way for students to develop interpersonal skills
while working with the seniors, a caring attitude toward the elderly, and an
appreciation for the diversity of Christmas traditions.

• Thinking and Problem-Solving: 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, 5.5
This project provided an excellent way for students to use critical, creative and
conceptual thinking skills. It also allowed them to make decisions and solve
problems relevant to the project.

•

Integration of Knowledge: 6.2, 6.3
Students used their existing knowledge to plan the project and developed new
knowledge as the project progressed.

\.0
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I STEP BY STEP GUIDEI
STEP 1: PREPARATION
I)
2)

3)

4)

5)

Students were given a choice of which country's holiday traditions they
would like to study.
The students spent time researching the culture and gaining information
about the holiday traditions. This included looking into how these traditions
began. They shared this information with other students through
presentations so that everyone could better understand the diversity of
traditions in the world.
As an arts and craft project, students made ornaments reflecting their own
family's traditions. They also wrote a narrative about the traditions of their
families.
A local nursing home was contacted and arrangements were made for the
students to visit during the Christmas holidays. The teacher informed the
activity director that students were interested in discussing holiday traditions.
This allowed the nursing home staff to find interested people to match with
the students during their visit.
The teacher had a discussion about working with senior citizens and what
to expect to see at the nursing home. The students brainstormed a list of
interview questions to ask the seniors about their holiday traditions. They
discussed appropriate and inappropriate questions and practiced interviewing
techniques.

STEP 2: ACTION
1)
2)

3)

Students visited the nursing home where they were paired with a senior who
expressed an interest in being interviewed.
In their pairs, students read their holiday tradition narrative to the senior.
Then they interviewed the senior to fmd out about their traditions. They also
shared information on what they had learned about traditions from other
cultures.
The students used the ornaments they had made to decorate the Christmas
tree at the nursing home.

STEP 3: REFLECTION & CELEBRATION
1)

2)

Students discussed how they felt about working with the seniors and what
they learned from their interviews. They wrote a reflective paper on their
feelings.
The students received a thank you from the nursing home.

co
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Environment

STATE PARK
TRAIL ADOPTION

MIDDLE

Allen Elementary School
Floyd County School District

SCHOOL

OVERVIEW
Eighth grade
students provided
trail maintenance
and construction for
their local state
park.

GOALS
•

•

To provide
maintenance to a
state park
facility
To help students
develop an
appreciation for
their natural
environment

ACADEMIC EXPECTATIONS ADDRESSED
• Communication and Math Skills: 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.11
Students read several books to help them develop an appreciation of nature and the
effects society has on animal habitat. Students wrote essays about the importance of
having a we ~ l-maintained state park.

•

Science: 2.1,2.3,2.5,2.6
A unit entitled Animals and Their Natural Habitat was taught by the science
teacher. Students learned about problems caused by erosion and how such
problems could be reduced through their trail maintenance project. Students
learned to recognize animal habitat.

•

Social Studies: 2.19
Students learned how to read maps in relation to their trail project. They learned
how geography can affect the erosion problems in an area.

•

Practical Living: 2.29,2.31,2.33
Students learned about the importance of preserving natural resources. They
learned about the resources provided to the community through their state parks.
They discussed safety precautions when preparing for their trail project such as how
to use appropriate tools. what clothing to wear, and techniques to be used.

• Vocational Studies: 2.36
Students learned about careers available within state parks.

• Self-Sufficiency: 3.1,3.3,3.4,3.7
Students used creativity and resourcefulness in planning their trail project. Each
student learned independently while participating in the whole group project.

•

Responsible Group Membersbip: 4.2, 4.3, 4.4
Students learned to work cooperatively in groups to successfully complete the trail
project. Students were responsible for completing tasks assigned to them .

•

Thinking and Problem-Solving: 5.1,5.2, 5.3, 5.4,5.5
This project provided an excellent way for students to use critical, creative and
conceptual thinking skills. It also allowed them to make decisions and solve
problems relevant to the project.

•

Integration of Knowledge: 6.2, 6.3
Students used their existing knowledge to plan the prqject and developed new
knowledge as the project progressed.

OJ
OJ

STEP B Y STEP GUIDE
STEP ONE: PREPARATION
1)
2)

3)
4)

5)

The teachers learned about the need for trail maintenance at their local state park
and decided to involve their students in the project.
The Naturalist at the state park was invited into the classroom to show a slide
presentation highlighting the existing nature trails. Students were given
opportunities to ask questions abo ut the project and to discuss the benefits of
having trails in the state park. Students learned and studied new tenus related to
trail reconstruction.
Students wrote an essay on the importance of having a well-maintained state park.
Students learned about the tools which would be used during the project and safety
procedures on their use was discussed. They also learned what dothing students
needed to wear for the project.
Through science class, students learned to identifY wildlife habitat. They learned
about the importance of preserving habitat and how to avoid disturbing wildlife
during the trail project. They also discussed problems that erosion causes to trails
and how to identify erosion-prone areas.

STEP TWO: ACTION
1)
2)
3)

4)

Once the students arrived at the site, the naturalist gave a demonstration of the
many tools and techniques to be used for the project.
The students walked the trails and reconstructed erosion-prone areas.
Some students cleared the undergrowth on the trail to provide easier passage.
Others spread gravel at the base of the trail. One group was responsible for
cleaning all litter along the trails.
Throughout the project, students identified and discussed the wildlife habitat along
the trail.

STEP THREE: REFLECTION/CELEBRATION
1)

2)
3)

4)

Following the trip, students engaged in an open discussion about their feelings
toward the project. Some of the comments centered around the difficulty of the
labor, the use of the new tools, the destruction ofland by erosion., and the beauty of
the wildlife and the natural habitat.
Each student was asked to write an essay on the project to be included in their
\\TIting portfolio.
Students were treated to a buffet dinner when the project was completed. During
the dinner, students were congratulated by the service-learning coordinator,
teachers, and the park superintendent.
A sign was placed near the trail which stated that Allen Elementary School had
adopted the trail as a service-learning project.
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CREATING A RAINFOREST
Contributed by
Julie Dicken
Bondurant Middle School

I

CORE CONTENT AREAS

MIDDLE
SCHOOL

• ReadinglWriting: 1.2, 1.11
Students read a variety of materials as they conducted research
projects on the rainforest. Once the rainforest was completed.
student wrote scripts and puppet shows for the tour groups who
were invited to visit.

OVERVIEW

I•
In order to learn fIrst
hand what a rainforest
is. students constructed
a rainforest in their
school and used it as a
way to teach others
about its importance to I
the world's
ecosystems.

•

I •

•

•

•

The rainforest project provided many opportunities to teach
concepts in life science: Structure and Function of Living
Systems, Diversity and Adaptations of Organisms, Populations
and Ecosystems; and Earth Science: Earth's Subsystems.
Students conducted research and directly applied what they had
learned in science to their own rainforest.

Social Studies: 2.1 8, 2.19
Students studied where raitiforests are located in the world
through geography. In economics, students learned about
products that come from the rainforest and their impacts on
both the U.S. and indigenous economies.

GOALS
To develop a teach
ing tool to help stu
dents better under
stand the unique
ness of rainforests
I
and other forest
communities
To promote recycling by using recy
cled materials in the
rainforest.
I
To teach the con
cepts of biomes,
habitats. and en
dangered species.

Science: 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5, 2.6

Arts and Humanities: 2.22, 2.23
Students constructed paper mache animals and plants that were
representative of the rainforest community and designed their
own puppets to use during tours. Students designed an
advertising brochure to promote tours.

•

II

•

Practical Living: 2.30, 2.33
Students learned how their choices as consumers can impact the
rainforest, both positively and negatively. They learned about
manufacturers who negatively impact the rainforests. Students
learned about resources available in the community through
organizations that donated products to the rainforest project.

Vocational Studies: 2.36
Students learned about careers in biology and pharmaceuticals.
Informationfor this lesson plan was compiled by
Jennifer Cofer, Franklin County Schools, KY
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KNOWS (suggested)

DOS (suggested)

1) Rainforest ecology
2) Consumer impact on rainforests
3) Importance of the rainforest

1) Describe

2) Explain
3) Summarize

I STEP BY STEP GUIDE I
STEP 1: PREPARATION
1) Students began by spending a considerable amount of time researching rainforests of the
world, where they are located, how they impact the environment, their importance
globally, products that originate from them, and how this affects the economy.
2) The gifted and talented teacher learned of a book room that was available and requested
to use it to construct a mini-rainforest as a teaching tool.
3) Local businesses were contacted to request donations such as paint, carpet and carpet
tubes (which became the trees).
4) Students cleaned out the room and painted in colors representative of the rainforest.
5) Using donated and recycled materials, students constructed the rainforest. focusing on the
characteristics of each layer.
6) Students constructed paper mache animals representative of the rainforest layers.
7) Once the rainforest was completed, students wrote and designed a promotional brochure
to encourage groups to take a tour.
8) Students wrote puppet shows and scripts designed for different age groups who toured
the rainforest.

S TEP 2: ACTION
I) Students invited elementary schools, preschools, senior citizens, and other groups to tour
the rainforest and learn about this unique ecosystem.
2) All students within in the school were also given a tour.

S TEP 3: REFLECTION & CELEBRA TION
1) Students continually reviewed and updated their scripts, making them better for tour
groups.
2) The rainforest was shown on Kentucky Afield for Kids, providing recognition of the
efforts put forth by the students and teachers.
3) Prompt (suggested):

You have been put in charge of the Rainforest Action Network and you have to give a
speech about the rainforest. Describe several unique characteristics of the rainforest
and summarize its importance. Explain how consumerism can impact the rainforest in both
positive and negative ways.
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UNIT OF STUDY

HELPING YOUR LOCAL FOREST
GRADE LEVEL: 8

CONTRIBUTED BY:

Statia Dodge
Bullitt Lick Middle School, Bullitt County Schools

UNIT GOALS

UNIT OVERVIEW
This unit will provide students with an overview of
the major forest biomes and will help them understand the
importance of trees in our environment.

To help students understand:
=> the importance of forest biomes to ecological balance
=> the importance of the conservation of forests for future
generations

=> the importance of forests as both an ecological and
economic asset

=> their responsibility as citizens to their environment

SERVICE-LEARNING PROJECT

PORTFOLIO OPPORTU NITIES

Students conduct a trail clean-up project
at their local forest and plant trees at the school.

Writing: (I) Reflective analysis of the project through
poetry. a narrative. or a play. (2) brochures about the forest.
(3) letters to the newspaper

ACADEMIC EXPECTATIONS ADDRESSED
CommunicationfMath Skills: 1. L 1.2, 1.11

Practical Living: 2.33

Students conduct research into the forest biomes of the
world . They read a variety of materials on forests . They
write reflections and portfolio pieces on their feelings
toward the project.

Students learn about preserving natural resources. especia Ily
forests, and the services provided by their local forest.

Self-Sufficiency: 3.6.3.7
Science: 2.2,2.3 . 2.5, 2.6
This project teaches students about the various forest biomes
in the world . They learn about the structure and function of
living systems. diversity and adaptation of organisms, and
the interrelationship between populations and ecosystems.

Social Stud ies: 2.14. 2.19
Students learn to become responsible citizens by caring for a
forest area in their community. They learn about geography
by studying the location and distribution of the Earth's
forest resources.

Arts and Humanities: 2.22
Students make posters representing the forest biome they
research and study.

Students learn independently and learn about ethical behavior
as it relates to the preservation of forest resources.

Responsible Group Membership: 4.2.4.3,4.5
Students work in groups to conduct their research and make
presentations. They learn to be more caring toward their
environment.

Thinking and Problem-Solving: 5. 1
Students learn to think critically about the preservation of the
environment.

Integration of Knowledge: 6.1, 6.2, 6.3
Students use their existing knowledge throughout the project
and continually develop new knowledge about the subject
matter they are studying.
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PREPARATION
KNOWS
I) Three major forest biomes
2) Locations of forest biomes
3) importance of trees to the environment
4) How people can help improve their environment

ooS
I)
2)
3)
4)

Describe
Identify
Explain
List

STEP ONE:
I) Introduce the terms (I) coniferous forest. (2) tropical rain forest. (3) deciduous forest. (4) canopy. (5) taiga. and
(6) boreal forest.
2) Divide the class into six groups of 4-5 students. Assign two groups to research each of the following topics :
a) coniferous forests
b) deciduous forests
c) tropical rain forests

3)
4)
5)

As the students conduct their research. make sure they describe each forest type, locate them on a map. and list what is
found there (e.g. plants, animals. humans, non-living natural resources).
Have one group from each of the forest groups make a handout of the information they found . This will be made into a
transparency to be used in class.
Have the other group from each of the forest groups make a poster depicting the Who, What and Where of their forest
type.
Combine th e t\vo groups to present an oral report to the whole class.

STEP TWO:
I) Discuss the trip to the local forest.
2) Di stribute plant pocket field guides to the students. These will help the students identity plants around their school.

STEP THREE:
I) Take students outside in the same groups as the oral presentations. Have them attempt to identit), the plants around the
school. Students will make lists of the plants they can identify.
2) Plan the trip to the local forest. Let students make their own guidelines for the trip, put together a schedule. make plans
for lunch, and design a permission slip.
3) Discuss the service project - clearing trails - th at they will be doing at the forest .

ACTION
STEP ONE:
I) Arrange a trip to the local forest, where students will clear paths and take part in an education program.
2) While they are clearing the paths. provide opportunities for the students to use their plant pocket guides .

STEP TWO:
I) Have students research native tree species that would thrive on their school grounds.
2) Arrange for students to plant trees around the school.
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IREFLECTION11
I)
2)

3)

Divide the students into two groups. Have one group prepare a report to the principal about the service-learning
project and the other group prepare a report to the SBDM Council about the project.
Have students make posters to share experiences with the student body.
Have students answer the following prompt:

You are a local forester who is helping elementary children understand the importance
oftrees. Begin by describing the three major forest biomes of the world Identifo
where these forest biomes are located in the world Explain why trees are
important to the errvironment and list several wcrys that people can
help their errvironment.
RUBRIC

Good Work

ill Again

1)
2)
3)
4)

I)
2)
3)
4)

All three forest biomes described accurately
All three forest biomes correctly located
Explanation clear on why trees are i.mportant
At least three ways listed

Less than three, incorrect infonnation
Incorrect infonnation
Explanation unclear
Less th an th ree
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Environment

MEDIA CENTER
LANDSCAPING

MIDDLE

Monticello Middle School
Monticello Independent School District

SCHOOL

ACADEMIC EXPECTATIONS ADDRESSED

OVERVIEW

• Communication and Ma th Skills: 1.2, 1.4, 1.8, 1.11

As part of their
science and math
curriculum, students
landscaped and
beautified the media
center at their
school

Students read and studied several different landscaping magazines to learn about
techniques pertinent to their project. Several students chose to write about the
project for an English portfolio piece.

•

Using information such as the available space and growth requirements of the
selected plants, students used math skills to design their landscaping project.
They used measurements to ensure that all plants were situated appropriately to
ensure maximum growth potential.

I•
I

GOALS

• To provide a

•

meaningfu l way
for students to
use skills in
math and science
To beautify the
media center at
the middle
school

Math: 2.7,2.9,2.10

I •

Science: 2.1, 2.4, 2.5, 2.6
Students learned about the different plant possibilities that could be used for the
landscaping project based on the available sunlight , soil condition s, and water
needed for each . They learned how to conduct simple soil testing. They studied
the requirements of each plant and made appropriate choices based on what plants
would work best for their particular site.

Practica l Living: 2.29,2.30
Students learned how to work cooperatively in groups to accomplish the task .
They learned valuable consumer skill s as they researched prices of plants and made
decisions on what to purchase based on prices and quality.

I

•

Vocational Studies: 2.36
A landscaping professional spoke to the students about how to plan pr~iect s and
careers in the profession .

• Self-Sufficiency: 3.1 ,3.3,3.4, 3.7
The students learned to be ~exible and creative in planning their landscaping plan.
This project helped the students develop positive self-concepts as they beautified
the media center.

• Res ponsible Group Membership: 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4
Students learned to work together to complete the project. They learned to be
responsible and work safely around others. They learned to care about and take
pride in the school grounds.

•

Thinking and Problem-Solving: 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, 5.5
This project provided an excellent way for students to use critical, creative and
conceptual thinking skill s. It also allowed them to make deci sions and solve
problems relevant to the project.

•

Integration of Knowledge: 6.2, 6.3
Students used their existing knowledge to plan the project and developed new
knowledge as the project progressed.
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STEP BY STEP GUIDE
STEP ONE: PREPARATION
1)
2)

3)

4)

5)
6)

7)

Students decided they wanted to beautifY the outside of the new Media
Center that had been built on their school campus.
Students reviewed and studied several landscaping magazines to gather
information about plant possibilities based on their particular site. They
conducted soil testing to determine the current conditions, what plants
would grow best, and what nutrients needed to be added.
A landscaper was invited into the classroom to discuss their project,
provide ideas and suggestions, and answer questions the students had
about their project. The speaker also spoke about careers in
landscaping.
With the information from the speaker and the magazines, students
developed a preliminary plan for their landscaping project. This
included a blueprint of the general vicinity, where the plants would be
placed, and how far apart based on how big the plants would grow.
Students took measurements of the area. They used math skills to draw
a scaled map of the area.
Students did fundraising activities (car wash and selling candy at
school) to raise money to purchase the plants. Students investigated
prices for the plants they would like to purchase. Using the funds they
had raised, students developed a budget for the project. Using this
information, students decided exactly what they could purchase.
The plants and other materials were purchased and taken to the school.

STEP TWO: A CTION
I)
2)
3)
4)

Using their written plan, each group of students were assigned a
different task.
The ground was prepared for planting.
The area was landscaped as planned.
The project was videotaped for later review.

STEP THREE: REFLECTION/CELEBRATION
I)

2)
3)

Students wrote reflective papers about what they had accomplished and
how they felt about the project. Some students used this as an English
portfolio piece.
They reviewed the videotape of the project.
The class was recognized by the school's radio talk show and the
principal for a job well done.
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UNIT O F STUDY

TRASH INTO CASH
GRADE LEVEL: 6-8

UNIT OVERVIEW
In this project. students will be developing an
appropriate method by which they can recycle the
city' s leaves and sewage sludge into a valuable
commodity - compost - which will then be marketed for
sale in the local community. The money from the sale
of the compost will be used to make continued
improvements in the city park.

CONTRIBUTED BY:

Wanda VanLandingham
Pendleton Co. Middle School, Pendleton County Schools

UNIT GOALS:
To help students understand:
=> how to use research tools to locate sources of
information on composting

=> how to address and request permission from the local
governing board to carry out the planned activity

=> how to set up controlled experimentation to deternl ine
the best method for producing quality compost

=> how to use a computer to record information

SERVICE-LEARNIN G PROJECT
Students use the city's leaves to
create useable compost and sell it to
create funds for renovating the city park.

PO RTFOLIO OPPORTUNITIES
Writing: (I) Newspaper articles to in form the publ ic
of the project
Math : (I) A timeline for projected completion of the
project. (2) cost analysis of compost sales

ACADEMIC EXPECTATIONS ADDRESSED
CommunicationlMath Skills: 1.1. 1.12, 1.13

Practical LiVIng: 2.30,2.33

Students conduct research into the technology of
composting. They read a variety of materials to learn about
the composting process. They use visual arts to design a
package for their compost.

Students study advertisements and how they affect purchasing
decisions. They learn how composting is a way to conserve
natural resources.

Math: 2.8,2.10

Self-Sufficiency: 3.3,3.4,3.7

Students learn mathematical calculations as they monitor
their compost test samples. They also learn about profit and
loss through the sale of the compost.

Science: 2.1, 2.2, 2.6
This project provides students with excellent knowledge
about the process of natural decomposition. It teaches them
how to build and monitor a successful compost pile.

This project allows students to be resourceful and creative.
They all learn independently from this project.

Responsible Group Membership: 4.2.4.3
Students learn to work cooperatively in teams on this project.
They learn how to be more caring toward the environment
through composting.

Social Studies: 2.14,2.15,2.18,

Thinking and Problem -Solv ing: 5.2. 5.3. 5.4, 5.5

Through their presentations to city councils. students gain a
better understanding of the governmental process. They
learn economics through the sale of the compost.

As this project develops, students are required to solve
problems, think creatively, and make decisions.

Arts and Humanities: 2.22,2.23

Integration of Knowledge: 6. L 6.2, 6.3

Students study design and marketing techniques used to sell
items and use this information to create a package for the
compost.

Students learn to look at resource conservation from multiple
perspectives. They use their existing knowledge throughout
the project and continually develop new knowledge about the
subject matter they are studying.
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PREPARATION
(The following Knows and Dos will be assessed through action rather than a written prompt)
KNOWS
I) Research tools

2)

Scientific Method

3)

Patterns

4)

Computer graphing

5)

Newspaper writing

DOS
I) Use Reader's Guide to Periodicals
Use the Internet for contacts
Communicate with key individuals
2) Observe successful composting in nature
Locate communities that compost and analyze
3) Recognize viable patterns
Contrast
Collect data
4) Generate appropriate records and graphs to
use in reporting and analyzing
5) Write journalistic articles for the newspaper

Have students Iteepjournals[or the duration ofthe project.

STEP ONE:
I) Discuss the overall plan to recycle the city's waste leaves as a service-learning project. Other sources of materials that
may be considered include sludge and organic kitchen waste from the school cafeteria.
2) Brainstorm as a group to determine what the students already know about composting and recycling natural waste and
what steps will be needed to complete the project.

STEP TWO:
I) Discuss the methods of information-gathering: Reader's Guide. Internet. resource people. observations of natural
composting. Break students into groups, with each group using a differ.ent method to gather the needed information.
2) Guide students through their research to ensure that they are accessing the appropriate information.
3) Have students share with the whole group the in formation they found most useful.
4) Compile all information gathered into a format which enables everyone to use it as a resource.

STEP THREE:
I) Have students write a narrative explaining their project. Also have them develop a timeline of events.
2) Have students plan a presentation to the city council. The purpose of their presentation wiIJ be to request permission to
use materials for recycling (i.e. leaves or sludge) and to request that city employees move large quantities of these
materials to a selected location.
3) Have students \\-Tite a press release to the local newspaper, announcing and explaining their project.

STEP FOUR (ongoing):
I) Research and design some experimental tests which can be conducted to determine the most effective process to use with
their recyclinglcomposting project. Variables may include: amount of water used. number of times the compost is
turned, using different combinations of organic materials, etc. Break the students into groups, with each group
responsible for recording data on one experimental test.
2) Have students spend time working with the compost. Have them run tests and record results regularly.
3) After a set period of time, determine which test provided the best compost. This is the process the students will use
throughout the rest of the project.
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STEP FIVE:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Have students develop packages for their compost. Spend time examining and evaluating advertising patterns, colors,
concepts, and technology. With this information, students can design their own package.
Students should conduct one final testing before packaging the compost.
When ready, have students package and store the compost for sale.
Assign a few students to be sales personnel. The will keep track of inventory and revenue.
Assign a few students to write and send a press release to the local newspaper advertising the compost.

ACTION
I)
2)
3)
4)

Throughout the year, have students continue to generate and sell the compost..
Have students use this opportunity to learn how businesses operate.
With the profits generated by the compost, students can purchase perennials and plant them in the city park.
Have the students apply the compost to the perennials.

I

REFLECTIONI

I)
2)

Have students write a reflective paper on the park experience. using journal entries that were kept throughout the project.
In whole group discussions. have students discuss their feelings about the project and make recommendations for future
projects.

o
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Education

CITY PARK
RENOVATION

MIDDLE

Todd County Middle School
Todd County School District

SCHOOL

OVERVIEW

ACADEMIC EXPECTATIONS ADDRESSED
• Communication and Math Skills: 1.11

Students renovated
a city park, helping
to provide
additional
recreational
opportunities for
youth in the
community.

• Arts and Huma nities: 2.22

GOALS

• Practical Living: 2.29, 2.30

•

•

•

To renovate a
city park
To provide
recreational
opportunities for
youth in the
community
To provide a
meaningful
project for the
students

Students transformed a list of rules containing the word "no" and. using grammar
skills. reworded them to promote positive action rather than negative. Students
'wrote reflective papers about how they felt toward the project.

•

Social Studies: 2.14,2.15, 2.18
This project provided a meaningful way for students to understand how they. as
citizens, could positively contribute to their community. Through economics.
students learned how to make informed consumer choices as they priced and
purchased equipment for their project.
Students created signs which were used to raise funds for the project. They used
their creativity to develop eye-catching symbols and phrases to urge people to
donate and to help them understand where the money would be spent.
Students developed a list of positive rules which were posted at the park. Students
developed a budget with the money they had raised. a long with a grant the: had
received. and made decisions on what to purchase for their project.

•

Self-Suffic iency: 3.1, 3.3, 3.4, 3.7
This project provided a way for students to learn independently. express their
creativity. and exhibit flexibility as the project unfolded.

• Responsible Group Membership: 4.1,4.2, 4.3, 4.4
Th is project provided an opportunity for students to work together as a team to plan
and conduct the renovations. They learned to be responsible to get the task
completed efficiently.

• Thinking and Problem-Solving: 5.1, 5.2, 5.3,5.4, 5.5
This project provided an excellent way for students to use criticaL creative and
conceptual thinking skills. It also allowed them to make decisions and solve
problems relevant to the project.

•

Integration of Knowledge: 6.2, 6.3
Students used their existing knowledge to plan the project and developed new
knowledge as the project progressed.
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STEP BY S TEP GUIDE
STEP ONE: PREPARATION
1)

2)

3)

4)

Students decided that additional forms of positive recreation were
needed in their community. Their goal for this project was to reduce
undesirable behavior (caused by boredom or lack of recreational
opportunities) and provide quality alternatives for youth. As a result,
students decided to renovate a local city park by installing four
basketball goals on a paved area and putting fencing around it.
The students received a $3600 mini-grant for this project. They also
did some of their own fundraising. Students in an art class made
colorful and informative signs about their project indicating what they
needed the money for and urging people to donate. They organized a
road-b lock in their community and collected money on one day.
Once the money was secured, the students brainstormed materials they
needed for their project. They developed a budget and obtained prices
fro m a variety of sources. Once they had this information, they
purchased the equipment needed based on price and product quality.
Students received a list of rules to be posted at the park. After noticing
that they all began with the word "No" they decided to reword the rules
in a more positive fashion.

STEP TWO: A CTION
1)
2)

Students put up the basketball courts and installed the fence around the
area.
They posted their new rules in the park.

STEP THREE: REFLECTION/CELEBRATION
1)
2)

Students wrote reflective papers about their accomplishments and how
they felt about being involved in the project.
After the park was opened to the public, students continually
maintained the park and the equipment.
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Human Needs

GLASSES
FOR CLASSES

MIDDLE
SCHOOL

Bracken County Middle School
Bracken County School District

OVERVIEW
Fifth grade students
collected eyeglasses
from the community
and, through the
help of the Lion's
Club, provided
them to needy indi
viduals.

ACADEMIC EXPECTATIONS ADDRESSED
•

Communication and Math Skills: 1.11
Students wrote letters indicating the need for used eyeglasses and requesting
community support for the project.

•

Math: 2.1 0
Using eye charts. students calculated the distance where they could see most clearly.

•

Science: 2.3, 2.4
Students learned about microscopes. lenses. and eyepieces and how the)' aid
peoples' vision. They built refracting telescopes using cardboard tubing. They
learned good health practices in the care of the eyes.

•

Arts and Humanities: 2.22
Students made decorative boxes which were used to collect the eyeglasses. They
also made posters to promote the project within the school.

GOALS

• To provide

•

eyeglasses for
people in the
community
To provide a
meaningful
project for the
students

• P ractical Living: 2.31 , 2.33
Good health practices. as they related to care of the eyes. were discussed. Students
learned about the services provided to the community through the Lions Club.

•

Vocational Studies: 2.36
Students learned about the careers of optician. ophthalmologist. and optometrist.

•

Self-Sufficiency: 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, 3.7
As the project unfolded. students learned to be adaptable and flexible to make their
project most productive~ they used creativity in determining how to publicize their
project. They learned about maintaining healthy eyes throughout their lifetime .

• Responsible Group Membership: 4.2, 4.3, 4.4
Students learned to work cooperatively to have a successful collection project. They
learned to be more caring toward people who have problems with their eyesight.

•

Thinking and Problem-Solving: 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, 5.5
This project provided an excellent way for students to use critical. creative and
conceptual thin king skills. It also allowed them to make decisions and solve
problems relevant to the project.

•

Integration of Knowledge: 6.2,6.3
Students used their existing knowledge to plan the project and developed ne\\
knowledge as the project progressed.
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ISTEP BY STEP GUIDE

I

STEP ONE: PREPARATION
I)

2)

3)

4)

5)

The students decided they wanted to do something worthwhile for the
community. They called on the local Lion's Club to help them choose
an appropriate project. A representative came to the school to tell the
students about the need for used eyeglasses, which could be recycled
and given to people who cannot afford new glasses. The representative
explained how the fifth grade classes could get involved in this project.
In language arts, all students wrote letters to the community asking for
support of the project. Eight letters were chosen for publication in the
local newspaper during the month of October.
In science, students learned about devices that help the eye see better
such as microscopes, lenses, and eyepieces. They also built a refracting
telescope from cardboard tubes.
In math, students learned how to use eye charts. Each student
calculated the distance between the chart and their eye to determine
their eyesight. They compared their eyesight to others in their class.
Students learned a great deal about the proper care of the eyes and hO\v
to ensure healthy eyes throughout their lifetime. They also discussed
careers that help people maintain healthy eyesight.

STEP TWO: ACTION
I)
2)

3)

The letters the students submitted to the paper were published to help
elicit community support for the project.
Students designed coUection containers and placed them throughout the
school. They also designed posters which were distributed through the
school to encourage involvement.
The students collected eyeglasses for one month.

STEP THREE: REFLECTIONICELEBRATI01V
1)
2)
3)

Teachers facilitated discussions on how the students felt about this
project.
An awards ceremony was held to recognize the students and homeroom
which collected the most eyeglasses.
The Lion's Club sent a formal thank you letter to the students.
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Human Needs

TELEPHONE DIRECTORY
FOR MIDDLE SCHOOL YOUTH

MIDDLE
SCHOOL

Bracken County Middle School
Bracken County School District

OVERVIEW

ACADEMIC EXPECTATIONS ADDRESSED
•

Students developed
a telephone
directory of
community
information
important to middle
school students.

Communication and Math Skills: 1.1, 1.2, 1.11, 1.16
Students reviewed a variety of materials to detennine what infonnation they would
like to include in their directory and wrote text to be included in the directory.
They used computer skills to enter infonnation into a database and produce a final
copy of the directory. Students 'v"rote reflective pieces about their feelings toward
the project.

•

Math:

2.7, 2.8,

After the directory was completed. students used accounting skills to keep financial
reports of the number of directories sold .

•

Social Studies: 2.18
Students learned econom ic lessons as they produced and sold their directories.

•
GOALS

To make
relevant
community
infonnation
available to
middle school
students
• To provide a
meaningful
project for the
students

Arts and Humanities: 2.22
Students designed decorative covers for the directory.

•

Practical Living: 2.33
This project provided a valuable way for the students to learn about the resources
available in their community. Through their research , students gathered
information about various community agencies and how they might be able to assist
middle sch ool students.

•

•

Vocational Studies: 2.36
Students learned valuable ski lls in product production . They also learned good
work ethics as they worked in teams to produce and sell the directory.

• Self-Suffic iency: 3.1, 3.3,3.4
Students used creativity in developing their directory. They used resourcefulness in
finding the relevant infonnation. Their self-concept improved through the
development of a useful product for their peers.

• Responsible Group Membership: 4.2, 4.4
Students learned to work cooperatively to successfully complete their directory.
Students were responsible for completing tasks assigned to them .

• Thinking and Problem-Solving: 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, 5.5
This project provided an excellent way for students to use critical. creative and
conceptual thinking skills. It also allowed them to make decisions and solve
problems relevant to the project.

•

Integra tion of Knowledge: 6.1, 6.2, 6.3
Students used their existing knowledge to plan the project and developed ne\\
knowledge as the project progressed.
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STEP BY STEP GUIDE
STEP ONE: PREPARATION
1)

2)

3)
4)
5)
6)

This project was conceived by students who were looking for an easier
avenue of communication and to provide needed information to the
student body. Groups of students were assigned different tasks to
complete the project.
Students were assigned to collect information for the directory. They
used a variety of sources to fmd the information relevant to their needs.
Primarily, they focused on community agencies that would be of
interest or assistance to teenagers.
Students entered the information into a database directory.
One group of students wrote and submitted information about the
school, which was included in the directory.
Art students designed the cover for the directory.
Students learned desktop publishing skills to make the final product.

STEP TWO: ACTIO]V
1)
2)
3)

Copies of the directory were made and bound by the students.
The directory was made available for sale to students in the school.
An accounting committee was established to keep track of sales.

STEP THREE: REFLECTION/CELEBRATION
1)

2)

Students wrote reflective pieces about how they felt toward the project
and their accomplishments. They also engaged in discussions about the
project.
Opinions were gathered about the usefulness of the directory and
appropriate changes were made for future printings.
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PERATING A BUSINESS
TO HELP HUNGER ORGANIZATIONS
Contributed by
Karen Davidson
Elkhorn Middle School

CORE CONTENT AREAS

8TH

•

Students learned bow to read and follow basic recipes. They
read and analyzed advertisements. They wrote evaluations of
the project after its completion.

GRADE
OVERVIEW
Students operated a
small catering business
and donated all
proceeds to two local
hunger agencies. This
unit provided excellent
service-learning as
well as school-to-work
opportunities for the
students.

• M ath: 2.8, 2.12, 2.11
Students learned how to handle money while selling their items,
calculate the cost of items they needed to purchase to make
their food items, utilize their profits to reinvest in their business,
and alter recipes to accommodate their needs.

•

GOALS

•
•
•
•

Social Studies: 2.16, 2.17, 2.18
Students learned about the issue of hunger in their community
and agencies that work to solve this problem. They discussed
the items which would sell best at school based on the supply
and demand theory of ecoriomics.

•

•

Reading/W riti ng: 1.2, 1.11

To provide oppor
tunities for the stu
•
dents to work as
cooperative teams
To provide basic
business knowledge
for the students
•
To develop aware
ness of community
needs
To develop basic
cooking and baking
skills
To understand con
cepts of goods and
servIces

Arts a nd Humanities: 2.22
Students designed posters to publicize their products and to
make others aware of their product's availability.

Practical Living: 2.29, 2.30, 2.33
Students decided on the products to sell, detennined selling
prices, and discussed how best to advertise and market their
product. They learned conflict resolution skills while working
in their small business groups.

Vocatiooai Studies: 2.37
As students worked in their small groups, they learned how to
analyze both positive and negative work habits  in themselves
as well as their co-workers. They learned how both individuals
and teams contribute to the success or failure of a business.

Information fo, this lesson was compiled by
Jennifer Cofer, F,anklin County Schools, KY
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KNOWS (suggested)
I) Basic business operations
2) Positive and negative work habits
3) Hunger Issues

DOS (suggested)
I) Summarize
2) Explain
3) Identify

STEP BY STEP GUIDE
STEP 1: PREPARA TION
I) The Service-Learning Coordinator spoke to the students about hunger and organizations
in the community that deal with hunger issues. Students were given a desciption of each
organization and they voted on the one to which they would like to contribute their
profits. Two classes of students were involved  one chose Meals on Wheels,
and the other a local respite center for parents and their children.
2) Once they chose their organization a guest speaker from that organization was invited
into the classroom to discuss their mission and to answer students' questions.
3) Student in each class were broken into small groups of 4-5 . Each small group operated
their own business, made their own product. and developed their own advertising and
marketing campaign. The students decided wruch products they would like to make
based on their budget, and supply and demand of the people to whom they would be
selling the items. Each group chose to make cookies, candy or snack mix.
4) Students studied advertisements and designed an ad for. their product.
5) Students detennined prices for their items based on the cost needed to make each item.
as well as the profit desired .

STEP 2: ACTION
I) Students prepared items on a daily basis for approximately two weeks. They spent their
class time making the items and sold them after school hours. They also took orders from
teachers and students and filled those orders accordingly.
2) After the project was completed, profits were calculated and checks were written and sent
to the two organizations the students had chosen.

STEP 3: REFLECTION & CELEBRA TION
1) Students were required to complete an evaluation of the project (see attached) . The
evaluation focused heavily on positive/negative work habits and how best to operate a
business.
2) The group in each class wruch made the most profit were given a certificate of
appreciation and were recognized throughout the school during morning annoucements.
3) The two community agencies sent thank you notes to the teacher and classes.
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PERSONALIZED PLACEMATS
FOR SENIOR CITIZENS
Contributed by
Joni Eyster
Elkhorn Middle School

CORE CONTENT AREAS

8TH
GRADE

• Readi nglW riting: 1.11

OVERVIEW

•

Students created
personalized placemats
for senior citizens who
regularly lunched at the
local senior citizen
center.

GOALS
•
•
•

•

To teach design
techniques
To teach lettering
techniques
To provide a way
for the students to
interact \\ith the
senior citizens in
their conununity
To break down
stereotypes
students may have
had about senior
citizens

Students answered writing open-response prompts as a way to
reflect on their interactions with the senior citizens.

Social Studies: 2. 14, 2.16, 2.17
This project provided opportunities for the students to interact
with people from another generation, helping them to better
understand and respect senior citizens. They also gained a
perspective 0 f their responsibilities to senior citizens in their
conununity. They learned about the services provided to the
conununity through the senior citizen center. Through personal
interviews, students learned a little about history, with the
seniors providing infonnation on what life was like when they
were children.

• Arts and H uma nities: 2.22
Students created placemats for seniors who regularly lunch at
the local senior citizen center. They learned lettering techniques
(each placemat was personalized), how to make a collage. the
importance of focal point and balance, and basic design
techniques.

• Practical Living: 2.29
Students learned how to interact with and develop respect for
senior citizens in their conununity

Information for tltis lessoll plan was compiled by

Jennifer Cofer, Franklin County Schools, KY
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ISTEP BY STEP GUIDE
STEP 1: PREPARATION
Students began this unit by studying the art techniques of lettering and collage. They practiced lettering
techniques and designed one collage to prepare for this activity. Balance and focal point were
emphasized to make the collages attractive and interesting to the eye.
2) Students brainstormed things that they thought might be important to senior citizens such as events from
their past, their hobbies, and family. Afterward, students looked in magazines to find pictures to clip and
add to their collage. (NOTE: It is best if students can visit with their senior citizen prior to beginning
their collage to determine exact interests of the person to whom they would be giving the placemat. Due
to time and budget constraints, this class visited the Center after the collages were completed).
3) Students completed their collages with pictures they thought seniors would like. They left enough room
to put the name of their senior on their placemat which was completed after their visit.
4) Students brainstormed questions to ask the senior citizens during their visit.
5) Students were prepared for their visit by discussing their views on senior citizens. Students were asked to
openly share their concerns/fears about going to the Center. They were also prepared for what they might
see and how to handle uncomfortable situations during their interview.
6) The students and teacher developed the following rubric for their visit:
I)

YES! YES!
I) Open, pleasant
2) Good listener
3) Ask as many questions as feels comfortable
4) Being polite if you have questions about something
5) Realize these seniors are doing us
favor, allowing us to survey them

NO! NO!
I) Rude in any way
2) Act distracted. inattentive
3) Rushing through questions
4) Wandering into other areas uninvited
5) Showing lack of respect to anyone

STEP 2: ACTION
I)
2)

Students visited the senior citizen center one time for two purposes: (I) to interview and interact with
one senior each, and (2) to obtain a name to personalize their pI a cern at.
The following questions were asked during the interview:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

g)
h)
3)
4)

Name. birthday, married/single, number of sons/daughters
Where are you from')
What did you do for fun as a teenager (before you were old enough to drive),)
What was school like when you were in 8th grade')
Do you think life has gotten easier or harder for young people')
Do you think the world is a better place now or when you were a teenager?
Do you think the leaders of today are as good as we used to have?
If you were granted a wish to pick any age to be, what would you choose and why?

Students conducted their interviews and returned to school with a name to put on their placernat. They
completed the placemats during the regular art class using letter techniques they had learned.
The placemats were laminated and given to the center director to distribute.

STEP 3: REFLECTION & CELEBRATION
I)

Students answered one of the following open response prompts after the project:

You have met a person from another generation How are the ideas ofthis person or persons different
from your ideas about certain life issues~)
b; You have met a person from another generation How has going to the Senior Citi:en Center changed
the Wl7l' yo u feel toward our older generation? (Before you walked in the Center,'Ajter
hearing some aftheir I~re-Iong contributions and'or opinions ~);

a)
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BOOKS FOR

Human Needs

HOMELESS CHILDREN
MIDDLE
SCHOOL

OVERVIEW

Using the writing
process, students
created books and
donated them to a
local housing
shelter.

GOALS

• To provide
meaningful ways
for students to
use their
language arts
skills
• To help students
understand
needs of the
local housing
shelter
• To encourage
reading among
the shelter
residents

First District School
Covington Independent School District

ACADEMIC EXPECTATIONS ADDRESSED
•

Com munication and Math Skills: 1.2, 1.4, 1.11, 1.16
Through their regular curriculum, students read stories and spent time learning
about the writing process. Using the writing skills they had learned and practiced ,
along with ideas from information they had read, they developed their own stories
which were made into books for a local housing shelter. Students used computers
to produce their stories.

•

Social Studies: 2.14,2.16
Students learned about the causes of homelessness and how agencies help to redul:l~
this problem in their community. They learned how they, as citizens in their
community, could help meet the needs of the local housing shelter.

•

A rts and Hu manities: 2.22, 2.23
Students created artwork to supplement the written information in their books.
Students critiqued each others' work to ensure quality.

•

Practical Living: 2..29, 2.33
This project helped students understand how families are affected by homelessness.
Students learned how the local housing shelters help people in their community.

•

Vocational Studies: 2.36
Students learned about careers at the local housing shelter.

•

Self-Sufficiency: 3.1,3.3,3.4,3.7
Students expressed their creativity through the \VTiting of the books. Helping
children at the housing shelter improved their self concept.

•

Responsible Group Membership: 4.1, 4.3,4.4
Students learned to care about other people and to accept the respon sibility of
helping others in their community.

•

Thinking and Problem-Solving: 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, 5.5
This project provided an excellent way for students to use critical, creative and
conceptual thinking skills. It also allowed them to make decisions and solve
problems relevant to the project.

• Integration of Knowledge: 6.1,6.2, 6.3
Students used their existing knowledge to plan the project and developed new
knowledge as the project progressed.
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STEP BY STEP GUIDE I
STEP ONE: PREPARATION
1)
2)

3)

4)

Through their regular curriculum, students learned about the writing
process, as well as using correct spelling and grammar.
The students decided they wanted to help the local housing shelter
using the language arts skills they had learned.
A representative from the local shelter was invited to speak to the
students about their facility. Students learned about the homeless
problem, how the facility helps families, careers in the social service
field, and ways they could help the shelter. It was suggested that
students make books and donate them to the children who reside at the
shelter to encourage reading. The books would be kept in a lending
library so that all children who live at the shelter could enjoy them.
Students spent time reading and reviewing children's books which
helped them generate ideas for their books.

STEP TWO: ACTION
1)

2)
3)

U sing all the infonnation they had received, each of the students, with
the assistance of the teacher, created a book to be donated to the
shelter. Drafts of the books were critiqued by other students to ensure
quality and to check grammar and spelling.
Students created artwork to include with their stories to make the books
more colorful and interesting.
The completed books were donated to the shelter. (NOTE: If time and
resources pennit, students could be taken to the shelter to read their
stories to children and to personally give the books to the shelter.)

STEP THREE: REFLECTION/CELEBRATION
1)

2)
3)

Students had a group discussion about how their project made a
difference, how it made them feel, and what they had learned. They
brainstonned other projects that could be done at the shelter in the
future.
The housing shelter sent the students a fonnal thank you for their
book donations.
Students placed a series of photographs about their project in a well
viewed area of the school so that others could recognize their hard
work.
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UNIT OF STUDY

~

BICENTENNIAL
MURAL
GRADE LEVEL: 7-8

CONTRIBUTED BY: Kimberly Batts
Hopkinsville Middle School. Christian County Schools

UNIT OVERVIEW
Th is unit will include sharing the complete process of
making an historical mural design for the community. The
unit will also help students recognize the historical values
and cultural heritage of their county.

UN IT GOALS
To help students understand:
=> the historical values and heritage of their county
=> that clean areas will improve the visual quality of the
city
=> how their work will contribute to the revitalization and
historical restoration of the downtown area
=> how revitalization of the area will improve the econom y
of the county

SERVICE-LEARNING PROJECT

PORTFOLIO OPPORTUNITIES

Students paint a mural in the city. which will be of
historical reference and visually appealing.

Writing : (I) narrative of what life was like 200 years ago.
(2) comparison of life now to then
Math: (I) calculating the number of gallons of paint
needed. (2) calculating the height and width of the mural
by learning to use a grid

AC ADE M IC EXPECTATIONS ADDRESSED
CommunicationfMath SkiUs: 1. L 1.2, 1.1 L 1. 13

Vocation al Studies: 2.36

Students research and read about the history of their
community. They write about their feelings toward the

Students learn about the career ofa historian.

mural project.

Self-Sufficiency: 3.1,3.3 , 3.4.3 .5.3.7

Math : 2.9, 2.10

Students learn resourcefulness as they look for information
regarding the history of their community. They use creativity
in the design of their mural.

Students learn to use math to convert small designs to a
grid, which is then transferred onto a larger surface.

Responsible Group Membership: 4.2
Social Studies: 2.14, 2.15, 2.16, 2.20
This project provides many opportunities for the students to
learn about the government. history, and culture of their
community.

Working on the mural requires all the students to use team
work and cooperation to complete the project successfull y.

Thinking and Problem-Solving: 5.2,5.4, 5.5
Students make decisions and solve problems as it relates to the
mural project.

Arts an d Humanities: 2.22
Students learn a variety of design techniques as they develop
the final design for their mural.

Integration of Knowledge: 6.1,6.2 , 6.3
Students use their existing knowledge throughout the project
and continuall y develop new knowledge about the subject
matter they are studying.
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PREPARATION

KNOWS
I) Historical milestones of the county/timeline
2) Research techniques
3) Comparisons between life now and 200 years ago

oo~

I) Describellliustrate
2) Explain
3) Compare

STEP ONE:
I)
2)
3)

Explain to the group that they will be involved in painting a mural portraying the history of their county on a building
d0\\<Tl t 0\\<Tl .
As a large group, brainstorm what students already know about their county.
Invite the local historian to be a guest speaker.

STEP TWO:
I)
2)
3)
4)

5)

Divide students into groups, "ith each group assigned a different area to research for local history information. Have
students spend time in the library conducting their research.
Encourage students to interview their grandparents to get additional information about the history of the tOW11.
Spend time allowing students to share the information they have obtained.
Using productive thinking, sift through images that could be used in the mural. Through a democratic process, let
students vote on the images they would like to use. From this, have one of the students (or the teacher) develop a master
design of all the images.
Have students answer the following prompt:

You have learned about the historical significance a/your county Explain the research techniques you lL~ed
to find this information. Describe two historically significant events that occurred in your community
and draw a timeline ofthe history ofyour community with at least four events featured
Make comparisons between ,,~'hat
life was like 200 years ago and what life is like now.
RUBRIC

Good Work
I) At least two techniques given, exp lanation clear
2) At least two events described
3) Timeline dra\m /accurate/four eve nts in correct order
4) At least two comparisons given

ill Again
I)
2)
3)
4)

Less than two, no explanation
Less than two
No timeline/inaccuratefincorrect order
Less than two, explanation on Iy

STEP THREE:
KNOWS
I) Definition of a mural
2) Composition process
3) Design transfer
I)
2)
3)

P9S
I) Define
2) Explain
3) Describe

Discuss the composition process through dra"ings of the master design.
Cut the design into exact squares.
Have students render an enlarged version of their square on a large square of watercolor paper. Explain that dividing the
picture into a grid provides students with an easier way to transfer the small painting into a large mural.
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ACTION
Paint the mural on the designated building. This may take several trips to complete.

I REFLECTION
I)
2)
3)
4)

Have students make presentations to civic groups about the project and the knowledge they gained.
During the work on the mural, continually reflect on what the students have learned about the history of the county.
Have students "'Tite an overall reflection narrative about their feelings toward the project.
Have students answer the following prompt:

You are a designer of murals who is teaching a group ofstudents your techniques. Begin
by giving a definition of a mural. Etplain the composition process and describe the steps
of how designs are transferred onto a larger scale for painting.

RUBRIC
Good Work
I) Definition clear, accurate
2) Process explained in detail
3) Transfer process described. steps given in
correct order

Trv Again
I) Inaccurate
2) No detail, unclear
3) No description, steps
left out. improper order
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UNIT OF STUDY
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EMPTY
BOWLS
GRADE LEVEL: 8

CONTRIBUTED BY:

Edith Marcum
Hopkinsville Middle School, Christian County Schools

UNIT OVER VIEW

UNIT GOALS
To help students understand:

This unit will help students understand the
issue of hunger in their community by working at the
local Salvation Army to prepare a meal. They will
also sponsor a soup and bread dinner to raise money
for the organization.

=:>
=:>
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SERVICE-LEARNING PROJECT
Students help prepare a meal at the local
Salvation Army as well as sponsor a family dinner
to raise funds for the agency.

the needs of people in the community
stereotyping
how to gain respect for themselves and others
the steps involved in creating a soup bowl from clay
how the Salvation Army operates
the steps involved in preparing and cooking a meal for
the Salvation Army

PORTF OLIO OPPO RTU NITIES
Writing: (I) Reflective narrative about the project
(2) Paper about the issue of hungcr

ACA DEMIC EXPECTATIONS ADDRESSED
CommunicationlMath Skills: 1.2. 1.3. 1.11

Self-Sufficiency: 3.1,3 .3,3.4,3.7

Students read literature about the issue of hunger. They
write about their experience working at the Salvation Army
and with the project as a whole.

Working at the Salvation Army and helping to raise money for
hunger in their community helps students improve their self
concepts. They use resourcefulness and creativity in
developing their project.

Social Studies: 2.14. 2.15. 2.16. 2.17
Responsible Group Membership: 4.1,4.2. 4.3

Students learn how their government attempts to help
hungry people. Through their work at the Salvation Army.
they learn to interact with people different from themselves.
They learn how they. as citizens, can take responsibility for
feeding hungry people in their community.

Students work cooperatively in preparing and serving the meal
at the soup kitchen, as well as at the soup and bread dinner.
They learn to be more caring and responsible toward people
less fortunate than themselves.

Arts and Humanities: 2.22,2.23

Thinking and Problem-Solving: 5.2,5.3. 5.4. 5.5

Th is project provides students with the opportun ity to learn
the art of ceram ics and working with clay.

Students use creativity and develop decision-making and
problem-solving skills through this project.

Practical Living: 2.33

Integration of K nowledge: 6.1, 6.2. 6.3

Students learn about the services provided by the Salvation
Army.

Students learn to look at the issue of hunger from multiple
perspectives. They use their existing knowledge throughout
the project and continually develop new knowledge about the
subject matter they are studying.
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PREPARATION
KNOWS

005

I) Causes of hunger
2) Effects of hunger  emotional and physical
3) Agencies that address hunger issues

I) List
2) Explain
3) List/describe

STEP ONE:
I) In language arts, discuss the issues of hunger in the community. IdentifY private and governmental agencies that help
people who cannot afford food.
2) Begin reading the book December Stillness.
3) In art class, distribute the clay and discuss techniques used in creating a bowl.

STEP TWO:
I) In language arts, brainstorm local agencies in the area that deal with hunger. Have students \\oTite a paper on the causes,
effects, and other issues dealing with hunger. Discuss how the Salvation Army helps feed hungry people in the
community. Make arrangements for the students to visit the Salvation Army to serve a meal.
2) Talk about other ways to help the Salvation Anny. Discuss the idea of sponsoring a dinner where students can raise
money to give to the Salvation Army. Set a date for the dinner and make invitations for students, parents, and friends.
The dinner will be cooked at the completion of this project.
3) Continue reading and discussing December Stillness and how it relates to people today. Discuss the issue of stereotyping
hungry people.
4) In art, have students finish the bowls. Also fire and glaze the bowls.

ACTION

I

STEP ONE:
I)

Take the students on a trip to the Salvation Ann). In volve the students in preparing and cooking the food for the meal.
serving the clients, and cleaning up afterward.

STEP TWO:
I) Have students organize their soup and bread dinner. Distribute the invitations and purchase the food to be prepared.
2) Prepare the soup and bread dinner for family and friends, with everyone encouraged to give donations to the Salvation
Army. Students will be given this opportunity to eat out of the clay bowls they made.

REFLECTION
I)
2)
3)

After the trip to the Salvation Army, have students discuss what they learned and how they felt about serving the meal to
the hungry people in their community.
Discuss the differences in preparing the meal for family and friends compared to preparing food for the Salvation Arm).
Have students \\oTite a narrative about their feelings toward the entire project.
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Have students answer the following prompt:

You are an advocate for hungry people in your community. You are making a speech to the community
to increase awareness ofthis issue. Begin by listing the causes of hunger. Explain how hunger affects p eople. both
emotional(r and physical(r. List and describe agencies in your community which address hunger iss ues.

RUBRIC

Good Work

ill Again

I) At least three causes listed, accurate
2) Explanation for both emotional and physical effects
3) Agencies listed and described clearly

I) Less than three, inaccurate
2) Vague explanation, only one explained
3) Agencies not listed, listed on ~y
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READ TOME!
GRADE LEVEL: 8

CONT RIBUTED BY:

Chris Love
Hopkinsville Middle School, Christian County Schools

UNIT GOALS

UNIT OVERVIEW
This unit will involve students in the process of creating and
publishing a book. Students will write and design a book and
make glove puppets of their characters. These books will be
donated to a local Head Start facility.

To belp stud ents understand:
~

~
~

~

SERVICE-LEARNING PROJECT
Students write a book suitable
for preschool children and donate the books
to a local Head Start facility.

how to interact with younger children
the process involved in \\.Titing a book
the art of making a puppet
the importance of developing a love of reading

PO RTFOLIO OPPORTUNITIES
Writing: (I) narrative about how students felt toward the
project and working with younger children. (2) the book
made for the children

ACADEMIC EXPECTATIONS ADDRESSED
Com mu nication/Mat h Skills:
1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.1 1, 1.12. 1.13
Students read children's literature to gather ideas before
writing their own children's book . Students read the books
they have written to preschool children.

Self-Su fficiency: 3.1.3.4,3.7
This project helps students develop bener self-concepts as the~
create a book for younger children. They learn to be creative
and \vork independently on the project.

Responsible Group Membersh ip: 4.1, 4.3
Social Studies: 2.17
Working with the preschool children provides opportunities
for the students to interact with people of various ethnic and
cultural backgrounds.

Working one-on-one with the preschool children helps the
middle school students develop interpersonal skills. They
learn to be more caring and responsible toward children in
their community.

Thin king an d Problem-Solving: 5.1, 5.2. 5.3
Arts and Hu man ities: 2.22
Students make pictures and glove puppets to accompany
their books.

Students think critically and creatively as they design their
books. They conceptualize an idea and follow it through to a
completed book.

Practical Living: 2.33

Integration of Knowledge: 6.1,6.2,6.3

Students learn about the services provided by a Head Start
facility.

Students use their existing knowledge throughout the project
and continually develop new knowledge about the subject
matter they are studying.

I
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PREPARATION

KNOWS
I) Importance of reading
2) How to encourage reading in preschool children
3) Steps involved in writing a book

DOS
) Explain
2) Describe
3) List

STEP ONE:
In advance of the unit, ask the Head Start teachers to have their students draw pictures representing themselves and things that
are of interest to them. These drawings will make good subjects and provide illustrations for the stories to be written. The
Head Start students' names and other personal information should be added to their pictures.

STEP TWO:
I) Have students brainstorm what they already know about 3-5 year olds, especially their vocabulary, interests, and attention
span .
2) Visit the local Head Start program to provide time for the middle school students to interact with the children and to
collect the pictures they have drawn, which will serve as illustrations for the book.
3) Pair up one Head Start student with one middle school student. Have the middle school students make notes about the
child for whom they will make the book.

STEP THREE:
Take students to the local library to review current children's literature. This will provide the students with an excellent
background into what children like to read.

ACTION
STEP ONE:
I) Have students put together ideas for their books and develop rough drafts.
2) In partners, have students critique each others' books.
3) Using the suggestions of their partners, have students finish ""'fiting and assembling their books.

STEP TWO:
Make glove puppets, with each finger representing a different character in the story.

STEP THREE:
I) Visit the Head Start facility again. Have students meet with their preschool partners and read their stories to them. Make
sure they keep the books at eye level. Let the children operate the finger puppets.
2) Donate the books and serve refreshments.
3) Videotape the actual reading of the books and the reactions of the students involved for reference on future projects.

~
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REFLECTION
I)
2)
3)
4)

View the videotape and discuss the feelings of the middle school students about the project. Have them write a narrative
about their feelings toward the project.
Discuss the steps involved in writing a book .
Discuss ideas for future projects with the Head Start students.
Have students answer the following prompt:

You haveju.I'l completed a project designed to help preschool children dewlap a love of reading Explain
Ihe importance a/ being able to read. Lisl the steps YO li used to create your book. Describe hoy,'
olhers can encollrage preschool children 10 learn to read.

RUBRJC
Good Work
I) Explanation clear, accurate
2) All steps listed in correct order
3) Description clear

ill Again
I) Vague explanation. inaccurate
2) Steps left out, not in order
3) Description unclear

N
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Human Needs

THREE-LEVEL HUMAN
SERVICES PROJECT

MIDDLE
SCHOOL

Kammerer Middle School
Jefferson County School District

OVERVIEW

ACADEMIC EXPECTATIONS ADDRESSED

Sixth grade students
chose to develop
partnerships and
conduct monthly
projects with three
agencIes
(kindergarten class,
homeless center day
care, and nursing
home) to
complement their
science and
language arts
curriculum.

•

•

•

To provide
interactions with
children and
older adults in
the community
To enhance the
science and
language arts
curriculum with
meaningful
community
projects

Science: 2.1, 2.3, 2.6
Students learned about the aging process and how the body changes from infancy to
old age.

II

•

Social Studies: 2.16,2.17
Through work at their three service sites, students learned to interact effectively
with people of different ages and cultural backgrounds.

•

Arts and Humanities: 2.22
Students illustrated the books th!!y made for their partners. During regular
interactions at the service sites, students engaged in craft activities with their
partners.

•

Practical Living: 2.29, 2.31, 2.33, 2.35
This project provided opportunities for students to work cooperatively in groups .
They also learned about personal responsibility and agencies that help people in
their community. They studied how exercise and healthy habits can lead to a more
active lifestyle as they get older.

GOALS
•

Com munication and Math Skills: 1.2, 1.3, 1.11, 1.12
Students regularly read stories with their partners at their service sites. Students
read the novel Tuck Everlasting by Natalie Babbitt, which dealt with issues
concerning growing old in society. Students wrote and illustrated their ovm books
with themselves and their partner as main characters. Students wrote letters to 7th
grade teachers requesting that this project continue in 7th grade. Students learned
to adapt their visits based on observations they made while at the service sites.

•

Self-Sufficiency: 3.1, 3.3, 3.4, 3.7
This project helped students develop positive self-concepts as they worked with
people at the service sites. They learned to be flexible and creative in planning
their activities as they became better acquainted with their partners.

•

Res ponsible Group Membership: 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4
Students learned to work in a variety of group settings at their service site. They
learned to be caring toward children and the elderly in their community.

•

Thinking and Problem-Solving: 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, 5.5
This project provided an excellent way for students to use criticaL creative and
conceptual thinking skills. It also allowed them to make decisions and solve
problems relevant to the project .

•

Integration of Knowledge: 6.1, 6.2, 6.3
Students used their existing knowledge to plan the project and developed new
knowledge as the project progressed.

("V)
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STEP BY STEP GUIDE
STEP ONE: PREPARATION
I)

2)

3)

4)
5)

6)

Through the science and language arts curriculum, students became involved in a service-learning
project. Teachers presented students with a list of three projects from which to choose. From this
list, students chose to participate in the project of greatest interest and concern to them . The
projects included partnerships with (I) students in a kindergarten class, (2) homeless children at a
day care center, and (3) residents of a nursing home.
Throughout the course of the school year, aspects of human growth aJid development were taught
in science. Students studied systems of the body and linked what they were learning about the
aging process  from infancy to old age  to the service they were doing.
In language arts, students developed skills in speaking, interviewing, and creative writing. The
students' reading comprehension skills were improved through reading stories related to
intergenerational relationships. One such story was Tuck Everlasting by Natalie Babbitt which
discussed many issues of growing old in society, as told from an adolescent's perspective.
Students discussed what they knew and did not know about the group of people with whom they
would be working. They detennined what questions, if any, they had about their partners.
Students from the previous year's projects were asked to speak about their experiences. Speakers
from the nursing home and day care center were invited to discuss the interests and needs of the
senior citizens and small children.
The students in each of the groups worked together to plan activities for the outreach sites. As
they became more familiar with their sites and their partners, they developed more creative and
insightful activities.

STEP TWO: ACTION
1)

2)

3)

Students visited their service site on the same day each month throughout the school year.
Students either walked or rode the bus to their site, depending on its location. Teachers served as
facilitators at the service sites.
Students planned different activities to do with their partners each month such as reading and
making crafts. (NOTE: The teachers reported that students who had not previously shown
leadership skills became leaders when planning and implementing activities at the outreach
sites.)
After several visits the students decided to write and illustrate a book, with the partners as main
characters. Students spent considerable time drafting, revising, and finishing their books which
were presented to their partners at the final visit. (NOTE : The language arts teacher reported
that a significant aspect of this book project is that it motivated students who had not completed
written pieces all year to write the stories for their partners.)

STEP THREE: REFLECTION/CELEBRATION
I)

2)

3)

4)

After each visit, the teachers led a reflection session in which students answered three questions
about their experiences: (I) What happened? (2) What can we infer from our experience? and (3)
Now what/what should we do the next time we visit?
The teachers and administrators at each of the sites continually praised the students for their
work. When appropriate, suggestions were made for improvement. The administrative staff at
all three outreach sites requested a similar partnership during the next school year.
Students celebrated their last visit with their partners as follows: The nursing home hosted a
pizza party, the kindergarten students had a picnic, and the day care children went to the middle
school for an ice cream party. The books the students had made were presented to their partners
during this final visit.
The students decided to write letters to their upcom ing seventh grade teachers requesting that
their service-learning projects be continued in seventh grade.
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PROGRAM EVALUATION

While structured reflection is a vital form of project assessment, other
evaluative measures should be used in assessing a project.

Certainly, since student learning is the critical element in any service
project, data related to what students have learned must be compiled.
Such data can include the results of pretests and post tests; the
examination of classroom academic, conduct, and attendance reports
during the period of the service activity; and teacher observations and
comments. In addition, journal writings and other reflection materials
can provide insight to student learnings. Other evaluative instruments
can measure demographic and other numerical data : hours of service,
number of recipients served, and site records of student activity .

The following is a pre and post survey instrument developed by the
Jefferson County Public Schools Volunteer Talent Center.

LD
(Y)
r-l

Service-Learning Survey
Grades Seven Thro ugh Twelve
Please circle the respon se that best describes your tho ught or feel ing about each stat ement.
Circle only one choice for each.

General Questions
Stron gl y
Di sagree
I.

Stron gl:
A[!TCC

I can make contributions to my community that
wil l hel p make it a better pl ace in which to li ve .

2

-'

4

2.

Helping people in need is important to me .

2

3

4

3.

My participation in service learni ng makes a
difference in the worl d.

2

3

-l

I learn abo ut communi ty probl ems by
partici pating in service-learni ng projects.

2

-'

-+

My work in service-learn ing proj ects hel ps increase my
knowledge about my community and those who live in it.

2

3

-+

Partic ipation in comm uni ty-servi ce proj ects gi ves me a
good fee ling about myself.

2

3

4

7.

I have a responsib il ity to my communi ty.

2

3

4

8.

I am interested in learning about the people,
places, and needs in my comm unity.

2

3

4

I like to vo lunteer for di fferent types of
community-service experiences.

2

3

4

10. Comm unity-service proj ects allow me to use what I
learn in school in meaningful and creative way~ .

2

3

4

II. Ad ul ts value what people my age have to offer.

2

3

4

12. Schools should incl ude serv ice-learn ing opportuniti es
as part of their curriculum offerings.

2

3

4

4.

5.
6.

9.

Name:
-----------------------------------I. D. N umber:_________ ._____________________

.,
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Kent ucky's Learning Goals an d Academic Expectations
The centerpiece of Kentucky's education and refonn effort is its vision of \-\hat students should
know and be abJe to do as a result of their school experience. E\ ery aspect of the reroml
move ment is desi gned to promote student attainment of these goals and to measure our progress
in helping them do so.

Assumption underlying KERA
All sllIdenls are capable oflearning
The expectations for students are set fort h as the six Learning Goals of KE RA. Th ese goals
Jed to the deve lopment of 57 Academic Ex pectati ons that characterize student achievement
of the goals. All Kentuck y students are expec ted to achieve the goals and ou tcomes.

I

GOAL 1:
Students are able to use basic communication aDd mathematics skills for purposes and
situations they wiU encounter throughout their Lives.
1. 1
Students use reference tools such as dictionaries . almanacs, en cyc lopedias, and
computer refe rence programs and research too ls such as interviews and surveys to find
the in fonnation they need to meet speci fi c demands, exp lore interests, or sohc
specific problems.
1.2
Students make sense of the vari ety of mate rials th ey read.
1.3
Students make sense of the various things th ey observ e.
1.4
Stud ents make sense of the vari ous messages to which th ey li sten.
1.5-1.9 Students use mathematical ideas and procedures to commun icate, reason, and solve
probl ems.
Students organize infonnation through developm ent and use of class ification rules and
1.10
syst ems.
1.11
Students write using ap propriate fonns, conventions, and styl es to
commun icate ideas and infonnation to di fferent audi ences for di fferent purposes.
1.12
Students speak using appropriate fonns, conventio ns, and styles to communicate ideas
and infonnation to different audienc es for di fferent purposes.
1.13
Students make sense of ideas and comm unicate ideas 'V,·i th the visual arts .
1.1 4
Students make sen se of ideas and communicate ideas with music.
1.15
Students make sense of and communicate ideas with movement.
1. 16
Srudents use computers and other kinds of technology to coll ect, organize, and
commun icate infonnation and ideas.
GOAL 2:
Students shaU develop their abilities to apply core concepts and principles from
mathematics, the sciences, the arts, the humanities, social studies, practical li ving studies,
and vocati on al studies to what they wiU encounter throughout their lives.
SCIE." iCE
2.1
Students understand scientific ways of thinking and working and use those methods to

2.2

I

solve real-life problems.
Students identify, analyze, and use patterns such as cycles and trends to understand
past and present events and pred ict possible future events.
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2.3
2.4

2.5
2 .6

i'

Students ide nt ify and ana lyze syste ms 2.nd the ways th eir components work together
o r a ffec t eac h o th er.
Stude nts use the concept of scale and scie nti fic models to ex pla in the organi za tion and
fu nctioning of liv ing and nonli vin g things and predict other character istic s that m ight
be o bse rved .
Students und erstand that under certain condition s nature tends to re ma in the sam e or
mo ve to\vard a ba lance.
S tu de nts un derstan d ho\\' living and nonl ivin g thin gs change ove r ti m e and the fac tors
that innu ence the chan ges.

MATHEMATICS
2.7
2.8
2.9
2. 10
2 . 11
2.12
2. 13

Stude nts understand number concepts and use numbers appropri ately an d accu rate ly.
Students understand vari ous mathematica l procedures an d use th em app ropri ate ly and
accurate ly .
Students understand space an d dim ensionali ty con cepts and use them appro priately
an d accurate ly.
Students understand measurement concepts an d use measurements app ropriatel y and
acc urately.
Students understand mathematical change concepts and use them appropriate ly and
accurate ly .
Stu dents understand mathematical structure concepts, including the properties and
logic of various m athematical system s.
Students understand and appropriately use statistics an d prob abi lity .

SOCIAL STUDIES
2.14
2.15
2. 16

2 . 17
2. 18
2. 19
2.2 0
2.2 1

Students understand th e dem ocratic pri ncip les of just ice, eq ual ity, responsi bi lity. an d
freedo m and apply them to real -li fe si tuati ons.
Students can accurately describe various forms of governm ent and ana lyze issues th at
re la te to the rights an d responsibilit ies of citizens in a democracy .
Students observe, an al yze, and interpret human behaviors, soc ial groupi ngs. and
insti tutions to better understand peo ple and the relati onships among indiv idual s an d
among gro ups.
Students interact effecti vely and work cooperat ive ly v..ith the many ethnic and cultura l
groups o f our na tion and world .
Students understand economic princip les and are abl e to make econom ic de ci sions
that have consequences in dai ly li ving .
Students recognize and understand the re lationship between people and geography and
apply their knowledge in real- life situations.
Students understand, an alyze , and interpret histori cal events, conditions, trends, and
issues to develop historical perspective.
(Incorporate d into 2 . 16)

ARTS AND HUMANITIES
2. 22
2.23
2. 24

Students create works of art and make present ations to co nvey a point of view .
Students an al yze their Ov..11 and others' art istic products and perform ances uSlng
ac cepted standards.
S tudents have know ledge of major works of art , musi c, an d lite rat ure and apprec iate
creati vity and the con tri buti ons o f th e arts and humanit ies .

(Y)
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2.2 5

2.26
2. 27
2.28

In the products they make and the perfonnances th ey prese nt, st udents show that they
understand how time, place, and society innuence the arts and humanities such as
languages, literature, and history.
Through th e arts and humanit ies, students recogni ze that although people are different.
th ey share some commo n ex periences and att itudes.
Studen ts recogn ize and un derstand the similariti es and di fferen ces among languages.
Stude nts understand and communicate in a second language.

PRACTICAL LI\T\G

2.29
2.30
2.31
2.32
2.33
2. 34
2. 35

Stude nts demons trate skills that promote ind iv idual we ll -be ing and healt hy fam ily
,e lationships.
Stude nts evaluate consumer products and serv ices and make e ffective consumer
dec isi ons.
Students demonstrate the knowledge an d ski lls they need to remain ph ysi ca lly hea lthy
and to acce pt respons ib ility fo r thei r own ph ysical we ll-be ing.
Students demonstra te strategies fo r becom ing and remaini ng menta lly and emotionally
healthy.
Students demonstrate th e ski lls to eval uate and use servi ces an d resources available in
their com munity.
Students perfo nn physical mo vemen t sk ill s effecti ve ly in a variety o f settings.
Students demonstrate knowledge and ski ll s that promote physica l activ ity and
invo!yement in ph ysi cal act iv ity throughout their li ves .

\'OCATIONAL STUDIES

2.36
2. 37
2.38

Students use strategJes for choosin g and preparing for a career.
Stu dents demonstrate skills and work habits that lead to success in future sc hoo lIng
and work.
Students de monstrate skills such as intervie\ving, \-\-TI ting resumes, and completing
ap plicati ons that are needed to be accepted in to coll ege or other postseco ndary
trainin g or to get a j ob.

GOAL 3:*
Students shall develop their ability to become self-sufficient individuals.
GOAL 4:*
Students shall de\'elop their abilities to become responsible members of a family , work
group, or community, including demonstrating effectiveness in a community service.
*Note. Goals 3 and 4 are included in Kentllcky statute as learn ing goals, but they are not
included in the state 's academic assessment program.
GOAL 5:
Students shall develop their abilities to think and solve problems in school situations and in
a variety of situations they will encounter in life.
5.1
Students use critical thinking skills such as an alyzing. priorit izing, categori zi ng,

5.2
5.3
5.4

evaluati ng, and comparing to sol ve a variety of problems in real-life situations.
Students use creati\·e th inking skills to develo p or invent novel , con structi ve ide as or
products .
Students organize infonnation to de ve lop or change th eir und erstanding of a concept.
Students use a decision-making process to make infonned decisions among opti on s.

OJ
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5.5

Stu dents use problem -solvi ng processes to de velop solution s to re latively complex
probl ems.

GOAL 6:
Students shall de\elop their abilities to connect and integrate experiences and new
knowledge from all subject matter fields with what they have pre\'jously learned and build
on past learning experiences to acquire new information through various media sources.
6. 1
Students connect knowledge and experiences from diffe rent subjec t areas.
6.2
Student s use what they al ready knO\\! to acquire new knowledge. develop new skill s.
or interpret new experiences.
Students expand thei r un dersta nding of existing knowledge by making connec tions
6.3
with new kno wledge. skill s, and experiences.
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SERVICE-LEARN INC WEB SITES

The following are but a few of the web sites available that contain service-learning information:
National Youth Leadership Council; w\V\\'.n)'h:.org
National Service-Learning Cooperative Clearinghouse: w" w.dark.nct/puh/vwalker/lwmc.html
Learn and Serve America; www.cns.gov/ll'arn.hfml
The Council of Chief State School Officers; www.ccsso.()rg/
Education Commission of the States: www.ccs.org
National Youth Development Information Center; www.lH·clic.org
SERVnet; www.scrvncLorg
Nonprofit Prophets; www.kn.pachcll.com!wircd/ pruphcts
Natio nal 4-" Council; www.rourcouncil.l'du
Youth l..- ink; www.voulhlink.urg
Citizenship and Service Education; W\\ w.sdls.l'utgers.cdu/t3sc/casl'/html
The Big Dummy's Guide to Service-Learnin~; wW\\' .IiIl.cdu / ~ lim c .tchg/ Lihraf· y / higdllllml\'.hlllll

SERVICE-LEARNING TRAINING OPPORTUNITIES

In addi tion to an a n nual Service-Learning Summer Institute held in a state IJark each July, the department has availahlc 3 hour and 6 hour
in-ser vice training workshops for local districts on the implementation of service-learning as an instructional stratc~y. For more
information or to schedule a workshop, contact the Division of Student, Family, and Community Suppo.-t Services, 502/564-3678.
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